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State court upholds elections for drink sales here
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The 2000
law that allows local option elections in dry
cities and counties for alcohol sales at larger restaurants is constitutional, the Supreme
Court ruled late this morning.
The decision by a 6-1 majority of the
court, turned back a challenge from the

Temperance League of Kentucky, which
had argued it was special legislation and
local option elections are not allowed on
regular election days.
The law allows petitions for local option
elections and several communities around
the state held such referendums in

November 2000.
Voters in Georgetov.ii, Kutt.m.r, Murray
and Guthrie approved alcohol sales at
restaurants that seat more than 100 and
derive at least 70 percent of their gross
receipts from the sale of food. Voters in
other communities rejected sales.

The Temperance League said the law
was unconstitutional because it gave special
status to restaurants of a certain size, as
opposed to any other business that might
want to sell alcohol.
The court, in an unsigned opinion, said
the General Assembly recognized a valid

reason for the distinction in the legislation
by declaring that larger restaurants help economic development.
The court also rejected an argument that
the Kentucky Constitution prohibits local
option elections on the same day as a general election.
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THE FORCE IS WITH THEM ... It would have to be. Fans crowded outside the Cheri Theatre Tuesday I. irough yesterday afternoon
to get tickets for the 12:01 a.m. showing Thursday of "Star Wars Episode ll — Attack of the Clones.

May the Fans be with you
'Star Wars'faithful use more than `The Force'
to make it through wait for new movie
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
It was like a setup for a science fiction
movie. A lone fan, anticipating the 12:01 a.m.
Thursday showing of "Star Wars Episode II —
Attack of the Clones," decided he would be the
first in line.
That act unwittingly started an invasion!(Cue
dramatic music.)
Tickets for the midnight showing went on
sale Wednesday at 6:15 p.m. and fans wrapped
themselves around the Cheri Theatre with lawn
chairs, food, music and "Star Wars"-mania.
Broc Walker, who is referred to as "Yoda" by
his friends, sat with his back against the theatre
entrance. Soon after he arrived at the theatre
Tuesday, with lawn chair and supplies in tow.
others soon followed suit.
Several young men camped out in front ot
the theatre Tuesday night. They didn't sleep,
they didn't shower. Almost all their food was
either brought with them or delivered from
friends who wanted to show support.
One fan decided a lawn chair would not be
enough and brought a love seat to sit on and to
sleep. "If I am going to be here, I am going to
be comfortable," Malcolm Thomas-Gustave
said.
This type of obsession went on throughout
the country with several camping out for not
only a night, but months. In New York, several
fans had camped outside the Ziegfeld Theater
since April 27 to raise money for the Starlight
Children's Foundation, which grants wishes for

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUIS VII I P Ky (AP) — A
federal appeals court Wednesday
upheld a ruling that the nation's No.
1 snuff manufacturer broke antitrust
laws in trying to stifle competition
in the lucrative "smokeless tobacco"
market.
United States Tobacco Co..
maker of Skoal and Copenhagen.
was accused of misleading retailers
to secure prime display space for its
brands. Its salesmen allegedly
obscured competitors' brands or
removed their display racks altogether.
A federal court jury in Paducah in
2000 ordered U.S. Tobacco to pay
$350 million to rival Conwood Co.,
whose snuff brands include Kodiak
and Cougar. Under federal antitrust
laws, the award was automatically
tripled to $1.05 billion.
Much of the-nation's smokekss
tobacco is grown in western
Kentucky, where the trial took place.
U.S. Tobacco has a plant in
Hopkinsville.
The verdict and award were

unanimously upheld by a threejudge panel of the U.S. Sixth Circuit
Court of AppeaLs in Cincinnati.
Vincent A. Gierer Jr.. chairman
and chief executive officer of parent
company UST Inc., based in
Greenwich, Conn., said U.S.
Tobacco will appeal. He said the
company has -sufficient cash and
credit ... to fund the judgment if ultimately required."
U.S. Tobacco can ask for a
review by the entire appellate court
or press on to the Supreme Court.
Snuff is a finely chopped tobacco
that typically is placed between the
gum and cheek or lower lip. Its nicotine is absorbed through the. skin and
into the bloodstream.
U.S. Tobacco controlled 77 percent of the "moist snuff' market, a
$1.68 billion industry in 1999.
according to court testimony.
Conwcktd, based in Memphis.
Tenn,. claimed U.S. Tobacco salesmen removed its display racks from
stores and that its products then
were buried in U.S Tobacco racks.

•See Page 2

All That Jazz

BRANDI WILLIAMS Ledger & Times photo

THEATRE. SWEET THEATRE ... Nick Pogue, left, Malcolm Thomas-Gustave. center,
and others relaxed in front of the Cheri Theatre. waiting for tickets to -Episode II" to
go on sale.
terminally ill children. They previously raised
$15,000 in 1999 when they camped for
"Episode I — The Phantom Menace."
Murray fans had to suffer a little more when
the theatre employees got their own private
screening of the movie while they camped outside."We have a lot of hate for them right now,"
Thomas-Gustave said.

"They tried to come out and ruin the ending
for us," Nick Pogue added.
Actually, after many hours waiting and very
little sleep, the group become agitated toward
several groups. Especially since many people
felt the need to constantly drive by and ask why
they were waiting outside the theatre.

•See Page 2

MES announces partnership with e-Tel
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray is advancing in local
technology as Murray Electric
Systems celebrated the partnership
of Murray Electric Systems and
local telephone provider, e-Tel of
Murray.

People will now have the option
of receiving phone service through
Murray Electric Systems, meaning
patrons can recieve their electric.
cable, internet and phone service
from one source.
A.D. Wright, one of the primary
owners of e-Tel, said the technology

Murray, KY 42071
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has been available ever since the
company provided Murray Electric
with the equipment for broadband.
"Murray Electric took the initiative to present this to the power
board and the city," Wright said.
Tony Thompson said this is just a
way of making things more effi-

cient.
"It's like building a six-lane road,
but only using three of them,"
Thompson, MES Superintendent,
said. "It's just utilizing the infrastructure.The signal will be provided by a

KRISTY HOPPE;-

g Times photo
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MUSIC MAN ... This Murray Middle School band member
practiced Wednesday afternoon in preparation for this
Saturday's Jazz in the Park event at the Playhouse in the
Park. For additional information, check out today's Arts
Page inside.

Jim Kelly

Becoming Partly
Cloudy

66

Tonight...
Mostly cloudy
with chance of
rain.
Friday...
Occasional rain
& cooler. Highs
in the mid 60s.
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Correction

Technology

l)ue to an editorial error. an
incorrect headline accompanied a
story in yesterday's Ledger & Times
regarding Sen. Bob Jackson (DMurray).
The story was in regards to
Jackson being awarded by the
Purchase Area Aquacuture Co-Op.
The headline should have read
"Agriculture leaders select Jackson
for award."

assessment
launched
for state

,
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ALL SYSTEMS GO ... Charlie McKenzie, engineer for e-Tel, looks
over equipment.
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From Front
switch located at the Murray Electric System facilities and transported using
the same wires that carry cable television and internet service.
"This may very vs cif N. the irr4Xoriimercially-launched broadband telephone service operating in the tinned States at this time." Thompson said.
"All eyes of the telecommunications industry are watching the MES'operation at this time."
He also said all calling features will be similar to those now available by
other telephone providers and the rates will he extrniely competitive.

By mail to rest of KYITN - S110.00
other mail subscriptions - $130 00.
Published Monday through Saturday
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From Front
keep making up new
answers to that question every time
people drive 11.- Pogue said.
"What,was the last one we came up
with'!"
"We were w ailing for 'SpiderMan to open." Walker answered.,
\\ a ke_r_is _4 veteran to camping
out for "Star Wars." He was also
first in line \‘ hen "Fpkode I" pre"We

miered. That year. he dressed as
"Y(xlia" — the green. Muppet-tike
Jedi master.
"I was going to wear a costume
this year. hut its too hot,- he said.
With "Spider-Man" clearing
$200 million at the box office its
first,two weekends., many are left
with the question of whether the
Force wilt.have-enough 'force' to
stand up to the web-slinging super-

CORRECTION
The ad that ran in yesterday's paper should have read:

Best Yet
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user
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•Tobacco...

lion a year in profits.
U.S. Tobacco also noted that new
The company got an injunction moist snuff products entered the
against U.S. Tobacco to stop the market during the period. By 1999
practice. U.S. Tobacco said removal there were 40 brands, 24 of them
of racks was isolated, but produced by its competitors, the
Conwood's chairman said the com- company said. The appeals panel
pany spent $100,000 a month on was not swayed.
"Although output in the moist
replacement racks.
Care, _
U.S. - Tobacco also -claimed— snuff _market_grew,There was evi"I don't care if one person is
'Conwood failed to show that com- dence showing that USTC's actions
here watching or 500," he said. "As petition had been stifled. In its caused higher prices and reduced
appeal. it noted trial testimony that consumer choice, both of which are
long as I'm here watching it."
Conwood's market share actually harmful to competition," Judge Eric
However, he wasn't alone. The
increased and was 13 1/2 percent. Clay said, writing for the panel,
the
for
Cheri seated 295 people
Conwood claimed its market share which included Judges Ronald
showing. Tickets sold out in 15
would have been nearly twice as Gilman and R. Allan Edgar.
minutes.
The monthlong trial featured tesgreat and that each additional market share point was worth $10 mil- timony from salesmen to high-ranking executives of both companies, as
well as retail executives and professors from elite business schools.
Conwood claimed when U.S.
Tobacco salesmen restocked or
rearranged their displays, they discarded hundreds of thousands of
Conwood racks and advertising disWe build strong kids,strong famihes,strong communities.
plays, claiming retailers had given
permission.
WHAT ARE YOVR KIDS DOING THIS SVMMER?
The appeals court said there was
Enroll now and join other YMCA kids and counselors as we
no indication that the action was
authorized. It also noted that snuff is
generally sold from racks, and that
of sale" advertising at the
"point
Come by or call for more info:
crucial, given other restricis
racks
808 Chestnut St.• Murray • 759-9622
tions on advertising in the tobacco
industry.
U.S. Tobacco also argued that
Conwood's complaints stemmed
from UST's ability to have exclusive racks in some major retail
stores, in which UST displayed its
products and those of other manufacturers. The appeals court rejected
that argument.
U.S. Tobacco claimed that retailers determined and controlled what
smokeless tobacco racks and display
advertising were used in stores. But
the appeals court said U.S. Tobacco
used its industry dominance to
FS45
exclude competition by suggesting
that retailers carry fewer products,
especially from rivals.

From Front
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The fans said in the long run,
"Star Wars" will always win.
Fans were also not concerned
with many of the critics' harsh
reviews of the film. "The critics
hate the 'Star Wars' movies,- said
Shaun Gordon. "It's not
'Godfather,' but it is entertaining."
Walker said he really doesn't
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Kentucky State Police
• Several people were injured in a three-vehicle accident which
occurred Wednesday morning in Graves County
A 1976 Ford pickup truck driven by Deborah A. Katzman, 32,
Mayfield, was traveling north on U.S. 45 when it crossed the center line
and struck a 1998 Pontiac Grand Prix driven by Jacqulyn F. Boyd, 43,
Water Valley, head-on. A third vehicle, a 1986 Ford Bronco driven by
Kent Tynes, 31, Mayfield, attempted to avoid hitting the two vehicles and
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. drove off the roadway into a creek embankment
All three drivers, as well as 4-year-old Mallory P. Katzman and 13Paul Patton has announced a project
Sasha F. Boyd, were transported to the Jackson Purchase
year-old
to assess Kentucky's information
technology. It would include the Medical Center and treated for multiple injuries. KSP was assisted at the
extent to which businesses, govern- scene of the accident by the Graves County Sheriff's Department and
ment, schools and the general popu- the Mayfield Fire Department and Rescue Squad.
lace use the Internet.
Murray Police Department
The self-assessment would be
• A burglary was reported at 235 Riviera Courts Wednesday just after
followed by a development plan. 2:30 p.m.
Patton said Wednesday during a
• An undisclosed amount of money was reported stolen at 400 S.
news conference at the Capitol. He
St. Wednesday at approximately 4:22 p.m.
Seventh
likened it to "the transportation
was reported at 1626 Main St. Thursday morning just
burglary
A
•
or
years
50
made
were
that
decisions
midnight_
after
so ago."
— Information gathered from reports,
"Only this time we're not talking
logs and citations from respective agencies
about physical highways. Instead
we're talking about information
highways," Patton said. "Our state's
future depends on how effectively
and quickly we built the technological infrastructure that is needed to
compete in the new economy."
The three-year project is to be
carried out by a committee of government and business figures. John
R. Hall, former chairman and chief
executive officer of Ashland Inc., is
a co-chairman with Bill Brundage,
SCRANTON, Pa. (AP) — charged $5 per person, the docucommissioner of the state Office for
the New Economy.
Eleven -college students surrendered ments show.
Hall, who retired from Ashland to face charges stemming from the
The school is examining its poliin 1997, said in a statement that
"to identify any violations of its
cies
fellow
a
of
death
alcohol-related
many questions need answers. For
code of conduct, even though the
example, some have discusiMVing University of Scranton student.
Sophomore Robert Skaf was incidents in question did not take
the University of Louisville and
University of Kentucky together found dead at the bottom of an place on our campus," the universielectronically, he said. "But is there apartment building stairwell on ty president, the Rev. Joseph M.
enough bandwidth available to
McShane, said Wednesday.
make this practical? IS there enough April 28, his 20th birthday. He had
Eleven men surrendered Tuesday
bandwidth to handle all the electron- fallen and suffered a skull fracture,
for arraignment on alcohol-related
ic requests that libraries receive dur- officials said.
ing peak hours?" he said.
He and the defendants had been misdemeanors. They were released
The project has been given a at an all-day drinking party calfed on their own recognizance.
'Net-age name — connectkentucky
Investigators said they are await— and is to be coordinated by the "The Second Annual Beer Pong
a full autopsy report before coning
a
of
name
the
for
Tournament,"
Technology
Information
Center for
Enterprise in Bowling Green.
drinking game, according to court tinuing with the investigation.
documents. The hosts of the party

College students
surrender in connection
with drinking death

Tammy Thompson

Office Mgr

PoliceLogs
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Foal illness still evident but not like 2001
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Duncan
Taylor watched helplessly last sphng as a
mysterious illness killed dozens of foals on
his family's thoroughbred farm.
Some lived only for hours, if at all. Other
mares miscarried.
It was one of those things where you
kept telling yourself. At can't get any
worse.' Then it kept getting worse," said
Taylor. president of Taylor Made Farm.
-The fact that it was going on all over the
region and nobody knew what was causing
it made it even more frightening."
Taylor is far less anxious this year, knowing the illness is not as bad as it was in 2001.
when it claimed nearly 5 percent of the
state's annual foal crop and 20 percent of the
foals that would have been born on
Kentucky farms this year.
A check of 74 pregnant mares at Taylor
Made last May found more than a third had
lost their foals. Of the 400 pregnant mares
there this spring, not one has lost a foal to

the disease, Taylor said.
"I'm not ready to say we've weathered
anything, but I can say without hesitation
that I feel a lot better today than I did at this
time last year," he said.
Kentucky typically produces about
10.000 foals annually, which represents
about 30 percent of North America's yearly
oughbred foal population.
Nu
rs released this week by the
University
Kentucky show a sharp
decline in the number of dead foals submitted to its Livestock Disease Diagnostic
Center this year.
From April 28 through Saturday, 173
foals of all breeds were delivered to the center for examination, down from the 385
brought in during the same period a year
ago. About 120 of those submitted this year
have had characteristics consistent with the
illness, Mare Reproductive Loss Syndrome.
"A lot of the farms I work that had a lot
of problems last year haven't had any deaths
year, and that's encouraging," said equine
veterinarian Chet Blackey. who travels from

farm to fann checking mares and foals."But
I've heard of some other farms where as
many as 50 or 60 percent of their mares
have been affected."
Since the beginning of the year, the diagnostic center has received 697 equine abortions compared with 878 during the same
period last year.
Area veterinary hospitals also are admitting fewer sick foals, and those'that are
being treated are surviving at hiN
g
- i rates.
"It's down significantly from what we
experienced last year," said Dr. Bill
Bernard, internal medicine specialist at
Lexington's Rood and Riddle Equine
Hospital.
"We're having a few trickle in — maybe
one one day, two the next, then none the
next — that have symptoms consistent with
the illness — weakness, respiratory trauma
and low blood glucose."
Scientists still have not identified the
cause of.the illness, although a likely culprit
is the eastern tent caterpillar.
The fuzzy, black-and-yellow caterpillars,

abundant across central Kentucky eak
spring. feed on cyanide-laced wild cherry
tree leaves, which are poisonous to horses
Scientists believe the caterpillars and their
droppings, called frass, may somehow be
passing toxin to the horses feeding on contaminated grass.
Experiments conducted by Kentucky's
College of Agriculture show there is a likely correlation.
In the study, 29 pregnant mares housed at
the university's research farm were exposed
to different levels of caterpillar infestation
over 10-day periods in small pens. More
than 70 percent with exposure to caterpillars
or frass lost their pregnancies.
-That's been the first trial in which we've
actually been able to replicate the illness."
said university agronomist Jimmy Henning,
who oversees environmental sampling on
13 farms. "We haven't been able to do that
in any of our other tests. I'd say that makes
it a little more than coincidental."
Henning. however, is not ready to blame
the caterpillar yet. He and other researchers

Ire looking at toxins in pasture grass. molds.
bacteria and fungi. other cyanide sources
such as chi% er, and abnormal weather patterns
Taylor said many farms, including his
own, have taken steps to protect against the
illness.
Taylor Made sprayed for caterpillars,
chopped down some cherry trees and is one
of the few farms to muzzle mares before
they are sent out to pasture for exercise.
"From the things I've heard, the farms
that are having the most problems are the
ones that did very little as far as preventative
management." he said. "We went into this
year with a plan and tried some, different
things. To this point. it's paid off for us.Still, Taylor said, it will be a long time
before Kentuck 's thoroughbred indusus
approaches the breeding season without
caution.
"Until we figure out exactly what kauseti
it and how to fight it. it's going to he ..1
threat," he said.

Kentucky couple led heat-death fight
Patton daughter GM
steps up
to
leaves state chair campaign
prevent child

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
By The Associated Press
Associated Press Writer
A quick look at new Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Democratic
Party Chairman
Nicki Patton, the daughter of Govt.-- Jerry Johnson.
Paul Patton. said Wednesday she • Born, Harlan. Ky.. Jan. 29.
will leave her position as chair1956.
woman of the state Democratic • Graduated Cawood High
School and attended Southeast
Party to return to her interest in
Community College.
early childhood development.
• Worked in Harlan County
The new chairman is Jerry. judge-executive's office.
Johnson, an early Patton supporter • Volunteer in Patton for
who has been a political operative
Governor primary campaign,
1995.
in the governor's office since 1995.
Gov. Patton congratulated his • Joined Patton administration.
December 1995, serving as
daughter for helping bring the state
director of constituent services
party into the 2Ist century of techand special assistant to the govnology and -party tactics and
ernor.
expanding its reach.
• Lives in Frankfort.
"For 20 years, the object of this
"This Democratic Party will
headquarters was to help the governor and whatever else happened. still not be the attack dog on the
Republican Party," Patton said.
happened," Patton said.
The role of waging rhetorical
Patton said the party apparatus
is now focused on helping legisla- warfare will fall to campaign peotive candidates, local candidates ple and the personnel assigned to
the Democratic caticuses in the
and federal candidates.
Johnson said his view of his House and Senate.
"My responsibility is to work
new job is straightforward. "My
role as chairman will be to elect with them, even if they choose not
• Democrats, pure and simple." to work with me,"4)atton said.
Johnson, though. has already
Johnson said during an event at
party headquarters just,outside the gotten a .bit crossways with
"Republicans. Johnson aekriowlcapital.
Johnson said he expects to add edges talking with Republican
to the already overwhelming Brien Freeman about his primary
majority in the state House, where challenge to state Senate President
Democrats hold 66 of 100 seats. David Williams. Williams and the
"We will and expect to take back GOP central party apparatus have
control of the Senate," Johnson branded Freeman a Democratic
said to applause to several dozen plant.
Goy. Patton said Johnson's
party faithful..
Patton said he will impose the placement at party headquarters
same restraint on Johnson that he and the timing of it have nothing to
has used on previous party leaders do with the Williams-Freeman primary.
during his administration.

deaths in cars
By ED GARSTEN
AP Auto Writer
DETROIT(AP)— Michelle and
William Puckett say they were careful when they hired a registered
nurse to baby-sit their 11-month old
son, Bryan, in 1999.
But the woman left Bryan and
her own young son in a hot cat
while she shopped for two hours. By
the time she returned, Bryan was
dead of hyperthermia and her son
was in convulsions.
Now the Winchester. Ky., couple
is joining General Motors Corp. and
the national Safe Kids campaign in
spreading the message that children
should not be left in unattended
locked vehicle.
"Our main goal in this is just to
get the ignorance, frighten people,
bring people to reality that it's not
OK even for a minute or 15, 20 seconds to turn your back on a child in
• a car," William Puckett, 31. said in a
conference calL.„with. reporters
Wednesday.
At least 30 children died last year
of hyperthermia. or abnormally high
temperature. and at least 150 have
died since 1996, GM said.
"There needs to be some law in
each state ... so when that happens,
there's an automatic charge on the
books,- Michelle Puckett said.
Eleven states have laws with specific language regarding leaving
children unattended in vehicles.

according to Heather Paul, executive director of Safe Kids. The
Pucketts successfully lobbied for
such a law in their home state that
has become known as "Bryan's
law."
The baby sitter in Bryan's case
was,convicted of manslaughter and
second-degree criminal neglect and
sentenced to 13 years in prison.
-This is one of the saddest kinds
of tragedies ... because parents
never mean to bring this harm to
kids." Paul said.
A poll conducted for GM and
Safe Kids foUnd that one in five parents believes it is acceptable to leave
children alone in cars. Among parents ages 18-24, that figure is doubled.

However, the number of adults brochures and by asking broadcastwho said it is never acceptable to ers to spread the word.
leave a child unattended in a vehicle
"We really want to make sure
increased from 75 percent in 1999 to people understand how important it
87 percent this year.
is to never leave your chid alone in
One in five parents rarely or a vehicle and also never leave a
never locks his vehicle, the same vehicle unlocked in a place such as
number reported three_ years, ago _a driveway-, where-you-think-ii- sehi
according to the -survey. Officials de is relatively safe," said Elliaheth
say a child could enter an unlocked Lowery. GM vice president for
car and become trapped.
environment and energy.
The survey was conducted by
GM is working on a low -energy
Roper ASW based on interviews radio system that would sound an
with 700 families with children alarm when it detects a small child
under age 18. The margin of error is in a hot, parked. closed vehicle.
plus or minus 3.5 percentage points.
The company hopes to make it
The automaker and Safe Kids say available by mid-decade accordine
they are intensifying their "Never to spokesman Jay Coone. Specific
Leave Your Child Alone" education pricing and vehicles haN.e not set
outreach program by distributing been decided, he said.

Cynthia Cooper Barnes •
CIRCUIT COURT CLERK

15+ YRS KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE

Daughter of Hewlett Cooper and the late Dorothy
Adams Cooper

• Sister of Hew Ranley and Kevin Cooper and Sheila
Cooper Seay
• Married nearly 30 years to Tanny Barnes and have
2 daughters and 4 grandchildren
• Hazel Elementary valedictorian 1966
• Calloway County High School valedictorian 1970
• Received a B.A. degree magna cum laude from
Murray State University in 1975
• Began work in the Circuit Court Clerk's office 1986
• Extensive knowledge of the court system and of the
Circuit Clerk's office, including bookkeeping
• Always ready to help you understand office and
court procedures
• Always found my work in the Clerk's office and with
the public to be interesting and rewarding

Self-Propelled Toro Recycler

Please Re-Elect

•Personal Pace Self Propel System
on rear wheel drive models.
•Steel cutting deck. .
.22" Toro Recycler‘ Cutting System with Atomic Blade.
•Variable Speed front wheel drive system with
high rear wheel.
.6.5 hp Toro GTS' engine.
•Fixclus,ive 2-year full warranty.

jdiNGLE

Only'399
TORO

MAGISTRATE #4

Count on it.

Judy's spotlight is
shining on this great
home...

.\
'

Call Judy today!
759-878o

,Itod Denton
PRECINCTS
Murray #6. Special Ed Building MSU
Murray #9. University Church of Christ
Calloway - National Guard Armory
Lynn Grove - Lynn Grove Fire Station

2945 Old Salem Road
:A piece of paradise, this 3 bedroom,2 bath home is situated on
a beautiful park-like lot just minutes from Murray. Relax and
enjoy. $104,900

CAMPBELL
Trit REALTY
Ifir>71
.4.11

1300 Johnson Blvd. • Murray, KY • 759-8780

www.bcampbellrealty.com

Coldwater- Coldwater Church of Christ
Kirksey - Kirksey Fire Station
Jackson - Murray Calloway Co. Airport

'has 4 years experience on fiscal court
*has 4 years experience as Road Commissioner
•knows how to get grant money
•has not accepted any campaign money and owes no
favors
*is 50 years old and a lifelong resident of Calloway
County
•is a retired teacher and has time to do the job
'has a B.S. and M.S. degree from Murray State
University
'
is a member of the Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board and Murray-Calloway County Health Board
'
has attended seminars by the Department of Local
Government in Frankfort
*has a working relationship with area legislators and
public officials
'is fair and impartial
'has the ability to get things done
*asks for your support on May 28th, 2002
'thanks you for your consideration
Paid tor by candidate Johnny Gingles

ilrov.murrayledgencom - your Internet source for

nevi"
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Washington Today
By Sally Buzbee/AP Writer

Arab-Americans
want U.S. to
stay neutral
WASHINGTON (AP) — For
years. James Zogby couldn't get
some U.S. politicians to even meet
with him. Some refused donations.
others endorsements. Over time
Zogby made headway. gaining political influence for Arab-Americans
and the causes they care about.
Then came the Sept. 11 attacks
on the United States by Islamic
extremists from Arab countries, and
a backlash. After that, it was
Palestinian suicide bombings. Israeli
military reprisals and a renewed and
deadly conflict in the Middle East.
-Now.as both sides'efforts tcs-gain
public support in the Mideast conflict reach a fever pitch. ArabAmericans are once again trying to
ensure their opinions are heard by
the lawmakers who represent them.
This week. Zogby.'s Arab
-American Institute brought about
200 people from 22 states across the
country to lobby their congressmen
on Capitol Hill. They met with 45
members of Congress, he estimated
Tuesday. with a message that the
United States should remain a neutral broker in the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict.
"It's informing these members
(of Congress) that they've got people in their districts — who they
may not have even known about —
who care about fairness on this
issue. who want them to treat
Palestinians like the humans they
are.". Zogby said.
Yet the effort was a far cry from
the tens of thousands who gathered
in mid-April at the steps of the
Capitol in what organizers called the
biggest pro-Israel rally ever in the
United States.
That gathering drew big-name
supporters like New. York Gov.
George Pataki. former New York
City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani.
Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel and
House Democratic leader Dick
Gephardt of Missouri. It was accompanied by a widespread lobbying
and advertising . campaign by
American Jewish groups.
Three weeks later. Congress
overwhelmingly passed resolutions
of support for Israel. blessing its
Military offensive as an effort to dismantle the Palestinians' "terrorist
infrastructure" and equating Israel's
fight with the U.S. war on terrorism.
The House vote was 352-21: the
Senate vote 94-2.
Zogby is philosophical about

such overwhelming condemnation
of the Palestinian cause by
Congress.
-When we do focus groups.
Americans say, 'I know who the
Israelis are. I don't know who
Palestinians are,— Zogby said. "And
they sympathize and identify with
the one they know."
But Zogby contends Americans
do support a Palestinian state and
they support President Bush's
efforts to w ork with both the
Palestinians and Israelis — and
moderate Arab nations — to try to
end v iolence and reach a- land-forpeace deal.
"Mori than anything, they really
want the countrY and the president
to be balanced.," Zogby said of
Americans.
Indeed, nearly 70 percent of
Americans say the want Bush to
not take sides in the PalestinianIsraeli fight. according to a joint poll
this month by CNN,USA Today and
Gallup that echoed many past polls.
A majority in another poll. however,
thought the country %vas siding with
Israel.
Many supporters of Israel have
expressed fears in recent weeks that,
despite the overwhelming vote in
Congress. American support for
Israel-could flag unless strong proIsraeli lobbying efforts continue.
Jennifer Laszlo Mizrahi, who
heads one carinpaign that includes
television ads, warns that Israel's
very survival could be endangered if
American support lags. -We can't let
America go the w.ay. of Europe." she
tells supporters;in Europe, public
opinion favors the Palestinians.
Mizrahi and others note the
Palestinian cause also gets a boost
from a multimillion-dollar Saudi ad
campaign to both improve its image
and support the Saudi peace initiative in the Mideast.
Occasionally, the effort to influence hearts and minds has degenerated into name-calling and racial
politics.
Zogby said his group and others
still must fight accusations that
because they support Palestinians
politically, they must be anti-Israel
or soft on terrorism.
-We try to sa% were lobbying for
peace." he said.

Attacking bullying in schools

Imagine being a 9 year old
child sitting in a classroom
worried about being abustd
(physically and/or verbally)
after school by some bullies
who earlier threatened you
with bodily harm.
Concentrating on what is
being taught in class would
be very difficult. After all,
survival is pretty high on the
priority list. The bullies have
probably threatened you with
even worse things if you tell
someone, so you-keep-every thing, including your fears, to
yourself. You feel very alone,
very frightened, and very
unhappy. Listening to a
teacher giving a lecture, or
reading, seems pretty
insignificant compared to
fearing for one's life.
This is an example of the
fears many children, throughout this country, face each
day in our schools because of
bullying. Most of the threats,
and even the bullying itself,
go undetected by teachers,
parents, and school staff.
Some groups have gotten
uthee covers foreign
Sally
to try and decrease
together
affairs for The Associated Press in
in Kentucky. The
bullying
Washineton.
Kentucky Medical
Association Alliance,
Kentucky Medical
Association, Kentucky
Department of Education,
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
Kentucky Center for School
236 Cannon House Office Building
Safety, and teachers of grades
Washington. D.C. 20510
41114
2 through 5 are working
web: www.house.gov4hiffield
together, in coalition, to
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)
reduce bullying in Kentucky
schools.
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.) '11.1111Only recently, with the
137A Russell Senate Office Building
shootings and the
school
Washington, D.C. 20510
motives, have we
for
search
.web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
the signifiidentify
to
begun
#)
(Washington
1-202-224-4343
can play in
bullying
role
cant
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
this vioof
development
the
361A Russell Senate Office Building
tragic,
sometimes
and
lent,
Washington. D.C. 20510
to the
According
behavior.
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
American Medical
Association Alliance, bullyState Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
is one of the major probing
Room 3291. Capitol Annex
in many classrooms and
lems
Frankfort. Ky. 40601
grounds.
play
1-800-372-7181
A 1993 study by Olweus,
State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
as reported in ERIC Digests,
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
states there are numerous,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
tragic, long term, conseweb: www.senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

quences of bullying that
affect the bullies, victims, and
bystanders:
• Bullies: 60% of former
bullies have at least one criminal conviction at age 24 and
approximately 40% have 3 or
more convictions. Obviously,
something needs to be done
to address this spiral of self
destruction.
• Victims: As many as 7%
of America's eighth-graders
stay home at least once a
nth because of bullies.
Victims may become withdrawn and passive or overly
active and aggressive or even
self-destructive. Many victims start receiving lower
grades or develop learning
problems.
• Bystanders: Children who
are bystanders have feelings
of powerlessness and helplessness to intervene between
bullies and their victims.
They fear becoming victims
themselves if they do intervene. This emotional conflict
is reflected in increased stress
level in the student population in general. This fear is
rarely communicated to parents, caregivers or teachers.
Reducing bullying in schools
could reduce substantial
stress for the victims and for
bystanders as well.
Have you ever been bullied
or been a by-stander while
others are being bullied? if
so, you are part of a large
majority of American citizens. It is interesting to ask
adult males "Were you ever
bullied?" and "Did you tell
you parents?" It is rare to find
an adult male who has not
been the victim of a bully,
been a bully himself, or witnessed the bullying of others
during the course of his educational experience. Girls are
more often bullied by being
ostracized; however, male
type bullying is now becoming more common among
girls. Most victims do not tell
their parents or anyone else.
Bullying/teasing has
become the Numberl concern

Our Readers Write
To the Editor.
Voting is a privilege that many young men and women have died for.
As I now write this short note, they are dying for our country and way of
life.
So please vote — it's the least we can do.
Sincerely.
Buddy L. White
Hazel, Ky.

Column
Guest
By

Sandi Frost and Vicky Borders

school. The
Kaiser Family Foundation
survey found that bullying
ranked higher than racism,
AIDS, or peer pressure to
have sex or take drugs.
The effort under way in
Kentucky to,address the bullying issue includes distribution of materials developed
by the American Medical
Association Alliance to the
classrooms of 2nd through
5th graders throughout the
Commonwealth. These materials are designed to educate
both the teachers and students. They help the teachers
become more aware of the
existence of bullying, the
seriousness of it, and how to
deal with it. The materials
help the students to identify
bullying, discuss bullying in
an open forum, and become
better equipped in how to
handle it. The coloring/work
book used by the teachers as
a guide in addressing the
issue with students is titled, 1
Can Handle Bullies.
This effort is one of the
finest examples of both the
private and public sectors
coming together, and working
together, to address a major
problem of society. Everyone
involved, from all organizations and agencies, has been
excited about this project and
its potential. The response of
teachers has been extremely
positive with comments such
as,"This serious issue often
goes unnoticed ; These are
great tools! ; The workbook
gives children effective techniques for dealing with bullies ; Your timing is perfect,"
etc.
Since 1923, when it was
organized in Crab Orchard,
the Kentucky Medical
Association Alliance has been
noted for being on the cutting
edge of public health issues
affecting Kentuckians.
Functioning in conjunction
with the Kentucky Medical
for children at

Association, it has publicized
multiple public health hazards, assisted in public vaccination and school health programs, fought for better
access to health care-,-distributed information about teen
pregnancy, and raised funds
for medical research and education. It has more recently
_
worked to stop thechosen
behavior of violence which is
the Number 1 killer of children, worked with adult literacy programs, and is now
working with the American
Medical Association Alliance
to Save Our Schools(SOS).
Its membership is comprised
of physician spouses.
The Alliance has worked
with numerous other agencies
and organizations over the
years including the Kentucky
Health Department, Kentucky
Department of Education,
Kentucky Department for
Families and Children and
others.
This activity is just another
example of the efforts of
many people of this great
Commonwealth and this great
Nation, coming together to
help recognize and solve
problems that exist in the
daily lives of all Americans
and - yes, even small
Americans.
Sandi Frost, Kentucky'
Medical Association Alliance
President, Vicky Borders,
KMAA Vice President of
Health Promotions, Jan
Crase, KMAA Save Our
Schools Project Chairman.
I Can Handle Bullies
Booklets are availablefrom
the American Medical
Association Alliance, 515
North State Street, 9th Floor,
Chicago, Ill. 60610/phone
#312-464-4470/fax # 312464-5020/ e-mail
AMAA@ama-assn.org/
Website www.amaassn.org\alliance Attention:
Barbara Opal.

Got Something
To Say?
• Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531927 or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray, ICY 42071. Letters must be signed and
have a telephone number!
For questions, call Eric Walker at 753-1916,
ext. 21.
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Deaths

Rock establishes scholarship fund

Mr. Thomas L. 'Tommy' Winchester

Special to the Ledger
BENTON. Ky. - An independent woman
who was opinionated and honest in all thoughts
and deeds she encountered. Anna F. Rock paved
a career path for a multitude of Murray State
University students prior to her death last
February.
Through her aspirations and organization
efforts, she left a generous gift to future MSU
studetits by establishing the Anna F. Rock and
Robert D. Rock Memorial Scholarship Fund
with an approximate $900,000 bequest.
Through her bequest, the high value she
placed on education will be continued through
the scholarships her endowment will provide.
Graduates of a Kentucky high school who need
financial assistance in pursuing' their college
educations, with preference given to Marshall
County students, now have that opportunity.

Funeral services for Mr. Thomas L. "Tommy" Winchester will be
Friday. May 17. at 2 p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Sammy
Cunningham will officiate and burial is to follow at New Concord
Cemetery.
Pallbearers for the service will be Otis Brown, Larry Crutcher, Gene
Bailey. David Oliver. Finis Barrow and Kevin Bailey.
Mr. Winchester. 73, Hazel, died Wednesday. May 15, 2002, at 12:30
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born April 28. 1929. he was a retired farmer and an Army Veteran of
the Korean Conflict.
He was preceded in death by his parents. Marvin and Ella Lassiter
Winchester.
Mr. Winchester is survived by two sisters, Mary Frances Thompson
and husband Loyd. Murray, and Virginia Henson, Jackson, Tenn.; two
brothers, Jack Winchester. Los Vegas, Nev., and James Mac Winchester,
Gilbertsville; and several nieces and nephews.
Visitation is after 5 p.m. today at the funeral home.

Mrs. Brenda McDorman
Funeral services for Mrs. Brenda McDorman will be at I p.m. Friday,
May 17, at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry
Lambert will officiate.
Mrs. McDorman, 43. New Concord, died Tuesday. May 14. 2002. at
9:02 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born May 18, 1958 in Chicago, Ill., she was preceded in death by her
father. Larry D. Porter.
Mrs. McDorman is survived by her husband, Al McDorman, New
Concord: mother, Sarah M. Porter, Chicago; sister, Debbie Cwik and
husband Richard. Chicago; two brothers, Fred L. Hodges Jr. and wife
Betty and Larry D. Porter Jr. and wife Diane, all of Chicago; and several nieces and nephews.
Visitation is at 10 a.m. Friday. May 17. at the funeral home.

Mrs. Sonja Ann Henderson
Mrs. Sonja Ann Henderson, 62, Benton. died Wednesday. May 15.
2002, at 5 a.m. at her home.
She was a housewife and member of North Marshall Church of
C
.
She was preceded in death by her parents. Louis and Lucy Starks
Ernstberger and one brother, Thomas Ernstberger.
Mrs. Henderson is survived by her husband, Robert E. Henderson,
Benton; two sons, Jeffery Alen and Robert Keith Henderson, both of
Benton; one sister, Luzirene Culver, Calvert City: one brother. Harold
Gene Ernstberger, Lone Oak; and three grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Saturday,-May 18, at I p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home. Joel Smith and Mike Ernstberger will officiate.
Burial is to follow at Wilson Cemetery.
Visitation will be after 5 p.m. Friday, May 17. at the funeral home.

Mr. Rubin Dale Parker
Mr. Rubin Dale Parker, 83, Cairo, Ill., formerly of Calloway County,
died Thursday. May 16, 2002, at 4 a.m. at Day Star Care Center in
Cairo.
He is survived by his wife. Frances Parker. Cairo: one sister, Mary K.
Snell, Dallas, Texas: two nephews. one niece and several cousins.
Funeral arrangements,are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

www.murrayledger.com
Dr. Dana S. Koym
announces the openmg of

Additionally, out of respect and love of her was something to be proud of. because back in
husband, Rock also left a Substantial gift to the time when she was in school, hardly anyone
Purdue University in Indianapolis, Ind., where went on to college," Booth said. "She was
Bob Rock received an electrical engineering adamant about providing means for students to
- receive an education, because she knew in this
degree in 1923.
Dr. F. King Alexander, MSU president. said day and age students need an education."
Anna Rock passed away last February from •
the university is grateful to Mrs. Rock for her
commitment to the future of higher education in congestive heart failure.
George Long,attorney for the trust and memwestern Kentucky.
"Her thoughtfulness will help generations of ber of the MSU Foundation board, said this is a
students from Marshall County achieve person- generous gift. "This generous gift of Mrs.
al success and subsequently strengthen the Rock's will provide thousands of scholarship
dollars for graduates of high schools in Marshall
Commonwealth," he said.
A close friend of Mrs. Rock's, Kathleen County."
Rock is survived by a step-son, Richard Rock
"Kay" Booth, said she was a well-educated
woman who continuously read books and stayed of Barefoot Bay. Fla... two step-daughters.
informed of today's economic and social cli- Sharon Herzberg of Grand Prairie. Texas. and
Virgene Scherrer of Sebastion. Fla, and nine
mate.
"She had a high school education and that step-grandchildren.

Secret Service to release manual to prevent school shootings
WASHINGTON (AP) - Most
school shooters felt bullied or threatened by someone else just before
they went on a rampage, a study by
the Secret Service finds, with virtually all shooters having difficulties
coping with a relationship or a
falling out among peers.
In a training manual to be distributed to school and law-enforcement
personnel, the agency that protects
the president said schools should
pay more attention to students'
social problems, listen to their complaints, urge classmates to report
problems and watch out for
depressed, suicidal teen-agers if they
want to head off school shootings
like the one at Columbine High
School in 1999.
The findings weren't surprising
to several people who work in the
schools.
"They're not telling us anything
new," said Curt Lavarello, who
heads the National Association of
School Resource Officers. He and
others schools have been following
such suggestions for years.

"If anything, they're reaffirming
the things we've said for many years
now. ... We keep our ears to the
ground, so to speak."
The Secret Service and the
Education Department plan to hold
training sessions based on the manual in six cities this summer.
As part of its mission to protect
public officials, the Secret Service
operates the National Threat
Assessment Center to study and help
prevent violence in public places.
The center began looking into the
patterns of school shootings in 1999.
after two students killed themselves
and 13 others in a rampage at
Columbine, located in Littleton,
Colo.
Investigations of school shootings since 1974 found that students
who came to school with a plan to
kill did not just "snap." They warned
classmates, aired their grievances
and left other clues.
Researchers found that in most
school attacks, students knew something was about to happen. In one
case, rumors of a planned shooting

drew two dozen onlookers to a
school hallway before the attacker
opened fire: one student had brought
a video camera, but forgot to record
the event.
In more than two-thirds of cases,
the attackers said they felt persecuted, bullied, threatened, attacked' or
even injured by others just before the
shootings. Many either threatened to
commit suicide or actually tried it.
The Secret Service has warned
strongly against profiling students.
saying there is no common profile of
a school shooter. Some were popular, others were not. Some made
good grades; others were failing.
. Some were in foster care; some
came from intact families that were
pillars of the community.
Rather than building a profile of
an attacker with a set of personality
traits, schools should focus on
behavior and motives and encourage
students to speak out about students
who are threatening violence,
researchers have said.
Based on what they've seen of
report drafts, several school safety
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Peoples Estate And Investment Services

First In Experience - Training - Education
41. 410 4111111P

REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER

314 Main Street-Downtown Murray
Individual and Small Business Clients
Personalized and Confidential Service
Retirement and Wealth Building
IRA's, 401k's, Rollovers, Annuities,
SEP's, Profit Sharing Plans
Investments
Mutual Funds, Tax Free Funds, 529 College Fund,
Graduate School, Medical School
Ben T. Hogancamp, Investment Company Principle
Services Offered Through: WIlliam E. Hopkins & Assoc.
Member of NASD/SIPC

"We want to get all the training.
awareness. anything we can to keep
our students. staff. e‘er.. bodyis;1t
as possible.- he said

BOSTON (AP)-Newborns die at a uniform Once a certain threshold of care is reached, health researcher at the University of California
rate in areas with widely varying levels of spe- more doctors offer no extra advantage, the study at San Francisco.
He wrote an editorial to accompany the findcialized intensive care, a study has found, sug- says.
The researchers said this oversupply is not ings. published in Thursday's edition of The
gesting a profound waste of medical resources.
"There does not seem to be a reason to fur- just wasteful but may also be harmful, subject- New England Journal of Medicine.
The researchers at Dartmouth Medical
ther expand the supply" of specialized doctors ing babies to unnecessary tests and treatments.
and hospital beds for sick and premature newThe researchers "raise disturbing issues School in Hanover, N.H.. knew of big disparities
borns, according to Dr. David Goodman, who regarding the nation's unquestioning acceptance in the availability of specialized neonatal care
supervised the study.
that more is always better with respect to the from region to region. They wondered if places
Only newborns in areas with the very fewest supply of specialist physicians and hospital with more specialized doctors or beds relative to
pv
-die-at a higher rate-than elsewhere. technology." said Dr. Kevin Grumbach.--a- public ' the number of births save more newborns.

Hoffmap.'s

General Practice

slimmer.

Study: Specialized neonatal care found as waste of resources

SOUTH MARSHALL
etrANIMAL CLINIC
(270) 527-9495

personnel said the recommendation,
are helpful but took too long to
emerge.
"This project's been going for
three years and it's just hitting the
front lines," said Ohio safety consultant Ken Trump. "We needed to
be reinforcing what we knew on the
front line the day after Columbine."
Duane Hodgin. an . assistant
superintendent
with
the
Metropolitan School District of
Lawrence Township in Indianapolis.
said the district has had a "threat
assessment procedure" for three
years,rvijoiring psychokigical
uations of students whose threats
seem Serious.
"There is no one profile. but ...
there are indicators that you have to
look at." he said. "You have to use
common sense."
Nonetheless. Hodgin said he
would attend a training session this.

Paid For By Don Serif Carrroaidr

On May 28th, The Choice is "Clere"
In our rapidly growing community, the
office of Circuit Court Clerk requires
someone who can manage a progressive
and goal-oriented administration.
Calloway County deserves someone
who can interact with citizens and be
responsive to their concerns and needs.

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report P;c9easna,s
10251.37+7.69
Dos Jones Ind. Arg
Air Products
52.25 + 0.06
A01,Time Warner
18.97 + 0.12
AT&T
13.27 - 0.24
Bell South
32.73 + 0.97
Briggs & Stratton
40.64 + 0.37
Bristol Myers Squibb
29.97 - 0.06
5;95 - 0.05
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp
88.96 + 0.91
Daimler Chrysler
48.30 + 0.37
Dean Foods
17.86 - 0.05
Exxon-Mobil
40.10 + 0.39
Ford Motor
16.75 + 0.11
General Electric
41.40 + 0.47
General Motors
67.38 + 0.08
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 47.71 - 0.39
12.6i + 0.27
Goodrich
Goodyear
22.32 - 0.43
HopFed Bank*
12.44 B 12.74 A

IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico. Inc
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
NNorldcom Inc.
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock

84.00 - 0.50
53.90 + 0.12
29.97 - 0.27
22.25 - 0.17
4.71 - 0.01
,19.92 + 0.02
29.92 - 0.14
;6.23 - 0.67
;5.07 + 0.32
24.76 - 0.16
52.35 + 0.15
34.74. 1.75
24.90 - 0.10
55.86 + 0.17
50.20 - 0.25
24.11 + 0.10
47.69 - 0.26
57.76 + 0.99
1.28 - 0.01

unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

HILDARD
LYONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J B Kinard W L Lyons. Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

Your vote and support are greatly
appreciated.
WHY IS THE CHOICE "CLERE"?
•Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration from MSU
•Established the Domestic Relations Office for Marshall
and Calloway Counties and formerly served as Domestic
Relations Clerk for the Calloway County Attorney

•Has established excellent working relationships with
law enforcement agencies, the Bar Association, and
numerous local and state government agencies
•Will work endlessly to revitalize the clerk's office so
that this community can be proud and standards can be
far exceeded.
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United Way gearing up
for Antique Show, auction
The United Way of Murray - mg and Americana. toys and adverCalloway County is gearing up for tising memorabilia, jewelry, fine
the second annual Antique Show arts, rare books and autographs and
and Auction to be held June 29 and quilts.
30 at Murray State University's
On Sunday at 3:30 p.m. an open
Regional Special Events Center. All consignment auction will be held.
proceeds from the show and auction featuring auctioneer Dan Farris. A
will benefit United Way.
$10 nonrefundable fee will be
This year's show will feature a charged to place an item to be aucnumber of activities focused on tioned and 10 percent of the selling
drawing numerous spectators and price will be returned to United
shoppers, in addition to the dozens Way.
of booths featuring the wares of
several antique dealers.
Registration to place an item in
On Saturday. an appraisal fair the auction will be from noon to 3
will he held from 10 a.m. to noon. p.m. on Sunday. Donated items for
and again from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. the auction are also being accepted.
Individuals are encouraged to pur- Several information seminars will
chase tickets at the Murray Tourism also be held on Sunday.
Commission for the opportunity of
General admission to the show is
get their items appraised by one of $3 per person. Children 12 and
several antique professionals who under will be admitted free. Antique
will he in attendance for that pur- vendor applications are currently
pose. Tickets are $10 per item for up being accepted.
to and including five items. or $5
For a detailed information packper item for six pieces or more. et, including rules and regulations.
Tickets w ill he available soon.
the
call
Murray
Tourism
Qualified aPpraiseiVTOrilie
COMM ssion rar(800)-651-..11lowing categories will be present: complete show infOrmation, log on
furniture. pottery, glassware. gener- to www.murraylink.com and click
al -including linens, vintage cloth. on the antique show link.

Jones named on National Honor Roll
Tiffany Gayle Jones has been notified of her acceptance into the
National Honor Roll. This award is
given to only 4.5 percent of all high
school students. Her biography will
appear in the 2003-03 National
Honor Roll yearbook.
A sophomore at Callow ay
County High School. Jones is a
member of Who's Who Among
High School Students. Her biography appeared in the 2000-01 yearbook. She is also an officer in the
local chapter of Medical Explorers
at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.

Jones is
the daughter
of Terry and
Tresa Jones
and the sister of Megan
Jones. all of
Murray. She
is the granddaughter of
William and
Fronie
Eldridge and
Jones
the
greatgranddaughter of Dora Jones, all of
Murray.

Engagement

Community Datebook
Compiled by Knsty Hopper

Sixth aowntown

giveaway planned
Help support your downtown merchants while revitalization of the
downtown square is in progress.
Main Street Murray's sixth "We're Cracking Up Downtown" giveaway will run May 18 through May 24. Prizes are sponsored by local
businesses. Visit any downtown merchant and register to win.

Al-Anon to set meetings
Several people have shown interest in starting Al-Anon group meetings
in Murray. All persons interested in participating in the group should call
Pat at 436-6264 for dates, times and location of the meetings.

Advisory council meeting set
The Calloway County Family Resource Center will be holding an
Advisory Council meeting today, May 16, at 4 p.m. at the Calloway County
Board of Education Building. Everyone is welcome to attend.

Bethel Fellowship plans event
Bethel Fellowship be holding a celebration on Friday, May 17, at 7 p.m.
at the church on Highway 94 East. There will be music, drama, interpretive
dancing, free food and plenty of teenagers. All persons interested are welcome to attend.

Old school wrestling sets benefit
Old School Wrestling will he sponsoring a benefit show for Danny
Chadwick, who is fighting cancer, on Friday, May 17, at the Hardin School
house. Doors will open at 6 p.m. with the bell time at 7:30 p.m. There will
be no admission charge but donations will be accepted at the door. For more
information or to make a direct donation, call 437-4328 or 559-9030.

Pike and Ross
Mr. and Mrs. John Pike of Payneville. Ky. are happy to announce the
engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter Melissa Gayle to
Thomas F. Ross. son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Ross of-Dexter.
• Melissa is an R.N. employed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital in the
Emergency Room. Tommy is a receiving, clerk employed by Quest
Pharmaceuticals.
Ceremony will be held at 2 p.m. on Sat. May 18. 2(X)2 at St. Mary
Magdelan of Pazzi Catholic Church in Payneville.
Reception will follow in the parish hall. All friends and family are cordially invited.

dependents of Philip Morris USA
Tobacco
Farmer
Partnering
Program participants.
Winners are chosen on a competitive basis. An independent scholarship review committee evaluates
each applicant's personal strengths.
including academic achievement.
recommendations from school officials, extracurricular activities, leadership and character. Approximately
500 students applied for the 2002
scholarships.

PLEASE ELECT

BOBBY C.
STUBBLEFIELD
MAGISTRATE
District #3

Castlerock Books and Coffee will hold a Children's Storytime on
Saturday. May -18. at 10:30 a.m.

Lodge cookout planned
Ruling Star Lodge 51 will be having a rib or chicken cookout on
Saturday, May 18, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Masonic Lodge Hall on Walnut
Street. The dinner includes a choice of ribs or chicken, potato salad, baked
beans and bread. Rib slabs will be $12 and a whole chicken $6.
photo provided

A GOOD SALE ... Murray State University's Elizabeth College
recently held a yard sale for the United Way of Murray and
Calloway County. At left, Craig Dixon, president of Elizabeth
College, presents Peggy Billington, executive director of
United Way, with the proceeds from the yard sale.
Mon.& Tues.
FREE TANNING SESSION
sid the purchase of a haircut
Open Late ny Appl

(270) 753-1682
F....Sporn Sr dent, Suit had.'

o

Paid For By Friends of Bobby C Stubblefield

•

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

Matinees May 161 17, 18 & 19

4MER/C4A/Sk
Jr
Macaw

Unfaithful
R- 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:50

A senior citizens special celebrating zvitli
new and old subscribers.

The New Guy
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:15

Come into the Murray Ledger & Times
office during the week of
May 20 thru May 24 for your newspaper
subscription and pay

The Scorpion King
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:20 - 7:30 - 9:25

LEDGE
, , „ R&
RR11

Rookie
G- 1:10 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:35

0

Murder By Numbers
R- 1:10 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:40

IMES

1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1916
'Must

least 6(1 years young. must pr.., H.

4
111111r111.111.
"
PP
1

Star Wars: Episode 2
PG - 1:00 - 4:00- 7:00- 9:55
Spider-Man
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:50 - 7:10 - 9:45

6 Months — $35.50 Savings of$5
1 Year — $71.00 Savings of$1
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h
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CCHS student
earns
Editor's
Choice Award

Walk-ins Welcome

"For a Representative
of the People"

The Ledger & Times

Hazel Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 will hold Spring Family Night
on Saturday. May 18. beginning at 6 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center.
Hamburgers, hot dogs and all the trimmings will be served. All members are
encouraged to attend and bring dessert and their family.

Castlerock sets storytime

r

.7ELE8RATES OLDER

WOW sets family night

The 36th Make a Difference Day will be held Saturday, May 18,from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium on the campus of Murray State
University.

Southside Shopping (tr.

*Honest *Dependable
*Experienced

Higher Praise Worship Center. located on Highway 641 North, will be
celebrating their 10th year, May 17-19. Special speaker will be Rev.
Kenneth Greene from W. Va. with special singing at each service. On Friday
and Saturday, services will begin at 7 p.m. and on Sunday service will begin
at 10:30 a.m. Everyone is invited to come and celebrate.

Make a Difference Day set

CCHS graduate wins
farmer scholarship
Stacey Lee.. a 2002 graduate of
Calloway County High School. has
been awarded at 2002 Philip Morris
USA Tobacco Farmer Partnering
Program Scholarship. Lee will tie
attending Murray State University
and is one of 142 winners nationwide.
Lee is the daughter of Terry and
Barbara Lee of Murray.
The Philip Morris scholarship
was established to offer valuable
educational support to eligible

Higher Praise celebrates 10th-year

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAY 23
Program Information Call 753-3314

The International Library of
Poetry has awarded Marci Little of
Murray an Editor's Choice Award
for her poetry contest entry,
"Alone."
Her work. will be published in the
hardbound anthology. Endless
Mysteries, and is also featured on
the Internet at the definitive poetry
website, www.poetry.com.
In addition to being selected for
publication, she has been chosen to
be one of 33 poets whose artistry
will be recorded professionally as a
special pan of a new poetry collection, The Sound of Poetry. The editors selected the poems based upon
whose expressive quality would
best exemplify the an of poetry
through the spoken word.
Little is currently a sophomore at
Calloway County High School and
is the daughter of Fred and Mary Jo
Little.

WOW plan youth tournament
Woodmen of the World will be holding a Youth Fishing Tournament on
Saturday. May 18,from noon to 4 p.m. at Pine Creek Pay Lake. Participants
are asked to bring their own bait and equipment. Snacks will be provided.

Martin Chapel youth program to meet
Martin Chapel United Methodist Church's youth program "Wee
FROGs" will meet Saturday, May 18, at 2 p.m. at the church. Each time the
group meets, there is a spiritual lesson, a craft, refreshments and activities
for the children. For more information, call Bro. Michael Blake at 753-5809
or Julie Robertson at 753-6319.

Melvin family reunion planned
The Melvin family will hold a reunion on Saturday. May 18, at 11:30
a.m. at Farmington Baptist Church. A potluck lunch will be followed by
time to visit, share old photographs and memorabilia and tell family stories.
For further information, call Jo Hutson at (270) 345-2249.

Martin Chapel plans homecoming
Martin Chapel United Methodist Church IA ill be hal. mg a Homecoming
celebration on Sunday, May 19. Preaching will begin at II a.m. followed by
lunch at 12:20 p.m. Fellowship will continue until 2 p.m. Former pastor
Richard Denton will be guest speaker, special music will be provided by
Ricky Cunningham and Janice Graves. Donation's for the church's cemetery will be collected or may be made to Ralph Robertson,549 Neale Trail,
Murray. For more information, call 753-5048.

New Providence plans Homecoming
New Providence Missionary Baptist Church will be having a
Homecoming celebration on Sunday. May 19. Sunday School will begin at
10 a.m. with worship services beginning at 11 a.m. Charles Jones will be
Sunday School director; Ernie Dodd.song leader; Dianne Bucy, pianist; and
Hal Shipley, speaker. Bobby Edmonson is pastor.

IMP schedules meeting
The Murray Chapter of International Administrative Assistant
Professionals(IAAP)will meet on Monday, May 20, beginning at 5:15 p.m.
in the Commonwealth Room of Murray State University's Curris Center.
Members and non-members are invited to attend.

Storewide Safe!Shop &Save Now!
Perennials • Annuals • Herbs • Gifts
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.
.Va's, at Repeats
Childrenis
Men. Wilmen
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Plus sizes
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Owner -- Rita IValt
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"That little something extra"
\-\ RD '(.01iNER Of \ 1h1H& POOR FARM RD MI.RRA) •75444
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Si. 1-4

605 5, 12th St.• Murray
Ilrs: N1on.-Sat. III a.m.-5:30 p.m.
(27111 762-0207
neal repeats
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REMEMBER TO YOU
HI THE MAY
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RiverPlace to serve
as historic showplace

On the heels of National Tounsm
Week and the beginning of National
Historic Preservation Week, Ron
and Sue Clark of Paducah
Preservation, LLC, are announcing
plans for RiverPlace, a major historic renovation project that combines upscale lodging, food, shopping and entertainment under one
roof.
Located
alpng
Broadway.
between Water Street and Maiden
Alley in downtown Paducah,
RiverPlace comprises eight buildings that were originally built in the
mid 1800s and are currently being
renovated, according to the
Department of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation of
Historic Property. The renovation
process is expected to be completed
late this summer.
Located steps away from
Paducah's ffoodwall murals, the
Museum of the American Qui!ter's
Society, Market House Square, the
River Heritage Museum and
Maiden Alley Cinema, River!'lace
will add to the charm for which
downtown Paducah is already
known. Nearby museums, art galleries, Market House Community
Theater, shops, boutiques, restauRhonda Eldridge and Randy and Tina Wright, along with Earl and
rants and the upcoming Four Rivers
Cheryl Hicks announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their Center for the performing arts make
children. Va Rhonda Jo Wright and Justin Kyle Hicks.
RiverPlace a natural fit in the artisThe bride-elect is the stepdaughter of the late Johnny Chambers of tic and historic culture of Paducah.
tylinville and—the granddaughtei uf Dolma Donner and the late CliftonRiverPlace will include_ _FOX
Eldridge, Wayne Higgins and the late Dorothy Higgins and HuIon and
Briar Inn, which will offer guest's
Elizabeth Chambers.
modern day conveniences overlookShe is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High School and is currenting the Ohio and Tennessee Rivers:
ly employed at Pulmo-Dose.
d.Starnes, e full-service barbecue
Justin is the grandson of William and Sarah Hicks of New Concord and
restaurant: Market Pavilion Gift
Pat Coleman and the late Gene Coleman of Mayfield.
Shoppe, featuring Kentucky-made
He will be graduating from Calloway County High School on May 23. items and Paducah souvenirs; Ice
Cream Factory, featuring premium
He is a member of the U.S. Army's Delayed Entry Program and will be
ice cream made on site and mixed to
leaving for basic training on May 30.
order: and Artists' Alley, the comA small intimate wedding will be held in a private ceremony on
mon area connecting the businesses
Saturday, May 25. 2002, at the groom's home. A reception will be held that
and facilities within RiverPlace.
evening. All relatives and friends are invited to attend the reception.
Four downstairs units are still
available for lease."We hope to find
tenants whose businesses fit in with
RiverPlace," Clark said. "This will
WASHINGTON (AP) — It are spelled differently, such as
be a one-of-a-kind entertainment
seems most parents turned to the Sarah and Sara or Haley and Hailey,
and lodging venue. The location,
Bible in naming their sons last year. are listed separately.
Jacob, Matthew, Michael and
Joshua were 200I's most popular
* *
* * * * * * * * * * *
Inames for boys.
Or perhaps last year's new moms
and dads just looked to the kid next
door. These names, along with the
top names chosen for girls. have
been in the top 10 for several years.
-Emily has been No. 1 for girls
each year since 1995. Madison and
Hannah, numbers two and three,
have been in the top 10 since 1997,
In the past 38 years, Michael had
been bumped from the top spot only
twice before— in 1999 and last year
— both times by Jacob.
• I have developed working relationships with state and local
Rounding but the top 10 names
officials
for boys in 2001 were, in order:
• I have the maturity and leadership the Circuit Court Clerk's
Christopher, Nicholas, Andrew.
Office requires
Joseph. Daniel and William.
The list for girls continued with
• I have the knowledge and experience run an efficient
Ashley. Alexis, Samantha, Sarah,
Circuit Clerk's Office
Abigail, Elizabeth and Jessica.
The list is compiled by the Social
In 1999 I willingly accepted the appointment of Chief Deputy
Security Administration from appliClerk with full knowledge that I might lose my job if the former
cations for Social Security cards for
Circuit Clerk was n re-elected. I TOOK THIS RISK when one of
children born in the given year.
my opponents WOULD NOT. This chance I took led to my assumThe list includes names of
ing the duties of our Circuit Clerk during her illness while perform2,072,242 boys and 1,985,062 girls.
ing my full time position as Circuit Criminal Clerk. I gladly acceptNames that sound the iinte hut
ed this promotion, even though I knew the consequences. •

Wright and Hicks

Biblical names dominates baby names

n

* ELECT*

VICKI

WILSON

ot
-41.,

Watch for
Freedom of
Choice
published soon
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historic appeal and mix of lodging.
shopping food and entertainment
will be offered with hospitality and
pride in adding to Paducah's mix of
unique cultural attractions."
Clark and her husband, Ron,
have spearheaded the development
of RiverPlace. ''We've been in the
planning stages for what seems like
a very long time," Ron Clark said.
"It's thrilling to see it finally come
together. The interiors of the buildings have been renovated utilizing
as much of the original structure as
possible, while making the best possible use of space for modern day
needs."
The Clarks expect to eventually
hire between 35-50 employees to
help run RiverPlace. "We hope that
RiverPlace will add to the vitality of
both the culture and economy of
Paducah and will stimulate other
business development in the downtown area," Sue said.
From 1969 to 1998. the Clarks
built R.G. Clark Distributors from a
small milk distributorship into a
wholesale milk and ice cream distribution center serving
west
Kentucky, southern Illinois, west
Tennessee and northern Alabama.
The sold the distribution center to
Dean Foods, Inc., in 1998. Ron continues to serve as general manager,
overseeing the day-to-day operations of Goldenrod Dairy.

photo provided

A CENTURY REMEMBERED ... Ms. Pearl Williams will be celebrating her 100th birthday on Saturday, May 18,from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. at 1401 Cardinal Drive in Murray. All family and
friends are invited. She is one of five generations photographed. Other family members pictured are John E.
Williams, son; Evelyn Martinez, granddaughter; Tona Collins.
great-great granddaughter; and Michael Collins, great-greatgreat grandson.

Don't forget to get your COPY
of the LEDGER & TIMES for
the weekend yard sales going
on in our community
WATCH REPAIR • PEARL RESTRINGING • CLOCK REPAIR
• JEWELRY REPAIR • REMOUNTING • ENGRAVING

4
JEWELRY

Frank & Faye Finley
50 years exp

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.00%
(May, 2002)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guaranlees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00°c Since early surrender
charges apply please call for details

William H Moore
30 Years Exp

SERVICE CENTER 753-9959
107 S. 4t4 Seteet (Vev.oat4.,04 - eticett Sravce)
CUSTOM WAX & CASTING • GOLD & DIAMONDS
• ESTATE JEWELRY BOUGHT & SOLD

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
A 7 4 +ANNO06

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK

Please vote for Experience. Leadership and Dedication on May 28th

VICKI WILSON

FASHION BUG''
FASHION CHOICES • FASHION SAVINGS

2 DAYS ONLY
Friday & Saturday, May 17 & May 18

Storewide Sale
BUY 2• GET 1

THE ONLY EXPERIENCED CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
Paid for by vicKi Wilson. Elaine Poschoo Treasure,
*

*

*

* * * * *

*

*

*

*

*

*

National Nursing Home Week
Cgw:.v t9,e cgoee

*

FREE
Lowest priced item is free. Excludes "Priced Just Right- items.

West View Nursing Home and Long
Term Care would like to honor our
residents, staff, and volunteers for
their ongoing quality care that

Save even more instantly when you're approved
for your Fashion Bug Charge.
Ask for details.

impacts the lives of seniors in our
We're your neighborhood store. Featuring Plus sizes 14/16-30,32.
Misses sizes 6-16 and Junior sizes. Shoes. Lingerie and Accessories, too.

excellent service, our caregivers
cultivate a standard of care that
Inspires those around us. Thank
you for your hard work and
dedication.
West View Nursing Home
803 POPLAR STREET • ML'RRAY, KY 42071 •(270) 762-1100 • WWW.MURRAYHOPITAL.ORG

The Shoppes of Murray
630 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-759-1612
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Four Tigers move into region quarters
Caldwell County's Hudson/Gabe Hogg.
Staff Report
The Caldwell duo stopped Calloway's TuckMurray Ledger & Times
Adams and Josh Price 6-2, 6-3 in the round
er
PADUCAH, Ky. — Both of Murray High's
singles
the
where
Center,
Tennis
Oak
Lone
32.
of
singles players and its sixth-seeded doubles
will be held Saturday beginfinals
and
semifinals
will take on the No. 2 pairLambert/Dunn
Boys'
the
of
quarterfinals
the
team reached
a.m.
10
at
ning
from Tilghman when douGibson/Little
of
ing
First Region Tennis Tournament Wednesday.
County's bles competition picks up again today at 3:30
Caldwell
dispatched
who
Lane,
While the Tigers' No. 5 seed, senior Boone
Lame 6-0, 6-0 and Lyon County's Gor- p.m. at Tilghman's Chad Gamble Courts. TilghLane, dropped just one game in cruising through Curt
6-1, 6-0, will face No. 3 Thomas man will also be the site of the doubles semis
Sims
don
his two matches, James Quertermous pulled
Oak in the quarters.
Lone
of
Bailey
and finals Saturday at 10 a.m.
the first and only upset of a seeded player.
surrendered one
each
Bailey
and
Mazzone
Calloway's Jon Black and Patrick Wyatt
LeepChris
6
The MHS junior stunned No.
during Wednesday's action.
stunned Caldwell's Garrett Hogg/Heaton in
er of Heath 6-4, 6-4 to advance into the round game apiece
Calloway's other singles player, Grant Kelso, their opening match 6-4, 4-6, 6-4 before sucof 16 before stumping St. Mary's Stephen
6-0, 6-1 in the opening round to Christ- cumbing 6-0, 6-0 to No. 7 Barclay/Lank of
fell
Wallace 6-0, 6-0.
Robert Hobson.
County's
ian
Mayfield.
Wallace defeated Calloway County's Jared
Lambert
Chase
Murray's
play,
doubles
In
Meanwhile, Murray's Jonathan Chapman and
Vincent 6-0, 6-3 in the first round.
quarters with David Lee, who received a first-round bye,
the
into
moved
Dunn
Josh
and
Mazzone
Vic
Quertermous will face No. 4
6-4 win over Hopkinsville's tandem of could not get anything going against the No.
of Paducah Tilghman today when the boys' a 6-4,
and a 6-2, 6-0 victory over 1 seed, Tilghman's Atkinson/Dallam.
Lee/Adkins
R.
and girls' singles resume at 3:30 p.m. at the

'Ike

Prep Tennis

Fiie photo
MOVIN'-014...Keartar Senior Boone Lane won two
matches on Wednesday
to reach the region quarterfinals.

Williams
solid in
return
to Cards

Tigers pound
visiting Cards
a sacrifice fly by Nathan Williams.
Staff Report
Lawrence was then hit by a pitch,
Murray Ledger & Times
Mario Lawrence's two-run stole second and scored on a
home run in the first inning got base hit by Dylan Volp. Ryan Cobb
the Murray High Tigers off to a also recorded an RBI single in
big offensive outing in Wednes=----the innning.
Murray completed its scoring
day's 9-1 prep baseball victory
bottom of the fourth, takthe
in
Field.
Holland
over Mayfield at Ty
ing advantage of two Mayfield
The Tigers
errors to plate the three runs.
(16-7) went on
Lawrence and Cobb each had
to add four
RBI s.ngles in the frame.
runs in the secLawrence paced the Murray
ond inning and
hitting parade, getting two of the
three more in
Tigers' 10 hits on the day in
the fourth to
three at-bats.
the
support
The senior shortstop also drove
efforts of starter Ed Baust and
in three runs. Cobb went 2-forreliever Blake Hoover.
Murray's pitching combo held 2 with two RBIs.
MHS also took advantage of
the Cardinals to just four hits.
Baust (2-41 nicked un the win. three Mayfield errors.
The Tigers complete the regallowing two hits, striking out
five and walking just one in four ular season on Friday with a
home contest against Fulton Couninnings of work.
The Cardinals only run. com- ty before entering Fourth Dising in -the - thir-d inning, was trict Tournament, play on Monday at 5 p.m. against crosstown
unearned.
kloover came on in the fifth, archrival Calloway County.
The Murray-Calloway showshutting out the visitors in the
final three frames by striking out down will be followed by top
one and allowing just two hits. seed Marshall County's 7:30 p.m.
The Tigers (16-7) followed up clash with Christian Fellowship.
their two-run first inning with The tournament championship
four more in the second as Blake game will be held Tuesday at
Rayburn got things started with 4:30 p.m. All tournament games
will be played at Calloway Couna leadoff single.
Rayburn would later score on ty's Laker Field.

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Ttrnes photo

HIGH CRIME.. Murray High's Austin Swain completes a successful steal of second base
during Wednesday's game between the Tigers and Mayfield. MHS defeated the visiting
Cardinals 9-1 at Ty Holland Field.

Softball makes time change
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Officials have made a schedule change for next week's Fourth
District softball tournament.
The tournament, to be played
at Marshall. County High School
in Draffenville, will begin Monday at 4:30 p.m. with a matchup
between crosstown rivals Murray
High and Callowav County —

not at 4 p.m.. which was previously reported to the Ledger &
Times.
The loser of Monday's game
will then face top-seeded Marshall County at 2 p.m. on Wednesday. The Lady Marshals drew a
bye for the three-team tournament by winning a coin flip last
week.
Marshall win in Game 2
would set up a district champi-

onship game against the winner
of Game 1 at approximately 4
p.m.
Should the loser of Game 1
defeat the Lady Marshals, the
tournament would be over, with
the Game 1 winner earning the
district championship and the
Game 2 winner also going to the
First Region Tournament as the
district runner-up.

Players: Kidd, Nets advance to East finals
Date for
strike is
inevitable
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball's labor talks are stalled,
and some players think it is
inevitable the union will set a
strike date for August.
"That's really the only thing
we can do," New York Yankees player representative Mike
Stanton said Wednesday. "It's
not a situation where we have
a lot of options."
Union officials told player
agents at a meeting in New
York on Tuesday that the staff
is considering if and when to
set a strike date, two agents
said Wednesday, speaking on
the condition of anonymity.
Union head Donald Fehr.
who told players during spring
training to prepare for missing
their last two or three paychecks, was to hold a similar
meeting with West Coast agents
in Los Angeles on Thursday
"Before everybody reacts —
or overreacts — we've got to
remember that there's been no
strike date set," said commissioner Bud Selig. "The industry's had three or four decades
of all this stuff, and nobody
knows better than I do how
tired people are of it, so I'm
hopeful that we can use the coming months to solve our problems. I'm very hopeful."
For now, the union is trying to play down the possibility of a work stoppage.

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) — The New Jersey Nets
haven't enjoyed this kind of glory
since their ABA days.
Instead of Dr. J though, it's JKidd in what has become one of
the great turnaround seasons in
NBA history.
Jason Kidd scored 23 points
and made several plays that swung
the momentum as the Nets defeated Charlotte 103-95 Wednesday
night in Game 5 in the Hornets'
last game before moving to New
Orleans next season.
The Nets earned their first trip
to the Eastern Conference finals
since joining the NBA in 1976,
and will play the Boston Celtics
in a best-of-seven series that will
start here on Sunday.
In the West,the Lakers and Kings
begin their conference final in
Sacramento on Saturday.
The Nets-Celtics series pits a
two-time ABA champion in the
1970s against a franchise that has
won an NBA-best 16 titles.
"We have answered a lot of
questions that were out there since
October and the next question is
if we are going to beat a talented team in Boston," said Kidd,
who also had 13 assists, seven
rebounds and five steals. "I think
this has been a dream season for
us and we do not want it to end."
Before • this season, the Nets
had made it out of the second
round of the playoffs only once WONDER KIDD Jason Kidd scored 23 points and made
(1984) in their first 25 years in several momentum-swinging plays as New Jersey advanced
the NBA. They made the playoffs to its first Eastern Conference final with a 103-95 victory
once. since 1994.
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"Jason has been like this in big
games all season long," Nets coach
Byron Scott Wednesday. "He has
been the one guy who has done
a little of everything for us and
tonight was no different. He didn't want to lose this game."
The game featured 14 lead
changes and 18 ties, and the key
for the Nets again was fourthquarter defense. Charlotte scored
one field goal in the final 7:37.
"The fourth quarter seems to
be our time," said Nets center
Todd MacCulloch, who had a big
put-back basket after Kidd's steal.
"When it comes down to six minutes left, five minutes left, we're
going to do a good job defensively."
The game changed in the Nets'
favor after Baron Davis fouled out
going up against MacCulloch for
a rebound with 5:36 to play.
"I don't think I fouled him,"
said Davis, who 'finished with 13
points. "The call was made and it
turned the game around."
Charlotte's next field goal was
a 3-pointer by David Wesley with
20 seconds to play. Two free throws
by Jamaal Magloire gave the Hornets an 89-86 with 5:18 to play.
Kenyon Martin then made one
of two free throws to cut the lead
to two points and Kidd set up
Kerry Kitties for a go-ahead 3pointer with 4:39 to go.
The next play might have sealed
the outcome. After Wesley brought
up the ball and passed to his left,
Kidd reached out, got a hand on
the pass and stole the ball. MacCulloch scored on a put-back, and
the Nets were ahead 92-89.
New Jersey scored seven of the
next nine points, with Keith Van
Horn hitting a long 3-pointer with
2:31 to play and dancing at center court with his hands in the
air.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — After nearly six weeks on the disabled list
and no rehab starts, Woody
Williams didn't miss a thing.
Williams allowed an unearned
run in six innings as the St. Louis
Cardinals beat the Chicago Cubs
4-1 for a three-game sweep
Wednesday night. He didn't mind
that the Cardinals rallied after he
left the game.
"It's amazing," Williams said.
"It's definitely more than I thought
was going to happen. I'm just
glad I could keep the team in the
game as long as
I did. I felt real
strong."
Pinch-hitter
Miguel Cairo's
RBI triple off
I *i! • , o1
right
fielder
Sammy Sosa's
glove drove in the go-ahead run
in the seventh. The Cubs lost their
seventh in a row.
Williams' outing came a day
after another starter, Garrett
Stephenson, was activated from
the DL and allowed one run in
four innings in an 11-2 victory.
Manager Tony La Russa said before
the game that just having both
pitchers come out of their outings healthy was like having a
pair of wins.
yesterday, Garrett's
"Like
healthy, it's like we won a doubleheader," La Russa said. "Same
thing today. I just checked with
Woody, extensively, and he said
he feels great."
So did Stephenson.
"I'm ready to go Sunday,
already," he said.
Williams, a 15-game winner
last year, lasted only two innings
in his season debut April 5 at
Houston before leaving with a
strained muscle in his left side.
He returned to the rotation after
impressing the team in a 60-pitch
simulated game on Sunday in
Cincinnati.
"The other day in Cincinnati,
that's how he looked," La Russa
said. "We had good hitters up
there to test him and he kept
working them over, so I said
'We'll see you Wednesday."
Williams said he was better in
his start than on Sunday.
"My control and command was
better than it was in the simulated game," he said.
Gene Stechschulte (5-1) struck
out one in a perfect seventh and
Jason Isringhausen worked the
ninth for his ninth save in 10
chances.
The Cardinals have won four
in a row and six of seven and
climbed to .500 for the first time
since April 27, when they were
12-12. But La Russa wouldn't say
the team had turned the corner.
"Absolutely not," he said.'That
would be the dumbest thing our
team could think or feel or the
manager could say. We're a .500
club. I think we have the luxury
of saying we were in the hole
and we played ourselves to even."
Jason Bere (1-6) allowed three
runs in six-plus innings. The Cubs'
slump is their longest since they
dropped eight straight last May
10-18, and they fell a seasonworst 12 games below .500 at 1325.

Divac, Kings get
Shaq's attention
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MAJOR LEAGUE
NATIoNai. LEAGUE
Florida
New York
Montreal
Atlanta
Philadelphia

East Division
W
L Pct. GB
22
18
550
—
21
19
525 1
20
20
500
2
20
21 .488
21/2
17
23 425
5

BASEBALL

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
27
Boston
9
750
—
New York
25
15 625
4
18
21
Baltimore
462 10 1/2
Toronto
13
24
351 14 1/2
12
Tampa Bay
26
316
16

Gnu& Division
W
L Pct. GB

Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cincinnati
St Louis
Pittsburgh
Houston
Chicago
Milwaukee

24

15

.615

20

20

500

41/2

19

19

500

18
13
12

21
25
28

.462
.342
300

41/2
6
10 1/2
121/2

West Division
W
L Pct. GB
San Francisco
25
14 .641
—
Arizona
25
15 .625
1/2
Los Angeles
3 1/2
22
18 .550
San Diego
21
19 .525
41/2
18
7 1/2
Colorado
22 450
Wednesday's Games
Anzona 6, Pittsburgh 2
Atlanta 6, San Francisco 1
Cincinnati 7, Milwaukee 4
Houston 6, Philadelphia 2
St Louis 4, Chicago Cubs 1
Colorado 7, Florida 2
San Diego 2, Montreal 1. 14 innings
N.Y. Mets 2, Los Angeles 0
Today's Games
Cincinnati at Milwaukee, 12.05 p m
Florida at Colorado, 2.05 p m
Atlanta at San Francisco, 2.35 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Houston, 705 p.m
Philadelphia at Arizona, 8:35 p.m
N.Y. Mets at San Diego, 905 pm
Montreal at Los Angeles, 9 10 pm

Minnesota
Chicago
Cleveland
Kansas City
Detroit

24
22
19

17
18
20

585
550
487

1 1/2
4

13

24
27

351
289

11 1/2

11

9

West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Seattle
Anaheim
Texas
Oakland
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27
22

12
16

692
579

19
18

20
21

487
462

—
4 1 z
8
9

Wednesday's Games
Seattle 8. Toronto 6
Boston 8. Oakland 2
Anaheim 10, Detroit 1
Cleveland 3. Baltimore 1
Tampa Bay 10, NY Yankees 7
Texas 5, Chicago White Sox 2
Minnesota 8, Kansas City 6

Today's Games
Minnesota at Kansas City, 1 05 p m
Seattle at Toronto, 6.05 p m
Oakland at Boston. 6.05 p.m.
Anaheim at Detroit, 6 05 p m
Baltimore at Cleveland. 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay at N Y Yankees, 605 c m.
Texas at Chicago White Sox, 7 05 p m

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Vlade
Divac and the Sacramento Kings
seem to have gotten Shaquille
O'Neal's attention.
That might not be a good thing.
"Shaq's like a big dog," Los
Angeles Lakers teammate Derek
Fisher said Wednesday at practice in nearby El Segundo. "Sometimes it's better to let him sleep
than give him something to work
with."
After the Lakers beat San Antonio 93-87 on Tuesday night to
win the best-of-seven Western Conference semifinal series in five
games and qualify to meet the
Kings in the conference finals,
O'Neal found a sheet of paper taped
to his locker at Staples Center.
It contained a photograph of
Divac and a midseason quote from
the Kings' center that said if the
Lakers "don't have home-court
advantage this year, they're not
going to win it."
O'Neal's reaction: "I hear and
see everything. I'm the police."
The Kings got what they wanted, earning home court throughout the playoffs by virtue of an
NBA-best 61-21 regular-season
record. They'll find out how much
it means starting Saturday when
the best-of-seven conference finals
begin at Arco Arena.
The Spurs had home-court
advantage in the conference finals
last year, but the Lakers made a

mockery of that with a four-game
sweep after doing the same thing
to the Kings in the previous round.
Lakers forward Samaki Walker smiled when asked about the
article on O'Neal's locker.
"I can assure you it didn't walk
up there," Walker said. -That's
the character of the team. One of
the coaches put it up there for inspiration — without a doubt it was
Phil Jackson. That's one of his ways
of motivating-superstars. It seems
to work. Shag doesn't like that
sort of thing."
In Sacramento, Divac said he
watched O'Neal's TV interview
Tuesday night, and laughed when
O'Neal accused him of excessive
flopping in an effort to draw fouls.
To illustrate his point, he shoved
a reporter in the chest with one
hand, knocking him back one step.
"Why you flopping, man?"
Divac asked, grinning.
About the picture in O'Neal's
locker, Divac said: "If he wants
to use that for motivation, I can
send him another couple of pictures."
WAR OF WORDS...Los Angeles Lakers center Shaquille
O'Neal and Sacramento Kings
center Vlade Divac traded
barbs Wednesday leading up
to the start of the NBA Western Conference finals Saturday in Sacramento.

Baffert gets post, but War Leather balls NCAA history
Emblem not Preakness favorite
BALTIMORE (AP) — Maybe D. Wayne Lukas
knew what he was talking about when he called
Bob Baffert extremely lucky.
Hours after Lukas marveled at his rival trainer's continual good fortune, Baffert came up with
the top choice Wednesday in the post-position draw
for the Preakness.
Baffert decided to send Kentucky Derby winner
War Emblem from the No. 8 post. Whether the
horse goes off as the favorite on Saturday remains
to be seen.
Medaglia d'Oro was installed the 5-2 morning
line favorite by Pimlico handicapper Frank Carulli. War Emblem was at 3-1 despite his wire-towire victory in the Derby.
"I think handicappers realize he isn't going to

get to do it again," said John Ward, trainer of
Booklet.
It would be foolish to underestimate Baffert,
who appeared destined to be without a horse in
the Derby before Saudi Prince Ahmed Salman
bought War Emblem from 84-year-old Russell Reineman for $900,000 and handed the 3-year-old to
Baffert.
Ward, confident the other 12 horses in the field
won't let War Emblem run away at the start,
expects Baffert's luck to run out Saturday. But by
starting at the No. 8 post, War Emblem will be in
good position to bolt to the lead.
"I knew the speed horses wanted to be outside
me, so I thought I'd put them way outside," Baffert reasoned.

By STEVE WILSTEIN
The second reaction, upon hearing that animal rights activists are
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Wooden crowing over the triumph of their
rackets are long gone from ten- lobbying campaign against leather,
nis, and kids who play baseball might be a feeling of outrage:
grow up hearing the clang of metal How could the NCAA cave in to
rather than the crack of wooden pressure like that?
As it turns out, neither reacbats.
So it's no great shock to learn tion is quite appropriate.
There's nothing sudden about
Wednesday that leather basketballs
will soon be history in the NCAA the disappearance of leather baschampionships, replaced by some- ketballs from college. Only six of
thing called composite leather, 'the 64 teams in the first round of
the men's tournament this year
which isn't leather at all.
The first reaction to such news played with leather balls during
might be a sense of loss: One the season. Final Four champ Marymore cherished icon in our sports land, along with Duke and Conculture is suddenly gone: one more necticut, were among the teams
synthetic is substituting, in our lives that chose composite balls.
for something real.
For those who get sappy over

KHSAA names new commissioner
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Brigid DeVries, an assistant commissioner with the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association for the
past 23 years, will become the
organization's new commissioner.
DeVries is the first female to
serve as commissioner of the
KHSAA and, according to the
organization, one of only four
women across the country currently serving as commissioner or
executive director of a state athletics association.
She will begin her new duties
July I.
DeVries, 52, replaces Louis
Stout, the KHSAA's first black
executive and the first black in
the nation to head a state athletic association office.
"I'm overwhelmed to say the
least," DeVries said in Wednesday's
news conference to announce her
promotion. It speaks volumes for
our board and for the state of
Kentucky that we will carry on
our mission of diversity.-

SportsBriefs
The Calloway County High School
Boys' Basketball Camp will be held
May 28-31 at Jeffrey Gymnasium for
boys who will be in grades 1-12 next
school year
The entry fee is S45 per camper.
with players in grades 1-5 attending
the morning session from 8-10.30 a m
and campers in grades 6-12 participating from 1-3-30 p m Registration
will be held 15 minutes before each
session May 28
For more information, call Terry
Birdsong at 762-7374 ext. 109

The National Bicycle League's redesign of the BMX track at MurrayCalloway County Park, originally set
for Wednesday, was delayed and is
slated to begin today through Saturday. canceling Saturday's state qualifying races and local racing session
The state qualifier will be made up
later in the season, while the local
races set for May 25 are still on the
schedule
Photographs, computer disks and
other information provided to The Murray Ledger & Times sports department
may be picked up following publication tit . the Ledger office, located at
1001 Whitnell Ave
For more information, call Mike
Ohstrom at 753-1916 ext 23

Stout, 62, served as assistant
commissioner from 1971 through
July of 1992, when he was named
executive assistant commissioner.
He held that position through May
1994, when he was named commissioner.
During his tenure. Stout worked
to establish a Title IX evaluation
plan for member schools; helped
to authorize and develop the first
KHSAA statewide radio network
for boys and girls Sweet Sixteen
state
basketball
tournaments;
launched a KHSAA Web site; and

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

continued fund-raising efforts for
the Dawahares/KHSAA Hall of
Fame and Sports Museum.
DeVries, a Lexington native and
University of Kentucky graduate,
was hired as the KHSAA's assistant commissioner in 1979 and
named executive assistant commissioner in 1994. Among other
duties, she has directed the organization's gender-equity program,
conducted eligibility investigations
and assisted in managing the state
football and basketball championships.
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KNOW
How much house you can afford before you
commit yourself into a purchase contract')
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How much will my payment be?
What about a downpayment?
30, 20, 15, fixed rate, adjustable rate?
Escrow, for what?

For the answer to these and the rest of your
questions call me to schedule an appointment.

DARREN JONES
Global Mortgage Link
753-7407
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the disappearance of all the stuff
they grew up using, hey. get over
it.
The new balls look the same,
play the same or better, are less
expensive and last longer. The
game hasn't changed.
It's probably naive to think that
money and marketing had nothing to do with the NCAA's decision. The NCAA switched its allegiance recently from Rawlings to
Wilson. which touts its $75 "Ultimate" composite leather ball as
the best in the business. With a
tie-in to the Final Four, Wilson
can sell a lot more balls.
But the truth is all the manufacturers have-been going the way
of fake leather for a long time.
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PERCENTAGE
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13, 15 or 19
Months

3.55`)/0

1000

25, 31, or 37
Months

4.32%

1000

54
Months
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Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective May 7, 2002.

1544 Whippoorwill
Martin Heights Subdivision
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OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, May 19 • 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
This wonderful 3 Br/2Ba ranch features spacious master area, large great room with fireplace, large fenced
backyard. Immediate possession available! $127,500.

711 Main St.

753-1222

Member FDIC
Main Office: 5th & Main IP North Banking Center: 12th & Chestnut
South Banking Center: 12th & Story • Kroger Banking Center
Hazel: 405 Main St., Hazel
Phone: 767-BANK
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MSH Spring Concert tonight at Lovett MMS Jazz in the Park event
The Murray High School Department of Music will Abbye Kimmel on piano.
present a spring concen tonight at 7 p.m. in Lovett
The Concert Choir is conducted by Dr. Bradle
Auditorium.
Almquist.
The program will open with the MHS Jazz Band
The concert will conclude with the MHS
and Jazz Ensemble. The Concert Choir will continue Symphonic Band, which will open with "The
with a set of contemporary sacred anthems. a medley Pathfinder of Panama." a march by John Phillip Sousa.
of songs from the Andrew Lloyd Webber Broadway conducted by Beth Stribling.
hit. "The Phantom of the Opera." and a set of contemThe second work is by Ralph Vaughan William,
porary romantic works including a piece for the and is an arrangement of the famous hymn tune.
women of the choir.
"Rhosymedre." followed by "Galactic Empires" by
They will close their portion of the program with contemporary composer David R. Gillingham. and
two revivalist songs.
"Pachinko" by Paul Yoder.
The choir is accompanied by Brett Brown.
The MHS Symphonic Band. Jazz Band and Jazz
Instrumentalists featured with the choir will be Emily Ensemble are conduced by Dee Bishop and StribI
Allen. Jaime Fairbanks and Zach Kingins on trumpet.
The concert is free and the public is invited.
Hannah Maddy on cello. Gavin Lillivig on violin, and
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Parker Ford's
Service Department
would like to say

THANK YOU
to all our regular and new customers by offering a

FREE MAINTENANCE
SAFETY INSPECTION!
WE WILL CHECK:
4Belts & Hoses
4 All fluid levels and

All front end suspension
components
clean cables

4Rotate Tires
4Tires for wear

4Exhaust system
4All Brakes

All shocks
To Ford Motor Co. Specifications.

Should wefind any concerns that need to be addressed,
we will notify you.

Call Today For Your

FREE INSPECTION appointment

753-5273
Offer good thru June 21st, 2002
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FREE!
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By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Writer
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (AP) —
With five down, one to go on his
"Star Wars" chronicle, George
Lucas is thinking ahead to his second career. The one without the billion-dollar action-figure sales. The
one without lines of moviegoers
camped out six weeks before his
movies open.
After he finishes the sixth chapter, "Episode III," in 2005, Lucas
plans to turn back and travel the
road not taken 30 years ago, when
he chose to make the breezy, populist comedy "American Graffiti"
after debuting with the gloomy
future vision of"THX 1138."
While he may team again with
Steven Spielberg and Harrison Ford
on a fourth "Indiana Jones" film,
Lucas plans to choose his own
directing projects from a couple of
dozen story ideas accumulated over
the last three decades, projects that
ill not be commercial films," he
said in an interview at Skywalker
Ranch, the 2,600-acre home base
for Lucasfilm and his moviemaking
empire.

The Candidate with the MOST
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department Experience has the
SUPPORT of Sheriff Stan Scott
-Larry Roberts has had an instrumental part in the
growth and expansion of this department. 1 know
that he has the people of Calloway County at heart
and I would like to ask your continued support of
this department by electing Larry Roberts as your
next Sheriff on May 28th."

www.larryrobertsforsheriff.corn
fag0
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Todd Hill
Aebersold, a highly respected jazz
"improvisation guru," will be on
hand for a learning session with the
student participants and will hold a
jazz improvisation clinic that morning.
His primary instrument is the
saxophone, but he plays piano and
bass as well. He was voted into the
International Association of Jazz
Educators Hall of Fame in 1989,
joining such luminaries as Count
Basie, Duke Ellington, Louis
Armstrong and others.
The clinic in Murray is being
sponsored by Music Central and
Music Zone. After the clinic, Jazz in
the Park will begin at the Playhouse
in the Park. Not only will there be

Lucas ponders life
after Star Wars'

4Air filter

JTread depth on
tires

Special to the Ledger
Murray Middle School's Jazz in
the Park event has grown over the
years from one band playing in the
park — the MMS Jazz Band — to
incorporate bands from around the
region and a professional jazz
group, as well as festival activities
for the whole family.
This year's edition of Jazz in the
Park will be held on Saturday from
noon-9 p.m. at Playhouse in the
Park, located in the MurrayCalloway County Park off Arcadia
Drive. The event is being sponsored
by the Murray Middle School Band
with the assistance of the MurrayCalloway County Parks Board and
Music Central.
Student groups performing this
year are from Murray Middle
School, Murray High School,
Graves County Middle School,
Ohio County Middle School,
Marshall County High School and
_Christian County High School. The
headliner tbr the event is the Todd
Hill Orchestra.
Hill is a native of Paris, Tenn.,
and a graduate of Murray State
University. He is in his fifth year as
jazz band director and associate
director of bands at Northwest
Community College in Senatobia,
Miss.
He taught band for nine years at
Milan, Tenn., and taught jazz
improvisation at MSU while completing his master's degree. Hill has
worked with many professionals
including Bob Hope, Frank Sinatra
Jr., the Moody Blues and Alex
Harvey, the writer of many songs
including "Delta Dawn."
In addition, Hill has played with
noted jazz artists including Byron
Stripling and Jamey Aebersold.

music, but a festival atmosphere
will prevail. said Beth Stribling,
director of the Murray Middle
School bands.
"We plan to have fun activities
that will appeal to the entire family,"
she said. A concession stand will be
on the site, "so bring the family and
leave the cooking to us."
There is no admission charge and
those attending may come and go as
they please. "All they have to do,"
Stribling said, "is bring lawn chairs
or blankets and join us for an afternoon and evening of fun and fabulous music."
For more information on Jazz in
the Park. contact Srtibling at 7535125.

The emperor's new 'Clones'
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That means no Episodes 7-9. No
reunion of original stars Ford, Mark
Hamill and Carrie Fisher. No further
adventures of Luke. Han and Leia,
which Lucas had idly pondered in
an interview 25 years ago, when he
was pressed about his plans if and
when he completed the three prequels to the original "Star Wars"
trilogy.
"I said,'Well, I guess it would be
amusing to come back when
Harrison and Mark and Carrie are
70 years old and make another one.'
which I meant as a joke. It's an
amusing concept more than it is
anything else, except that I'll be 70
years old, too," said Lucas, who
turned 58 two days before "Star
Wars: Episode II — Attack of the
Clones" opened.
"And I don't have a story for it,"
said. Lucas, who developed the
broad plot for Episodes 1-VI before
he made the first film and says he's
now just filling in the blanks. "To
just go out and(to one for the sake
of doing one. I have no interest in.
It's not important to me. I don't
need the money, and I don't need
the success."
With worldwide grosses pushing
$3 billion for the first four "Star
Wars" movies, and the final two
installments expected to join their
predecessors in the box-office pantheon, Lucas has nothing to prove.
Besides his own film successes.
Lucas companies such as Industrial
Light & Magic and Skywalker
Sound have hurtled forward the art
of visual effects and audio on
dozens of movies. His THX system
has helped define sound quality in
theaters and on home video.
Evm his castoffs have been
golden. A computer-animation unit
he founded and later sold grew into
Pixar, maker of the "Toy Story"
movies, "Monsters, Inc." and "A
Bug's Life."
And while insisting he never
foresaw the merchandising and
sequel bonanza of his creation,
Lucas is credited with Yoda-like
prescience for retaining ownership
of the "Star Wars" franchise rather
than selling the property outright to
distributor 20th Century Fox in the
mid-1970s.
In terms of great business deals,
"the selling of Manhattan island for
21 dollars or whatever probably is
ahead of it, but this is probably right
after," said Rick McCallum, producer of the current "Star Wars" trilogy. "But it wasn't a business decision. It was a way to promote the

--film."
Lucas said
he held on to
merchandising
rights so he
could run off
some posters
and T-shirts to
advertise
the
film, because he
worried the stuLucas
dio might not
market it adequately.
At the time, toys and other
licensed products were geared more
toward television series, not feature
films. "Star Wars" started today's
era of merchandising tie-ins, which
can be more lucrative than the films
themselves.
"They made me Out to be some
kind of genius, but I'm not," Lucas
said. "I just basically was trying to
protect my little movie, and as it
turned out, it was a very wise thing
to do."
It's left Lucas in a unique position where the studio works for him,
with Fox distributing the "Star
Wars" films for a fee, while most of
the proceeds go to Lucasfilm.
The Fox-Lucasfilm combination
does provide perhaps the most
thrilling pause in all of-cinema, the
Moment after the studio's rousing
fanfare fades and before John
Williams' score sweeps in.
"We're happy to just continue to
see our logo come up and our fanfare heard, followed by the
Lucasfilm logo, then the initial burst
of music." said Jim Gianopulos.
Fox studio co-chairman. "The reality is, we do very, very well, as does
Lucasfilm, in having both the profitability of 'Star Wars' and the
importance and prestige of being
the distributor. It's an honor and
privilege to be there."
Lucas has returned to directing
the current trilogy after turning
those chores over to others on "The
Empire Strikes Back" and "Return
of the Jedi," a period when he was
building his companies and raising
a family.
Other than "Star Wars" and
"Indiana Jones," Lucas has had only
scattered success with film projects
over the last 25 years. Even the
"Star Wars" movies fail to please
many critics and prompt endless
second-guessing by hard-core fans.
Though it grossed $922 million
worldwide, "Episode I — The
Phantom Menace" disappointed
devotees who waited 16 years for a
new "Star Wars" movie.
All of that material — including
Anakin's boyhood adventures —
were necessary in context of the
overall saga. Lucas said. "I worked
very hard to make each one stand
alone, work on its own." Lucas said.
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Bush warned prior to Sept. 11 of hijack plot
By RON FOURNIER
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
intelligence told President Bush a
month before Sept. 11 that Osama
bin Laden's terrorist network might
hijack American airplanes, prompting the administration to issue a private alert to law enforcement agencies, the White House revealed as
Congress studies whether the government failed to heed warning
signs.
But officials said the president
and U.S. intelligence did not know
that suicide hijackers were plotting
to use planes as missiles, as they did
against the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon.
"There has been long-standing
speculation, shared with the president, about the potential of hijackings in the traditional sense," White
House press secretary An Fleischer
said Thursday night. "We had general threats involving Osama bin
Laden around the world and including in the United States."
He said the administration, acting on the information received in
early August, notified the "appropriate agencies" that hijackings "in the
traditional sense" were possible.
The warning was never made public, he said.
The development, first reported
by CBS News, comes as congressional investigators intensify their
study of whether the government
failed to adequately respond to
warnings before Sept. 11. It is the
first direct link between Bush and
intelligence gathered befcke Sept.

II about the attacks.
Fleischer would not discuss
when or how the information was
given to Bush, but a senior administration official, speaking on condition of anonymity,said the president
was made aware of the potential for
hijackings of U.S. planes during one
or more routine intelligence briefings last summer.
The CIA would not confirm what
it told Bush, but the agency said the
issue of bin Laden's attempting an
airline hijacking was among a number of terrorist methods raised to
U.S. government officials at the
time.
But there was no information
that suggested hijackers would
crash planes into American landmarks and there was no mention of
a date, a CIA official said.
The information was based on
intelligence obtained by the U.S.
government, the official said, without specifying.
"I will tell you there was, of
course, a general awareness of
Osama bin Laden and threats
around the world, including the
United States; and if you recall, last
summer we publicly alerted and
gave a warning about potential
threats on the Arabian peninsula,"
Fleischer said.
But he said Bush never had been
told about the potential for suicide
hijackers steering the planes toward
U.S targets.
Still, acting on the •information
the government did have, the
administration "notified the appropriate agencies. I think that's one of

the reasons that We saw the people
who committed the 9-11 attacks
used box cutters and plastic knives
to get around America's system of
protecting against hijackers," he
said.
Fleischer said he did not know
what agencies were notified, what
they were told or what they did in
response.
The Associated Press reported
earlier this month that FBI headquarters did not act on a memo last
July from its Arizona office warning
there were a large number of Arabs
seeking pilot, security and airport
operations training at at least one
U.S. flight school and Which urged a
check of all flight schools to identify more possible Middle Eastern
students.
A section of that classified memo
also makes a passing reference to
bin Laden, speculating that al-Qaida
and other such groups could organize such flight training, officials
said. The officials said, however,
that the memo offered no evidence
bin Laden was behind the students
that raised the concern.
Sen. Bob Graham. D-Fla., the
Senate Intelligence Committee
chairman, said through a spokesman
Wednesday that the revelations in

the memos marked an important
discovery in Congress'investigation
into why the FBI. CIA and other
U.S. agencies failed to learn of and
prevent the Sept. II plot.
"It represents a failure to connect
the dots." Graham spokesman Paul
Anderson said. "This was dismissed
rather lightly at FBI headquarters."
The FBI also has faced tough
questioning about whether it failed
to act aggressively enough after
arresting Zacarias Moussaoui, a
Frenchman of Moroccan descent, in
August after he raised concerns by
seeking flight training at a
Minnesota flight school.
Moussaoui has emerged as the
lone defendant charged in the aftermath of the attacks, which killed
more than 3,000 people in New
and
Washington
York,
Pennsylvania. He is charged with
conspiring with bin Laden and the
19 suicide hijackers to attack
Americans.
FBI Director Robert Mueller
repeatedly has said he wished the
FBI had acted more aggressively in
addressing the Arizona and
Minnesota leads but said nothing
the FBI possessed before Sept. 11
pointed to the multiple-airliner
hijacking plot.

Pres. George W. Bush

SAVE BIG

Man arrested in
connection with
mail explosive
PHILADELPHIA(AP)— A man Wilmington, Del.
Lit was sentenced to five years
with a history of psychiatric problems and violent run-ins with police probation and ordered to take medwas arrested on suspicion that he ication to control his psychiatric
placed an explosive inscribed with problems. He also was to have been
the words "Free Palestine now" in a admitted to a psychiatric hospital for
treatment.
mailbox.
Investigators said they identified
Preston H. Lit, 53, is accused of
threatening to use explosive Lit as a suspect on Wednesday-afterdevices. Lit was scheduled to go he was spotted dumping piles of
before a federal judge to be formal- garbage in a neighbor's yard.
Among the trash was a box conly charged on Thursday.
FBI Special Agent Rosanne taining writing similar to the notes
Russo said Lit is being investigated left on the bomb and sneakers, FBI
in several incidents, including the spokeswoman Linda Vizi said. Both
discovery of the bomb on Monday were found with notes mentioning
and the placing of a pair of sneakers Palestine and the al-Qaida terrorist
and a threatening note in another network.
The package carrying the explomailbox on Tuesday.
Investigators do not believe that sive, found by a letter carrier in a
Lit has any connection to terrorist northeast Philadelphia mail drop,
groups, but Philadelphia Police was not addressed and bore no
Capt. James Murphy said he has a postage. Besides the note, which
lengthy criminal record that also mentioned the al-Qaida terrorist
includes gun charges, attacks on network, the parcel had protruding
police officers and high-speed chas- wires'almost certain to raise suspies with law enforcement in several cion, authorities said.
Mail carriers in the area had
states.
Lower Merion police said already been on'high alert after a
records show that Lit also was series of pipe bombs, allegedly
charged in 1996 with harassing a planted by a 21-year-old art student,
Philadelphia television anchorman injured six people in Iowa and
and leading police on a 120-mile Illinois.
chase from Atlantic City, N.J., to

British troops
evacuated after
mystery illness
BAGRAM, Afghanistan (AP) —
He said six more were evacuated
British forces racing to find the by air Thursday, but were not sericause of a mystery fever that has ously sick. Another six remain under
struck 18 soldiers at an Afghan air "barrier nursing supervision" at the
base evacuated another six men to 34 Field hospital at Bagram. That
the United Kingdom for emergency means they are treated by "medical
treatment Thursday, a British mili- staff wearing masks, wearing
tary spokesman said.
gloves, wearing aprons, all disposNo new cases have been report- able. and scrupulous hygiene,"
ed.
Curry said.
"We still cannot categorically
While four of the 18 patients
identify the source or nature of the were discharged from medical tare,
infection," Lt. Col. Ben Curry told they are still among 333 people
reporters at Bagram air base, about under quarantine at the hospital to
30 miles north of Kabul.
prevent the disease from spreading.
However, he said the contagious Curry said.
disease resembled enteric — or
All those under quarantine were
intestinal — febrile illness, which he eating sterilized military ration
said can show meningitis-like symp- packs as "a force protection meastoms.
ure," Curry said. Previous,ly the
British soldiers first started 1,700 British troops deployed at
reporting symptoms four days ago. Bagram had been eating a mixture
including fever, diarrhea and vomit- of locally purchased food as well as
ing.
military rations. Soldiers from counTwo of the 18, considered seri- tries ranging from Australia to
ously ill, have already been flown Poland are at Bagram, including
out of the country — one to Britain about 2,700 U.S. troops. None of the
and another to a U.S. military hospi- U.S. soldiers was believed to have
tal in Germany. Curry said the two fallen ill with the disease, said
were "stabilizing."
spokesman Maj. Bryan Hilferty.
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Boy faces
eight years for
hitting student
with spitball
WALNUT CREEK, Calif.
(AP) — A 13-year-old boy faces
as much as eight years in juvenile hall for hitting another boy
with a spitball.
Jeffrey Figueroa was waiting
in line for a gym locker on his
first day at Walnut Creek
in
School
Intermediate
September when he rolled a gum
Wrapper around his finger, put it
in his mouth and spit it out. The
wrapper hit a fellow seventh
grader in the eye. and the boy
had to have surgery.
Jeffrey said he apologized to
the boy. But he was charged with
felony counts of battery and
mayhem. and last week he was
convicted, the Contra Costa
County District Attorney's office
said.
The convictions carry up to
eight years in a California Youth
Authority facility.
Jeffrey is under house arrest
as he awaits sentencing, set for
June 6.

REMEMBER TO VOTE
IN THE MAY
ELECTION
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Prosecutors complain Blakels lawyer hired witness
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Robert Blakes
lawyerwshould be prohibited from hiring a private irXestigator who is scheduled to testify
against the actor during his murder trial, prosecutors argued.
The employment of William C. Jordan has
a "glaring potential for corruption," prosecutors said in papers filed Wednesday in
Superior Court.
Blake, 68, is charged with the murder of
his wife Bonny Lee Bakley, 44, on May 4,
2001, two counts of soliciting her murder,
conspiracy and the special circumstance of
lying in wait.
According to a police affidavit. Blake hired
Jordan in September 2000, in anticipation of
child custody proceedings. On Friday, he
joined the defense team, the document said.

Prosecutors claim Jordan's connection to
Blake compounds an existing problem.
Blake is paying the legal bills, including $I
million bail, for bodyguard and co-defendant
Earle Caldwell, prosecutors pointed out in
paperwork filed earlier.
During a hearing scheduled Monday, prosecutors want Superior Court Judge Lloyd
Nash to rule that Arna Zlotnick, Caldwell's
attorney, has a conflict-of-interest for several
reasons, including the fact she's being paid by
Blake.
The star of the 1970s television show
"Baretta" married Bakley on Nov. 18, 2000,
five months after she gave birth to their
daughter. Bakley was shot as she sat in
Blake's car near a restaurant where they had
just eaten.

States debate moment of silence in schools for Sept. 11
COLUMBUS,Ohio(AP)— Just
before taking a test, senior Katie
Marco often says a short, silent
prayer for success.
"It helps a lot, especially when I
don't feel like there's anything more
I can do to help myself. I leave it in
the hands of God," said Marco, a
student at Cuyahoga Falls High
School in northeast Ohio. "I make
the time to do it."
Although the U.S. Supreme
Court has outlawed mandatory
school prayer, at least a dozen states
this year have considered whether
their public schools should offer students a moment of silence each day.
Ohio simply put into writing that
the state allows one minute daily for
students to reflect, meditate or pray,
and lets school districts decide
whether to require that teachers set

•
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.Pay-Per-View
.Pool, Whirlpool, Sauna
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.Rif Deluxe Continental Breakfast
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According to phone cial system that should operate the same way
records included in the for every defendant, no mater how wealthy,
court filings, Blake spoke this court must take aggressive steps to keep
with Jordan frequently up defendant Blake and his attorney from interto the time of Bakley's fering with the people's witnesses."
Attorney Harland Braun acknowledged he
murder.
Jordan but said he sees no problem
hired
As Blake's employee,
the motion said, Jordan because Jordan worked for Blake long before
would feel inhibited in the police were involved in the case.
"I find it astounding," Braun said of the
Blake
telling police anything he
motion."As far as I'm concerned, the district
has not said already.
"The defense team's financial arrange- attorney doesn't tell us who we're going to
ments with witnesses and parties have the hire as lawyers or investigators. They should
glaring potential for corruption," the motion run their case and we'll run ours."
He said Jordan checked with his lawyer
said.
"Enough is enough," prosecutors wrote. and with police before agreeing to work for
In order to protect the people's right to a fair Braun."They weren't happy, but there's nothtrial and maintain the public's faith in a judi- ing they can do about it," Braun said.
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aside the silent time for students.
The bill becomes law in July.
Lawmakers across the nation
introduced most bills in the aftermath of Sept. 11 and a U.S.
Supreme Court decision last
October that turned away a challenge to Virginia's law. The events
helped sponsors of previously introduced bills in other states gain supporters.
-These bills were clearly something that was a popular first
response to the crisis in our nation,"
said Barry Lynn, exeriaive director
of Americans United for the
Separation of Church and Stare.
"And, after Virginia, we expected
we'd see a slew of them."
Other patriotic and religious legislation have popped up in states
nationwide following the terrorist
attacks. Lawmakers in several states
pushed legislation to post the motto
"In God We Trust" in schools and
make the Pledge of Allegiance
mandatory.
Before last fall, nine states
already had laws that required a

daily silent minute in schools. Many
modeled their laws after Virginia's,
which makes the moment mandatory and lists prayer as an option.
The Supreme Court has outlawed
mandatory school prayer, but courts
have said states may require silent
periods as long as students are not
forced or encouraged to pray.
Critics argue that such laws still
threaten the Constitution's separation of religion and government.
"When educators set aside a time
for reflection, that's not just providing the opportunity, that's encouraging prayer," said Raymond Vasvari,
legal director.of the Ohio branch of
the American Civil Liberties Union:
The sponsor of Ohio's bill said
students became confused because
they didn't know they were allowed
to pray silently in school and
weren't told they could do so even
though elected leaders prayed publicly after the terrorist attacks.
"It's kind of sending a double
standard message," said Rep. Rex
Damschroder, a Republican. "Every
student across the state should have

had that time to think about what
happened to us."
Teachers in Ohio and other states
already are allowed to set aside
silent periods. Some say states
should put the permission into law,
to ease teachers' fears of violating
state and federal constitutions.
Ohio lawmakers debated for
seven months whether to include
"pray" and require the silent period.
Local-control advocates pushed to
allow school boards to decide
whether the moment should be
_ _
mandatory.
Legislators in other states,
Carolina,
South
including
Pennsylvania, Iowa, Indiana, New
Illinois,
California,
Mexico,
Virginia, Louisiana and Missouri,
have haggled over the same issues.
In Oklahoma, Rep. Russ Roach,
a Democrat, said lawmakers can't
agree on the wording in his bill,
including whether "religion" and
"prayer" should appear.
"I don't like mandating it,"
Roach said. "Unfortunately, a lot of
our gung-ho members want just

that."
Supporters argue that schoolchildren can use the time to do anything they wish — including stare
out the window — as long as they
are quiet.
"It's merely an opportunity for
the individual to exercise his or her
own freedom of conscience," said
Stephen M.Crampton,chief counsel
Family
American
the
for
Association's Center for Law and
Policy in Mississippi. "It's not about
forcing predisposed views about
religion down people's throats."
Education
National
The
Association, the nation's, largest
teachers' union, does not oppose the
silent periods as long as the federal
government doesn't mandate them,
the moment lasts only a minute and
a teacher's role is passive.
Marco, the high school senior,
said laws allowing silent time might
not even be necessary.
"Anyone who wants to pray
silently can take a minute anytime,
so I'm not sure this is needed," said
Marco, 18, a Methodist.

Bicyclist falls off Idaho lake bridge, cries ignored
SANDPOINT, Idaho (AP) — A
bicyclist who fell off a pedestrian
bridge clung to its girder and yelled
for five hours before he was rescued
— ignored by two boys who walked

away laughing, police said.
Christopher Blair apparently
tipped over a guardrail on an unlit
bridge over Lake Pend Oreille at
about 9:30 p.m. Saturday.

What's Your Bank
Done For You Lately?

A nearby resident finally heard
The cyclist managed to scramble
to safety on the bridge's concrete Blair's screams at 2:20 a.m. Sunday.
piling, and then climbed onto sup- A search by flashlight found Blair
port beams 12 feet above water, perched on the beams, suffering
where he began to scream for help. from early signs of hypothermia.
"I could see that he was trem"He said that he had been yelling
he was wet, and he had a very
bling,
been
even
had
and
for help all night
located by two juvenile boys, but red nose," Sterling said.
Rescuers lowered Blair by basthey would not help him," Sheriff's
into a rescue raft and took him
ket
report
a
Deputy Ben Sterling said in
-1613biiiier General HospiTaL-where
filed Tuesday.
he was treated for minor injuries
and released.

FDA approves
new version of
DTaP vaccine
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WASHINGTON (AP)
The
government has approved the sale
of a new formulation of the vaccine
that protects children against
tetanus, diphtheria and whooping
cough. The decision may ease serious shortages.
Both the new Daptacel and the
old version of the vaccine,
Tripedia, are sold by the same
company, Aventis Pasteur.
Daptacel will be produced at
Aventis Pasteur's manufacturing
facility in Canada. Tripedia is
made in Pennsylvania.
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Horoscope Delta farmers anxiously watch rising Mississippi River Tax bills draw
_

BY JACOUEUNE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. May 17, BY COLIN FLY
Associated Press Writer
2002
You do make a difference, whether you
realize it or not Always assume the best
and work from a position of growth and
gain this year Others respond to your
positive and upbeat attitude Knorr what
you want in order to create more of what
you desire A nerr home. or a possible
change in your home, ranks as a high
possibility after July If you are single,
you will easily meet others
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic,
3-Average, 2-So-so, 1-Difficult

now, with the possibility of tens o
thousands more when the river
crests a week from now.
"We get the worst flooding from
back out waters from the Obion
and Forked Deer rivers," Campbell
said. "It's not the headwaters from
the Mississippi."
Some farmers, like Jimmy
Moody, were already working to
solve the problems.
"We are trying to control some
weeds today, before we can't drive
across the property because of the
water," he said Wednesday from
his cell phone. "But, we're still
going to lose everything in Dyer
County we planted."
Moody, who farms properties in
two different counties, said he was
thankful for recent government
initiatives.
"The farm bill being passed
couldn't have happened at a better
time," he said. "It's going to be at
least something positive we can

The Mississippi River, swollen
by heavy rains in the Midwest and

Ohio Valley, has flooded thousands
of delta acres as it reached five- to
10-year high levels uncharacteristically late in the planting season.
Farmers not protected by levees
in Tennessee are working to move
farm equipment and salvage crops
before the river crests in their area
next week.
"This isn't a new occurrence."
said Jerry Parker, Lauderdale
County extension director for the
University
of
Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Service.
"But it's going to be a pretty big
economic hit for us."
Parker estimates about 50,000
acres are already under water or
inaccessible in the county. In
neighboring Dyer County, extension director Tim Campbell said
about 10,000 acres are covered

hang our hat on."
In eastern Arkansas, officials
are monitoring the situation near
the main levee of the Mississippi
River before the winter wheat harvest.
"We're going to be affected,"
said Shawn Payne, Phillips County
extension agent of agriculture.
"We'll lose some acreage due to it,
but our producers knew they were
and are preparing for &Brandy Carroll, coordinator of
the wheat and feed grain division
of the Arkansas Farm Bureau, said
there hasn't been significant damage yet. But more than 100,000
acres of wheat have already been
lost this season because of flooding by the White and Arkansas
rivers,
tributaries
to
the
Mississippi.
Hydrologist
Angelo
Dalessandro of the Lower
Mississippi River Forecast Center
cautioned that the river will con-

tinue to rise.
At points along the Mississippi.
the water levels have risen quickly.
Where the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers meet in Cairo, III.. the water
level is 21.5 feet higher this
month, while in Memphis, Tenn.,
the river is up more than 15 feet
from its average. Forecasters predict the water there will rise to 37
feet — three feet above flood stage
and the highest level since 1997 —
on May 25.
"The water could have a bad
effect," Dalessandro said. "It's late
in the year to have the river this
high."
The National Weather Service
predicts that in 2 1/2 weeks the
river in Natchez, Miss., will crest
three feet above flood level and
two.feet above in Baton Rouge,
La.
"More rain is about the only
thing that changes the forecast
now," Dalessandro said.

protesters to
Capitol Hill
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Anti-tax protesters, some of whom
waved signs for 11 hours
Wednesday, celebrated a temporary victory after the state House
adjourned without voting on an
income tax or a plan to expand the
sales tax to professional services.
-The voice of the people was
heard," said 42-year-old Mark
Cygler, a self-employed Nashville
chef who joined hundreds of other
protesters on the street outside the
Capitol.
Cygler. who stood along
Charlotte Avenue from 5:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., said signs such as
"Ax the Tax" and the steady din of
horn blasts, made a difference.
But Cygler quickly added that
the fight is far from over. The
House reconvenes on May 22.
"We will be back next week
bigger, stronger and louder,- he
predicted.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Use your financial savvy to
help others feel more secure. Your creativity comes up later in the day when
others tap into your energies, whether it
is to make fun plans or put the topping on
a work project. Make an important meeting. Tonight: Let the good times roll.
'TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Do whatever you can early in
the morning when you're in the mood to
finish off details. Your energy peaks
early on, when you get a lot done quickly. Stay upbeat and return all calls. Don't
anticipate another's reaction. Tonight:
Mosey on home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Deal with financial matters in
the p.m. Carefully review a situation that
CHATTANDOCiA, Tenn. (AP)
Commissioner Curti,.\dams pre- lowed," he said.
any money.
Rutherford County Courthouse in
involves your security. Reach out for —
Displays
of
the
Ten
viously
county
said
the
would
have
Casavant
said
the
commission
"He
told
me
it
of
wasn't
any
my
Murfreesboro 82 miles to the northday.
Do
someone at a distance later in the
Commandments will be removed to pay some $20,000 to $25,000 for also possibly owes two private attor- business," Casavant said.
west, contending the displays vioown
seek
out
your
research
and
needed
neys who assisted the county attorThe ACLU is also challenging a late religious freedom and are diviinformation and facts. You'll be surer of from Hamilton County court build- the ACLU's attorneys.
Commissioner
Richard_ neYTen Commandments posting at the si-ve to-religious-diversity. yourself as a result. Tonight: At a _ings county commissioners said
favorite spot.
Wednesday after illireeing not to Casavant, who last fall voted against
"I had been told all along that priCANCER (June 21-July 22)
appeal a federal judge's order.
displaying the Ten:Commandments, vate funds would cover" all legal
***** You melt away barriers,
While
deciding
against
an
said
an appeal could have cost costs, Casavant said.
adding to the present possibilities. Use
appeal,
the
commissioners
are
another
$250,000.
In January, Charles Wysong Jr.
the a.m. to clear out responsibilities
Elect William 131.11"
unsure
how
they
will
keep
a
psomise
"The
court
order
will
not
be
said
his Ten Commandmentsrespond
strongothers.
Others
involving
ly to your enthusiasm and energy. Be to not spend county money paying appealed," Casavant said. "It's pret- Tennessee group intended to pay
sensible with- anodic] and discuss for their unsuccessful court fight ty clear that case law said that it any legal costs. But Wysong said
=CUM
finances this afternoon. Tonight: Don't
against
the
American
Civil
Liberties
go
cOILLOWAY
CO. SHERIFF
shouldn'i
up
and
that's
what_the last week he was unsure if money
put off what you can do now.
Union
of
Tennessee.
judge
ruled."
raised
by
the
group,
which
has
sold
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
27 Years Law Enforcement
U.S. District Judge Allan Edgar
Casavant said county employees signs defending the displays, would
**** Stand back early in the day. Use
Instructor KY Justice Cabinet
Police
your sixth sense when dealing with a on May 3 ordered two of three Ten would remove all three of the stone be used.
KY
Assoc. Chiefs of Police
boss who wants everything done yester- Commandments plaques removed. tablet-shaped plaques in the next
Casavant said he asked Wysong
KY Fraternal Order of Police #23
day. This afternoon you get a second
Commissioners decided Wednesday few weeks.
at the commission
meeting
wind and become a veritable force to
trn Ma'cLm17.1-7c...a ,g1
t
I I
"The judge's ruling will be fol- Wednesday if the group had raised
deal with. Network, return calls and to remove all three.
don't forget to make plans! Tonight:
Whatever makes you happy.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Focus on what you want today.
You like what you see when you handle
a long-overdue relationship. You get
results, especially if you use your time in
the am. In the p.m., you might want to
NOT ONE PENNY IN PAYMENTS• NOT ONE PENNY IN INTEREST!
mull around an idea or two, or make an
important decision. Tonight: What's
wrong with a quiet night at home?
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
LIBERTY
**** Bosses turn to you to finish off
last-minute details. The good news is that
you accomplish your goals with plenty of
extra time to pursue your own projects.
Groups of people prove unusually sucHurry In Before The Holiday And Pay Not One Penny For An Entire Year!
cessful and lucky for you. Network
•
away. Tonight: Wherever the party is.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Reach out for others at a dis4111d..*:". •
tance. If you need an expert, find that
person this morning. Do research on the
computer. You're able to zero in on a
problem with a great deal of ease. Others
follow your lead in the afternoon.
Tonight: All eyes turn to you.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Visualize more of what you
want from another, and don't be surprised if you get a strong reaction. Not
Broyhill Sofa
everyone sees things as you do. Loosen
SALE $749 Reg. '1095
up and relax with someone on the phone
in the afternoon. You can do business this
Matching Love Seat
way. Tonight: Take off ASAP.
SALE $729 Reg. '1065
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Lane Reclining Sofa SALE '899 Reg. '1307
***** Let another carry the ball
SALE $759 Reg. '1119
Matching Chair & A Half Recliner
Often, you accept too much responsibility. Ease up some and simply relax. You
cannot control others, though you someLane Action Leather Recliners
times try. Loosen up when dealing with
an uptight associate. Praise works better
Available in 4 colors.
than cnticism. Tonight: Make nice
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
SALE $496
***** Realize your limits when
Reg. '729
-dealing with associates at work. Others
know
have made up their minds and
what they want to do. A meeting in the
afternoon could be unusually important
or successful. Socialize and network
away. You make an impact. Tonight. Just
don't be alone.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Use your imagination when
-11=11111111
heading in to work. Buy something special for a co-worker who could be a bit
down and out. Use the day to complete as
much as you can. In fact, you might want
Broyhill Dining Room
to work late, if possible.

Hamilton commission decides no Ten Commandments appeal

M
I

Ilea aerie P

eft,r ate

fletnin

PRE-MEMORIAL
DAY SALE
II

01111111111 1111r

Serta

4_1
Save On Twin, Full,'
Queen & King,Sizes.

Argyle Table & 6 Chairs

SALE $2049

Reg. '2999

Broyhill Matching China

Insurancc...
Protect the ones you love
and your peace of mind
Give your family
security as well
as memories

SALE $1998

110:31111k -

Reg. '2925

ri•ratr-Hpistir
..roc

Ashley Dinette Table
& 4 Chairs

SALE '479

Reg. '699

Matching Baker's Rack

SALE '229
Call Andy
today for
your free quote

Reg. '349

Sleep Better Tonight!

At Fleming All We Do Is Save You Money!

270-753-4703

I

ARM
BUREAU

ifs
•A•rs

liNSURAHICI

SOUTHERN FARM BUREAU
LIFE INSURANCE CO
Andy Dunn
1702 Hwy 121 N Bypass
Murray, Ky

Design Assistance
Available

Division of
Kelley Wiggins
Furniture, Inc
Visit u• at
anew tlerningturniture corn

Open Sundae
I-5

SUPERCENTER .3801 HInkleville Road
Sligherey 00 • A Half Mile East of I•24
Paducah. KY 442 4455 • 1-800 788-8224
Open Daily 10,1 • Sunday / 3 • Friday 10-8

Banton. KY
305 North Main Street
527-3481 • 18005000224 `';71,...,...
Paducah. KY
451 South 10th Street
4424465 • 1-800-450-0224 '
47cn
•

,
*S999 minimum purchase and make no payments or interest for one year With qualified purchase & OAC Excouthes Value Priced Ilern•. Closeouts. Spacial Morns & R00”
Solutions Does not apply to previous purchases Limited quantities on closeout items Not all Items at all stores Items siraltar as shoran
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger & limes Fair Mousing Act Notice
All real estate adsertised herein is sub/ect to the Federal f .
Housing Act which ntaies it illegal to adsertise any pinch 5.
limitation Of kil,11111111.111011 based 00 fikr. l044.V. religion st
handisap, tanidial status Srt national origin. or intention to 'It,
air, suhpreteremes. limitations Sr discrimination
State laws forbid discnmination in the sale. rental or ads enising
real estate based ot ta.tors in addition to those prote.ted undei is
eral law

ADJUSTMENTS
an co„e,1,3 to ChM* the first
nsertion of thew acts 'or any error Murray
Ledger 8 Times rall be responsible for only one
,nct,rreet insertion Any error should be report
ea onmedialety so corrections can be made

01Chri,e'

AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 3 p.m.
Wednesday
Tues. 3 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 3 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 3 p.m_
Saturday.

She will nor knowingly ai.,ept any Alsentsing hr real estate wh
is in siolation of the law All persons are hereby intonned that
dwellings adsenised are as ailable on an equal
opportunity basis
For tunher assiqame with Fan Housing Adsemse,_
requirements,.ontact NAACounsel Item P MiLis
Cr'01, 641, nail)

•

••••• ..61111.16
•••••,..••

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 An/ s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Wanted

97.00 Column Inch,EWA Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Perrod
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
LINE Anti
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.10 per word per day.
Um extra for Shopper iTu.. Classifieds go into Shopping Uuldel t?..SO extra for blind boa ads

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit

any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
090
Domestic & Childcare

060
010

010

020

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
All stored items in storage units listed below
at Murray Store & Lock,641 North, Murray.
KY 42071, have been abandoned and if all
charges for this unit are not paid in full on
or before June 1, 2002, Murray Store and
Lock will have legal possession of all items
stored in this unit. A sale date for said items
-- will-be posted at a later time. Unit-12B, rented to Russell McClellan.

cto3csci,cf,eftcftcPcsctesebcteft
WRIGHT FARMS HICK
KY

I

Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter,

Picking Tuesdays,Thursdays & Saturdays!
Starting April 30th Until Season End
Hours 8 a.m.4 pan.
4p.m.•6 p.m.

270-753-5410

S'TRAWERRIES
c,C,,CC5CCCifesei•C!'"CsCb3c!`tC,

Murray State University is accepting bids

NOTICE

for the following:
CC-089E-02 Entranceway at 15th Street &
Olive Boulevard, Opening May 31, 2002 at
•

-200 p.m.

To be opened above dates and times in

Procurement Services, General Services
Building Murray State University located on
Chestnut Street, Murray, KY 42071. Forms
may be obtained by calling Murray Statc
Services

Procurement
University
270-762-4099

Oz

All stored items in storage units 46. 96 & 99 at
Key Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South, Murray. KY 42071. have been abandoned and if all charges for storage units 46.96
& 99.are not paid in full on or before June 15.
2002, Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal
possession of all items stored in units 46.96 &
99. A sale date for said items stored in storage
units 46, 96

Help Wanted

Lost and Found

Notice

Notice

99 vs ill he riisted :iti I:iicr time

LOST: Prescription Sun
glasses. The name on the
case J. Gaylord Lehman.
Please call 498-8855, if
found.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
ESCORTS for mobile
homes, CDL preferred.
753-7975. ,
EXPERIENCES Painters
needed. Please apply at
918 S. 12th St. Steady
year round work. 40 hrs
per week 759-4979.

GROUNDS keeper Need
to work on campground
Some maintenence experience work helpful Apply at
Campground
Lakeside
270-354-8157.
HIRING .all positions at
new Murray Restaurant
C II 753-6402
LOOKING for extra income? If you are hardworking,- ambitious person
between the ages of 18-28
call 270-345-2136. Ask for
Shane
PRACTICAL DENTAL
ASSISTING
We are now taking applications for the class which
starts Sept. 7th, 2002. You
will be trained on Saturdays for 11 weeks,--allowing you to keep your present job while you gain
skills for a new career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends,
& holidays off. For information call Dr. Charles
Bohle, 270-442-0256. Limited enrollment, call now.

020

020

Notice

Notice

Your

POOL PASSES 2002 SEASON
Pool Passes for the 2002 season at MurrayCallow ay County Park are now on sale at the
Park Office, 900 Payne Street, Murray, KY.
Hours Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
N-Liy 17.2002 is the late date for
pre-season sale.
Phone 270-762-0325 for information.

Tues., May 21
7:00 p.m.
Lovett
Auditorium

No
Admission
I VLRYONE INVITED
- '011,11er FIII7 ClaSCeS begin May 28

489-2308 or 753-4647

and II
Headquarters

*Caps *Jackets
'Shirts •Warmups
•Diecast •License Plates
*Coffee Cups
AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE/.

iii allthe11/101111litiCRSI

EASLEY
cantilabiSiis
_

.7n

753-8697
or
759-8858

SOO N. 4TH ST.• MURRAY (Next to Beasley Sot. & Ant.)
Hours: 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law

304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270)753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law

Monday, May 20 and
Tuesday, May 21
As in previous pickups. all items must be
placed along the street in front of residential
property. not more than 20 feet from the edge
of the street. The contractor will pickup the following: appliances, furniture, scrap metal, bundled limbs and brush • lawn clippings etc. The
Contractor will not pickup: old tires, batteries,
hazardous waste of any kind, household
garbage (food), used oil etc. This is an annual
service paid for from the general fund of the
city of Hazel. This service is provided to residential property ONLY and is not meant to be
a substitute for regular household trash
removal. Business and industrial waste is not
included in this pickup.

BANKRUPTCY
is in

No Charge for Initial Consultat

Night and Weekend Appointmei):Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Ann's Country Kitchen at Hazel is still
open 7 days and 6 nights a week.
WE ARE NOT CLOSING.
The building and lot has a new owner only.
Ann & son Milton Stokes are still the owners
and operators of the restaurant business.
We thank everyone for your business and support
Thank You
Ann & Milton Stokes
270-492-8195

FLOWER Market
(Next to Catholic Church)
Now Open
10am-6pm
Mon-Sat
Sun 1pm-5pm
Seasonal Annual Color

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
STRAWBERRIES

You pick, hand picked.
Copeland Orchard
Mayfield
623-8312

Notice

SIRL'S you pick Strawberries Union Ridge Road
Behind Belews in Aurora

10°,On A Full Set of
Acrylic
Fancy Fingers
Nail Salon
1104 Story Ave
753-2887
(located at Uppercuts)

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
Camphellrhea/N1ohon has an opening tor a maintenance technician. Applicant must have strong electrical background. Pre-employment substance screen
is required. Send resume to Human Resource Dept.,
CampbellRhea/Mohon, 1865 N. Market St.,
Paris, TN 38242 uv.v...campbellrhea.com
EOE

REDDING
BY LYNN
16 years service
270-753-1001

060
Help Wanted

$$ OPPORTUNITY $$
RELIABLE INDIVIDUALS - EARN $$
Working Friday, Saturday, Sunday.
Valid drivers license required.
Fax resume to 931-535-3787 or
call 270-759-3441.
ESTIMATOR
Campbellrhea/Mohon has an opening for a estimator. Position involves analyzing blueprints,preparing
proposals. and cost estimates. Proficient computer
skills necessary. Pre-employment substance screen
required. Send resume and salary history to:
Human Resource Department,
CampbellRhea/Mohon, 1865 N. Market St
Paris, TN 38242. www.campbellrhea.com
EOE

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

NURSES
AIDE
Prefer
experience but
will train. Do not
need CNA,
pleasant
atmosphere,
good working
conditions. Apply
in person at

FERN TERRACE
EOE
SPORTSMAN'S

217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please

Help Wanted

Wages: Minimum of $6.60, $7.00 and/or $8.(X) per
hour depending on job performed. 751$- of hours listed on job order will he guaranteed. All tools will be
provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those
beyond local recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met. Contact
local State Filipliiment Service Office

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS
Plastech, a injection molding company that
manufacturers interior automotive components, has immediate openings for
Maintenance Technicians. Ideal candidates
should have a strong hydraulic and electrical
background. A minimum of five(5)years previous maintenance experience is required.
Previous injection molding experience is a
plus. Salary commensurate with experience.

WILL clean houses
Refrences furnished
759-3244
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
WILL do office and house
cleaning 753-1016

Business
Opportunity

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times

Jill Stephens today.
(270)753-1916

f or sale with established customers.
Retail stores and vending locations to
be merchandised by owner operator.
Assets for sale include route truck,
vending machines and established
account list. Capital outlay required.
For more details call Jon Knuth
1-800-746-1983 ext. 8940.
HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail. Easy! No experience
needed.
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext. 4605 24hrs.

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

Computers

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

HP has windows XP. 6
months old with printer.
Call after 4 p.m. 437-3152. GOOD used Air Conditioner, refrigerator, stove, carpeting. 753-4109

Immediate
Openings
County Motor Route
Carrier For The
Murray Ledger & Times
We are also updating our
applications for City Route Carriers.

Must have own automobile,
good driving record and
vehicle insurance.
Six day per week delivery.
Interested persons
should apply at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

RANDY THORNTON
HEAT 8. AIR
Have openings for the following positions

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
JOURNEYMAN INSTALLERS
APPRENTICE INSTALLERS
Benefits include
Retirement Plan
Medical Insurance
Vacation Pay
Holiday Pay
Wages and benefits depend on experience
certification and licensure
Applications may be picked up at

802 Chestnut Street, Murray, KY
No phone calls please.

RESOLVE
TO MN UNKTNING MR
Get Maned mutt the

Emplo)tuctit ...c.-hon tit
thc
ri,nd an..ther car
Don't,
ith a ph that docsn't
make you happy

I he

120

Sales route for sale in the Murray area.
National snack food co. has a territory

• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Plastech
•
Attn: Human Resource Manager

VISA

Call Tammy Stom or
100

Need Extra Cash?

Please forward resume and salary history to:

515 North Poplar Street
P.O. Box 217
Kenton, TN 38233

Anchor

Marina needs store clerk,
dependable, willing and
able to work, with calculator and cash register skills.
Boating
and
Fishing
knowledge very helpful.
Call Monday thru Friday
only, through October, involves weekends and holidays, rotating shifts. Located on Hwy 68 Jonathan
Creek.
THE Bull Pen
Steaks & Spirits
Now Hiring
Servers, Cooks, Hostesses. Apply in person, Monday- Saturc1ay_9arn_- 4prn _

Sonic Drive In

PHOTOGRAPH)"

06/24/02 - 01/15/03

020

354-6585

Hwy 641
Puryear. TN
731-247-5995
Games, Food & Fun
Closed Mondays.
Tues & Wed
50 drafts
5pm to 9pm
Thurs night
$3 00 pitchers
Fri & Sat
Catfish or Prime Rib

AG RICULTURAL
WORKERS NEEDEI)

City of Hazel
492-8872

753-1916

...give the Classifieds a look.

including

BOB-N-KS

HAZEL SPRING TRASH PICKUP

MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES

KY 42071

'29.5e2

• NOTICE

6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave Rd.

The perfect job for you ts out
here To find it, sou fuse II
know where to look Start your search
in the right place: The Murray Ledger &
Times Classified Section You'll find an
extensise listing ol robs So. whether you're
taking NOM first step or you fifth
,OW%
theft!'

RN needed for busy physician office Must have excellent organization skills
Be a self starter, and a real people person Reply to
PO Box 1040-A. Murray

I

Murray Ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS

Call 753-1916 tor more intormatuin.

PINE timber. 5 ac. or larger. (731)610-0039 days
934-4090 nights.
WANTED riding mowers
that need work. 436-2867
Articles
For Sale
BIRDFEEDERS and houses Also bat, squirrel, butterfly, ect Very high quality cedar 206 E Poplar
East of 4th)

FREE Dish Network
$22.99
Free
install
pimonth. Some restrictions
apply 1-800-815-8324 or
270-444-0191.
FREE
Dish Network Satellite system, installed free Top 50
programming for only
$22 99 per month Call for
more information Beasley
Antenna & Satellite at
877-455-0901
MACHINE quilting
$31 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400

160
Home Furnishings

AQUARIUM 33 gal,Hexagon on oak stand w/accesBroyhill
sones $75 00
loveseat
and
couch
$250 00 (270) 382-2485
BEAUTIFUL Ashley Oak
table w/4 chairs. $250,00
(3) Solid wood Lane coffee
tables $200 00, Computer
desk $25 00, Two brass
and green lamps $30.00.
All excellent condition. Call
767-0935
COUCH and Love Seat,
perfect condition- 3 years
old. Hunter green, burgundy plaid $600 753-1657
after 5:00 p.m

180
Lawn & Garden
15HP John Deere mower.
2001 model, like new.
Used very little. 753-1389.
LIKE new Kubota GT 1860
mower. Diesel, hydrostatic, power steering, 54" cut.
188 hrs. $5,000. 731-2473070
MURRAY Riding mower 8
HP Techumseh engine,
30" cut, three cutting deck,
up front operator position.
Good condition. $395.00
759-8333

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
360

320
Apartments For Rent

Farm Equipment
1947 Ferguson T0-20
Original expect for seat
excellent condition Similar
to Red Belly Ford
436-2752

Mobile Home Lots For Sale

FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses basic
rent $325 month Office
Hours 10- 2. M-F Call
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity

LOTS FOR SALE
Starling at 512,500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

Homes For Sale

Lake Property
2 lots (162 acres) in
Crawlord s Landing Sub
Affordable price with
possible owner financing
owner/agent
753-8251 559-3272

[
11:111
Homes For Sale

HOME FOR SALE

SOO

SAO
Services OfIsnoo

Used Trucks
1979 Ford Truck LWB 6
cyd 4 speed motor needs
work $350 00 call 767
0288 after 3 30 p m
Motors

Lots For Sale

1143 ROBERTSON RD.

LOT 200 x 280 zoned
commercial- 8th and Arcadia Ask for Bette 270753-4259

Spacious privacy describes this 412 featuring huge den, bonus rm., screen rm.,
great views, marble entry, 2 fire pl., 3300
sq. ft. sale priced $167,900
753-4451 day, 753-0534 eve

21 acres fenced and
cross-fenced with 2 acre
pond, barn and modular
home on permanent foundation Asking $118,500
(270 759-2374

Global Mortgage Link
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2000 21 ft Suntracker
Party Barge warailer 40
Hp Mercury engine, like
new Priced below wholesale for quick
sale
$12,750 Home 731-6410197, cell 731-697-2397

CLEAN

IT

Professional

Cleaning Service
Window Washing
Carpet Cleaning
Tile Floor Strip + Wax
Business Residential
Pat Walsh (270)623-8813
(Call For. Free Estimate's)
CONCRETE Finishing.
sidewalks, driveways, patios, general maintenance
Free Estimates 435-4619
•

CUSTOM Tractor Wont
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 836-5681
DECKS Roofing. Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Waite
753-25q.2
MULCH Delivered Murray
436-5560

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 Or
270 559-4986

Mobile Homes For Sale
1992 Buccaneer, 14X 70.
2 bd. 2 ba, new berber
carpet, new linoleum, all
appliances included, garden tub, must be moved
$11.000 437-4210
1997 16x80 3br, 2 bath.
appliances, gas heat, electoral services pole Must
move $16,000 753-4757
91 14x70 Premier trailer
2br. 2 bath Must be
moved. Dishwasher & Refrigerator included. 59.500
489-2562.

D&S
MOBILE
HOME
MOVERS
Licensed
and Insured

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

270-437-4608
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR Rent to own 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118
NICE 2br No pets
753-9866
SMALL 2BR $225 per
month 753-6012
285
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOT for rent
492-8488
300
Business Rentals

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not

perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
•100%

LUXURY 2br, 2 bath duplex, garage. appliances •32 ac lake highway, 5
miles to lake, beautiful
includes WiCi 759-5885
NEAR University- Extra building saes, will divide in
Gerry Puckett • Darren Jones • Jacquelyn Watson
large 2 B/R apt Large liv- half Seller pays closing
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
ing room Kitchen dinette •50+ ac Henry Co 2 miles
combo Central elec H/A from Hazel Ky, North of
470
Range, refrigerator, dis- Puryear on Crossland
Motorcycles & ATV s
1112111
Sport Utility Vehicles
poser, dishwasher, washer Road, wooded & open 5
dryer hookup $200 De- ac or large Some restricposit- $350 mo.($250 1st tions
1991 lsuzu Rodeo V-6. au•197 ac Henry Co. 5 1996 Timberwolf 4-wheel- tomatic.
mo.) 753-4560 M-F 9-5
4w drive, 4 dr
2-wheel
er.
drive.
good
miles south on 77 HWY
w(stereo, 86,000 miles
NEAR University:
shape.
767-9038,
Open & wooded. deer &
Needs some work Sell as
2 room furnished efficienTurkey galore fenced,
cy
92 Kawasaki Ninla 600R is. 759-9203 519-1707
creeks, will not divide
Black & silver, new tires. 1997 Ford Explorer, V-8,
WA M.$100_5WM95it
731-610-0039 days
753-4560 9 AM to 5 PM
low miles, 2 new helmets all wheel drive, loaded,
934-4090 nights
$2.300 753-4437 or 210- 74.000 miles, leather inteNEW 2br Apartment
6 7 acres southwest of
4219
rior. 59.300.270-753-0792
Call 753-5731
Murray. $22,900
1997 Jeep Grand CheroRED OAKS APTS.
759-4249
2000 Model
kee Laredo, 4-wd, PW. PL,
Special
Honda CR 250
69,xxx miles, ext warran5100 Deposit
ty, excellent condition
Excellent condition,
1BR From $280
S10 50Q., 759-1652
never
raced
Homes
For
Sale
2BR From $325
1998 Chevrolet Blazer
PS. Ifs New 3800.
Call Today!
53,xxx miles, perfect conCall
354-9871
753-8668.
JONATHAN Creek area, 7
dition. security system.
rooms, plus unfinished
Southside Manor Apts
CD/Tape player. loaded
basement. 1.5 bath, large
Now available for
59,000. 759-9432 evens or
living room, 2 storage
immediate occupancy
CLASSIFIEDS 762-4524 Days.
buildings, 1 2/3 acres,
lbr elderly disable units
2001 Jeep Grand Chero270-753-1916
$52,000 270-354-9404
also available
kee low miles. loaded.
1 & 2br. apts
one owner 753-4389
Section 8 housing
HOME FOR SALE
753-8221
Used Cars
EHO
VERY nice large I br, ap1985
Camaro
Body
pliances includes W/D
5350 00 Call 767-0288 af759-5885
ter 3.30 p.m
340

[

Houses For Rent

1601 Parklane Drive
2BR New washer/ dryer,
air conditioned, carport,
storage shed $4001 mo.
lease + deposit required.
No pets. 753-7920
3 br. 2 baths 1 1/2 acre lot
with boat dock on Ky lake
in Aurora S550 per month,
first and last month plus
secunty deposit (317)
251-5589 after 530 pm

16')(50' Retail or Office
404 N 4th St, with gas
heat and air condition. Will
3BR, 2 bath on 3/4 of
customized to suit busiacres, garage, screened in
ness Plenty of parking,
porch, large deck, $550 a
front and rear Meets fire
month. 352-291-1932
code requirements Floors,
3522_0:2009r
walls. ceils of Masonry
NICE 3br. 1 bath, near
construction Long or short
MSU
1611
Ryan
term lease acceptable
$500/mo plus deposit. 1
759-3772
year lease. 753-3930 753320
3392.
Apartments For Rent
PANORAMA Shores Partly lake front 2br. 1 bath,
1 Bedroom W & D furnish
C/H/A,
lake assets $400.
ed Kirksey Coleman RE
per month plus deposit
759-4118
Available June 2002. 2701 bedroom, some utility
436-2136
paid washer and dryer
available No pets 7679037.
Storage Rentals
I OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
CREEKVIEW STORAGE200/rnn 753-4109
S20-540 On Center Drive
1&2 bedroom Apts
Behind Tom's Grille
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
759-4081
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
MURRAY Store and Lock
Phone 759-4984.
presently has units availaEqual Housing
ble 753-2905 or 753Opportunity
7536
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts furnished, PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
near MSU. 753-1252 or
storage
753-0606.
•Security alarmed
1BR apt available, all ap•Safe & clean
pliances furnished Mur•We sell boxes'
al Realty 753-4444
•We rent U-Hauls
1BR Apt $225
•Heated Boat &
Small pets okay
RV Storage
Coleman RE
753-9600
759-4118
1BR duplex. no utilities inNeon Beach
cluded. S250imo. 1650
Mini-Storage
Ryan 753-2649
1BR Apt Walk to MSU,
All Size Units
$235/mo 753-2084
Available
2 BR Town house $325
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-3853
2BR duplex at 1304-a Valleyvvood Dr S375 per
380
month 759-4406_
Pets & Supplies
2BR duplex with C/H/A.
washer/ dryer furnished.
dishwasher & microwave.
AKC Lab puppies
carport with storage. No
Chocolate's and black
pets _436-5.960
Champion bloodlines
EXTRA nice 1 bedroom, 1
Priced to sell fast'
bath, appliances turn.,
$150 each
C/H/A. 1 yr lease 1
436-5587
month deposit 753-2905
DOG Obedience
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
Master Trainer
townhouse appliances furnished. W/D 1yr lease, 1
436-2858
month deposit. No pets
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2905
M-F 753-2915
EXTRA roomy 2Br.. 2
bath. w/ garage, appliances furnished 1yr lease &
Real Estate
1 month deposit No Pets
753-2905
LARGE 1 bedroom Apartment close to MSU No
Pets, Available 5-1-02
753-5980

410

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
'For What II's Worth-

Murray

1990 Chevrolet Beretta
Good motor S800 Call
759-1642

•

bedrooms. 1 bath w/rixim for full 2nd bath
• 1660 sq. ft. under roof
• Central Heat/Central Air
• Vinyl Ther,mapane Windov..
• 2 Car/Carport
• Fenced Yard
• New Paint Inside/Out
• Hardwood Floors
• New Landscaping
• Lovingly Kept • All Appliances
•

FOR APPOINTMENT CALI.: 753-9404

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, May 19, 2002
2-4 p.m.
Motivated Seller - Relocating
1552 Mockingbird Dr., Murray
Contemporary, 2-story, 3 br., 2 1/2 ba ,
LR, den, DR, updates, covered deck,
low maintenance house and yard.
753-1785 $134,900 OBO
460
Homes For Sale

Need to sell your
house?

3 or 4 Bedroom house with
2 full baths, whirlpool in
MBR Gas fireplace, custom oak cabinets Landscaped Lots of extras.
Call 753-4761

Call us we will be
glad to help.

3BR, 2 bath, brick, appliances. C/H/A, double garage, 1709 Calloway 7536397*

Public Sale

4 Sale By Owner
3Br. 3 Bath. brick, 2 acres.
split Br. city water, gas. cable, wood floor entrance.
beautifully decorated.
move in cond , 30x12
porch under roof. fenced
area behind house. landscaped $135.000 with
$5.000 cash rebated at
closing to use for moving
or as needed 753-2215
after 6:00pm
BEAUTIFUL 1993 Custom
log home 3.800 sq ft 3br,
3 bath. porches/decks
Cathedral kitchen New
2.5 car garage. 30x40
workshop. poured double
walk out basement. Partly
finished Private 12.3 ac
Paris, TN 8 miles Call for
Photos/details
Remax Realty Team
Paul Thompson. Agent
877-540-7253
FOR sale by owner 3,000
sq foot Beautifully remodeled 4Br. 2 bath, brick
home located at 317 N
7th St Murray 1 7 acre lot
with 2 large detached garages Asking $91. 500
Call for App 270-7536599
FOR Sale 3 BR, 2 B. Central HVAC. Nothing Down
905 Southwood Drive 7535561

Murray Ledger 8 Times
270-753-1916
410

1993 Cadillac Deville. 4 dr,
96.xxx miles, Ross Wilder
area Bank 767-2292
1996 4dr LS Sable fully
powered AM/FM stereo
cassette, excellent condition, 1 owner, 50k miles
Pnced to sell 759-4871
1998 White Ford escort
Zx2 Sport S9.000 If interested call 519-1544, leave
a message'
1999 Cadillac Calera.
black, loaded. $19,500
767-9158
84 Olds Cutlass 2 door.
auto, shift in floor, rebuilt
transmission, new tires134 air $2.000 492-8439
95 Intrepid ES $4.500 . 94
Cougar need 3 8L motor
S2,000. 492-8814.
96 Madza 626 LX, CD.
sunroof, power everything.
519-0001
99 Mustang GT cranberry
red, looks sharp and runs
great Asking $15,300
Call 759-9069
410

Public Sale

FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable pnces
Free Estimate Insured
Cockle Farley 759-1519.
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.

410
Public Sale

Public Sale

A affordable hauling. Junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING Junk clean up, cleaning out sheds, gutters. tree
Work 436-2867.
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages. Pole Bams, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-114
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts. etc
Free pickup. delivery 436,2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling. Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair. Termite
& Water Damage. Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding, Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372. 753-0353
Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
•References furnished
•Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
*Fully Insured
*Free Estimates
270-759-1953
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113.
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
*Paint *Lawn "Mulch
"Shrubs .Tiling •Bushhog
(27Q)4'16-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed. Roy Hill
1,270)436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814.
CHRIS AND FRIENDS
We specialize in gutter',
mulch, light carpentry
mowing, and pressure
washing Free estimatec
Competitive prices
753-5997
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
•Asphalt paving
•Seal coating
*Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Household Antiques
217 Woodlawn • Murray, KY
(short distance NW of 12th & Sycamore)

Saturday, May 18, 2002 • 10 a.m.
This quality home on a large city lot is the ideal location
in a well established Murray neighborhood. Auction is
being conducted for the Estate of Mr. Earl Douglass Steven Douglass, Executor.

This well built home has served as the Douglass home since the late
1940's and has received careful attention. The home features 3 bedrooms, 1-1/2 baths, large living/dining room with hardwood floor and
fireplace. Over 1600 sq. ft. of comfortable living area. The basement,
attic and detached carport provided plenty of storage space. A charming front porch and concrete patio provide room to relax. Central
heat and air along with recent improvements add to the value of this
property.
Antiques & Collectibles; complete wooden washing machine by
Belkamp Hardware • stereo scope with approx. 100 cards • wooden
dough bowl • roller & stand • loveseat • original 1926 MSU Shield
plus many others • old Lynn Grove HS album • brass teachers bell
• hickory shaft golf clubs • oak wicker back rocker • pierced tin floor
lamp shade • foot stool • many hard back books • pattern glass oil
lamp • beveled framed mirror • Fostoria American glass • 1941
Coca Cola tray • Hall tea pot • milk glass • Hadley pottery • pink
glass flower frog • tin front pie safe • stone crocks • bent back and
ladder back chairs • 18 Flow Blue pieces including platters, plates,
bowls & butter • beautiful footed Carnival bowl • original oil hanging lamp • wooden churn & dasher • school slate board • old toys •
Cavalier cedar chest • Currier & Ives prints • cobblers tools • milk
cart • draw knife • tobacco peg .• wooden folding chairs • lots of old
magazines • foot locker • flat irons • silvertone radio • old fishing
gear • boy scout items • gas burning chandelier • child's Dynavox
record player • sterling silver & silver plate items • wrought iron
planter • blonde drop leaf table & chairs • commemorative pocket
knives • collectible cigarette lighters • very old china dolls • Hull
pottery • Victorian framed prints • tin coal box • wooden arbuckle
coffee box • nice linens & crocheted items • lace table cloth • quilt
& etuRt tops • campaign buttons •-fan powder dish • wash stand •
Ray Harm wildlife botanicals • Lany Frost prines • vintage hats •
Rogers flatware 'Adoration".
Household Furnishings; Several very nice occasional chairs •
beautiful spindle four poster bed • dresser, chest and nightstand •
solid maple four posted bed and dresser • sewing machine • grandfather clock • Duncan Phyfe table with six harp back needlepoint
chairs • lazy susan coffee table • stereo system • table lamps •
metal rack • filing cabinet • iron skillet and cookware.
Appliances: RCA color television • GE washer and dryer • several
small kitchen appliances including electric range and refrigerator.
Tools; Broad ax • old brace and bits • B & D workmate •C-clamps
• quality hand tools• well buckets • mitre box • spirit levels • glass
insulators • work bench • electric sanders • skill sa1/4ws • drill press
stand with drill, jig saw, all this and much more.
Any structure built prior to 1978 may contain lead hosed paint. Any inspections
must he made prior to the auction Buyer will sign a waiter of the 10 day post
inspection period Terms on Real Estate,: 15'1 Down Day of Auction, Balance
:10 Do.... at (T.,,ng Terms on Personal Privertv• Cash Dos Of- Awl:on

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
517 South 19th Street • Paducah, KY
Saturday, May 25, 2002 • 10 a.m.
Comfortable older home in a well established Paducah neighborhood. Mr. Henry Beggs has made the decision to sell his
Paducah home along with the contents and fishing boat.

410
Public Sale

Public Sale

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, May 18th 2002• 10.00 a.m.
At the farm home of the late Mr. C.T. Valentine on Wilson Rd., Puryear, TN.
From Paris. TN take Hwy. 642 North to Hazel. Take Hwy. 893 West toward
Crossland to Wilson Rd.. 2nd house on right. From Murray,KY take Hwy.641
South through Hazel south city limits. take Hwy. 893 or Crossland Rd. to
Wilson Rd. Watch for auction signs.
Antiques - Collector Items - Good Used Furniture - Farm Equipment
Old glass & china - old iron bed w/brass mushroom caps - old cedar chest - fine
old unusual 3 piece large post bedroom suite - other 3 piece bedroom suite - old
lamp tables - old chifforobe - old rockers - old 5 tier what not - what not items
- 21 nice walnut corner cupboards - nice dining table w/6 T back chairs - fancy
old smoke stand - bird cage - wood hi chair - old twin iron bed - old Mayfair
wind clock - old picture & frames - couch & chair - recliner - regulator clock hidabed sofa - upholstery chairs - table. floor & kerosene lamps - hanging light
w/glass prisms - coffee & end tables - nice old clown cookie jar - McCoy vase Roseville swan flower planter - quilting pieces - old mixing bowls - wood footed bowl - superior Hall dinnerware - hand painted plates - old glass baking
dishes pink dish - pieces of Lifetime china brush gold - etched glasses - old
fruiters - old tea pitcher - Corelle pieces - stone & cast iron pieces - horse clock
- old churn dasher - wash kettle - some old metal toys - other collector items meat grinder - electric cook stove - frost free refrigerator - washer & dryer chest freezer - metal wardrobe - silverplate flatware - stainless flatware - small
kitchen appliances - breakfast set - cream separator - walking cane - metal
flower pots - 2 farm gas tanks, one with electric pump - nice old model 4000
Ford tractor - 3 pt. disc - plows - rotary hoe - nice 3 pt. seeder & spreader - one
row cultivator - i2i rubber tire farm wagons - old team drawn road wagon -430
Case tractor - Davis trencher with blade & backhoe - several pieces of horse
drawn tools - old dinner bell - roto tiller - old kerosene heater - 12 h.p. Murray
riding mower - 1984 Chevy Citation hatchback. 4 dr., low miles - hand & yard
tools & much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For
more information and your auction needs phone 270-435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer
Licensed 8 Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. *1281 - 2493 Firm 2333
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays'

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
Brian Stedelin - App. Auctioneer
TFN: 2121
"The Sound of Selling" TLN: 2134
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
e-mail: wdan@ldd.net
website: farrisauction.com
Not r•-•por.oble for
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In honor of Memorial Day,
we pay tribute to the
memory of the courageous
men and women who
served our country well.

You can do this by placing
your loved one's picture in the
paper to be published on May
27, 2002. Deadline to turn
pictures in is May 22, 2002.
Cost is $10.00. Please include
name, rank, branch of service,
8E years of service. Include a
self-addressed stamped
envelope for the return of the
photo. Contact the Classified
Dept. for more information
at 753-1916.

Nit RR Al

TSGT J.B. eurkeen
U.S. Army
3 Years
ACTUAL SIZE OF PICTURE
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Services Offered

THURSDAY MAY 16, 2002

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

%four Horne Improvement Headquarters
Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

*Water Heaters
•All Repairs- Big or Small
'New or Remodeling

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 8z 26 gauge

KY. Master Plumber 6059

tan* Brother
Moving Co.

Sjici (
1 41 -

We now manufacture. Buy direct

*Well Pumps
*Water & Sewer Lines

270-759-0610

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Roofing Metal

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'

—

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before Y't Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Vhere Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

David's Cleaning
Mark Lamb's
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"

0270)159-3624•MOM 548-5262)
truu .1; Stump Renii.lid
free E..stirriwe s
Tree Trimming
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming - Cleanup Servit
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
Owner: Mark lamb

M & T Painting
\ow scheduling summer work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
1-,11,Ai

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes

•Brick •All External Cleaning
_ 'Acid CleanineAvailable t •
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Drivewa\
1185id Borders

Phone (270)759-4734

Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Then why let just anyone install it?
Our owners are our installers!
Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!

Please call Paul for

.
niyikts
CARPET &FL OR COVERING

free estimate at

Over 34 Years Exp.

PAlin:7

270-759-4979
Services Offered
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

Services Offered

753-7728
641

Ifies Scut 3i Wray Om Tam %al Iligrt'WO reds

Statewide
Classifieds

Tom
Taylor
Rd

Murray

Knight's
I-tazel KY

Statewide
Classifieds

MULCH

*WOLFF TANNING BEDS -WANT TO BE A NEWSAFFORDABLE - PAPER REPORTER? But
Convenient Tan At Home don't have the training or
HAULING
Payment from 525imo. experience The Kentucky
Cleaning out garages.
Free color catalog. Call Press Association and
Buyers Of tie logs
sheds carport atics,
today
1-800-842-1305 newspapers
across
753-5305
and storage
www op etstan.com
Kentucky are offering a
M-F 7:3-4:30
753-2555
three-week
Journalism
HELP WANTED
Sat. 8-12
Luke Lamb
Boot Camp, Monday. July
*MAJOR BENEFIT COM641 N.. turn right
15 through Friday. August
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PANY seeks Licensed Life
after
2 The camp will be at
mi
marker
15
PAINTING
& Health agents to market
Georgetown College with
•For all residential and
employee benefits proS20 per 2.2 yard
classes Monday through
small commercial
grams 1st year potentialscoop
Friday. Participants will find
painting needs
40K-60K Call 270-793affordable lodging at near•36 years experience
3802 ext. 230.
by motels or can commute.
*Interior & Exterior
*A. INCOME. Distributors 5595 for three weeks of
*Custom spraying for
Receive
Established intensive journalism trainlawn/patio furniture
Paying Customers! No ing. includes continental
IS
Yrs.
Exp.
Certified
Louver doors shutters
Recruiting! Plus FREE breakfast and lunch on
•No job too small
Advertising! Over 50.000 class days Contact the
Affordable Service
Customers Added Monthly! Kentucky
*Free estimates
Press
Free Estimates
Listen
to
Recorded Association, (502) 223Please call 753-8858
Repairs Welcome
Message: (800) 889-3424 8821, for full details,
LEE'S CARPET
then call: (877) 238-1394
course agenda and appli489-6209 David
CLEANING
cation.
*AVON
Entrepreneur
*Carpets *Furniture
Cell 559-9638
Wanted. Must be willing to •WANTE D
EXPERI•Emergency water
work
whenever you want. ENCED
SUREWAY
WEB-OFFSET
removal
be your own boss, and PRESSMAN Good beneTREE SERVICE
•Free Estimates
enjoy unlimited earning fits, salary negotiable with
Stump Removal
753-5827
Let's talk 888-942-4053
experience
Call
The
Insured with full line of
MASSAGE
equipment
•cHiEr
ENGINEER Winchester Sun 859-744By licensed Massage
Henderson Water Utility 3123 ask for Steve_
Free estimates
Therapist Coldwater Rd
550.000-570.000. Into at
MEDICAL
753-5484
Murray 853-1172
http://wwwhkywaterorgle
TOM'S Window Cleaning
•ARE YOU A DIABETIC?
MOODY'S Mower Repair
mployment_op.htm or call
Do
paint pressure washing
you
have
Pick Up & Deliver
HR at (270) 831-1200 ext
Medic-are/Private
767-9014
743-5668
203 Application must be Insurance?
Under new law,
560
received by 61102_
MOWING and Trimming
you may qualify for FREE
Free Column
Small to large yards
*CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFI- DIABETICS SUPPLIES
within Murray area
CER Henderson Water Call now for qualification 1FREE puppies Female, Utility 550.000-S70.000. 888-657-8427
Steve 767-9178
short hair, small, all shots Into at http://wwwhkywaMR. LAWN CARE
REAL ESTATE/REAL
(731)247-5783
terorglemployment_op.ht
759-2514
ESTATE FOR SALE
FREE to good home 8 m or call HR at 1270) 831'Mowing •Landscaping
*KENTUCKY
10 acres
month old Rottweiler. good 1200 ext 203. Application
•Gutter-Cleaning
must be received by $500 down' 105 month 1
natured.
759-8423
after
MULCH
to 10,000 acre tracts water
6/3102.
6,00 p.m
A-1 Grade
and electric Owner financ•COMPUTER/INTERNET ing
approved with down
Delivered or U-Haul
PERSON-Part Time. S75- payment
www actionfit17311782-3524
1-800-211- ter corn
Statewide
$150/Hour
270-791-2538
TR ry Wheatley
Classifieds
0070 or www.profitpc net
PAINTING
*LAKEFRONT LOG HOME
*Increase you income and
BUILDINGS
Pay less
$89,900 Beautiful new
contro( your hours! Full
1800 sq ft log home
Call Dan 753-9618
'STEEL
training & support. Free
Enjoy fishing from your
ROOF LEAKING?
BUILDINGS "Rock
information www dixiebendock and boating and skiBottom Prices' Go direct terprizes.corn
Call a professional
800-368- ing on this pristine recreand save 20x24
435-4645
6713. Herbalife
ational lake in KY. Paved
52.200 00 25x30
*INSURANCE AGENTS roads & u/g utilities
$3.200 00 30x40
Par/ or Full Time (Mortgage Financing avail Call now'
$4.500 00 3244
All Major Appliances
Broker) All types of loans, (866) 770-9311 ext. 779
5580000 35x50
leads
ind Most Major Brand
training •RIVERFRONT BARGAIN
and
$6.200 00 Many others
www citynationalfinancial c
1-800-668-5422
S28.900 Own gorgeous
om 11877) 813-7478
Pioneer s[nre, 1980
frontage along one of
On The Square • Murray
*SALES REPRESENTA- Kentucky's best trout fishBUSINESS PROPERTY
(270) 753-1713
TIVES we're so confident ing rivers
Must see'
TO RENT
in our leads we pay you to Financing Call now 1-800*LOUISA
KY
-Madison St run them, even if you don't 704-3154
BLUE SKY
downtown new building,
sell Are you a self-motivatRESORTS RENTALS
LANDSCAPE 8.000 sq ft available. ed, positive person? Are
parking all around building
MARRIED- SMOKY
eGET
you presently earning
Call 606-638-4554 or fax
$1000/51500 per week? MOUNTAINS. Areas Most
606-638-9559
Chapels,
Guaranteed income during Beautiful
20 Yrs. Experience
Ministers
FOR SALE
training period $2000 sign- Ordained
Reasonable Rates
Complete Arrangements,
•USED UTILITY POLES on bonus We otter a Honeymoon/Fa
mily
Call Mark Hayes
training
solid
program-with
SALES Good condition
Cabins,
Breathtaking
. $1.850/51.950 per load- aguaranteed 2-3 pre-set Views
Fireplaces
delivered
Cali qualified confirmed leads Wedding Arrangements 1opporminagement
Winstead O 1-800-647SMALL ENGINE REPAIR 6221
tunities unlimited income 800-893-7274, Vacation
MOWERS FOR \ SALE
potential TOLL FREE 1- Lodging .1-800-634-5814
smokyweddings corn
877-828-3732
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
753-0260

MCKNIGHT
SAWMILL

B&D ROOFING
CONSTRUCTION

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

DESIGN & IIIIAMMIMICE

753-1495

Nom.,

_

TLamb Brothers
Tree Service
`7-Lis.,r4-0•3'
C4

I

1-800-821-6907

LICENSED Is RED

Cash, Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Tree Service

Sat., May 18th Only
7 a.m.-2 p.m. - (CANCEL IF RAIN)

489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

side of the road. Watch for signs.

Free Estimates - 10 Years EA',

in stock.
•
#1 & #2 available in most colors

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Seruit.

Full Line of
Hedge Trimming Equipment
Commercial &
Tree & Stump
Residential
Removal

To Advertise
Your Business
Call Our
Classified Department
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

Statewide
Classifieds

•MYRTLE
BEACH,
SOUTH CAROLINA 1-800331-7300 BEACH SANDS
INN. Five night Family
Special. $199 00 (SundayThursday only) 200 yards
to beach and pavilion. Two
double beds: two adults,
two children.

FIRST TIME YARD SALE
480 Irvin Cobb Rd. - Take Hwy. 94 E.
to Duncan's Market, turn right on Irvin Cobb
Rd. Go about 1/2 mile. Sate will be on left

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

in Koji_ Wpm r

Statewide
Classifieds

*DRIVERS, Leading the
Way in Pay' Earn up to
37c cpm Hiring in your
area 6 months OTR. Class
A CDL with Hazmat. Call
Floyd
1-800-447-1211
Transport America_

*DRIVERS.
North
American Van Lines has
-PANAMA CITY BEACH opening in Household
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Goods,
Specialized
Resort. From 549 (1-2 pm
Truckload and Flatbed
Arrive
Sun/Mon-FREE Fleets Minimum of 6
night,
5/5/02-5/24/02. months over the road
restrictions). Pools, river experience
required.
ride, suites, bar. 800-488- Tractor
purchase/lease
8828 www.san-dpiperbea- available. 800-348-2147
con.corn
Dept. KYWS.
TRUCK DRIVERS
*DRIVERS. over the road.
HELP WANTED
35 States. Flat with sides
*DRIVER
TRAINEES late model conventionals. 3
NEEDED Earn Up To years experience. S2,000
$600 00-S800.00 A Week! Sign On Bonus. Start
No Experience Needed. .34/38c mile+ benefits. Call
Top Companies Provide (800) 444-6648.
Full
Benefits. *DRIVERS Owner operaThoroughbred
Truck tors, OTR & Drivers for
Driving School. Toll Free 1- 0/0. Class A CDL with
877-278-7770.
Hazmat. Small fleets wel•DRIVER-EXPERIENCED comed, 53' Vans & 48.
Mileage-pay& INEXPERIENCED CDL flatbeds
Training
with
Meals, loaded & empty, L & N
Lodging, Transportation Transportation. Inc., 502provided.
Tuition 451-9044 or 1-800-632Reimbursement.
OTR. 4332, Louisville, KY.
Regional,
Dedicated •DRIVERS,
OWNER
Freight_ Lease Purchase- OPERATORS! Paid Twice
No Credit. No Problem. WeeklyiAVerage
over
Trainer Opportunities. 1- Si 00 per mile/long haul or
800-231-5209.
regional/lease purchase
*DRIVERS WITH CDL program available. Call
Class A. Regional Haul 888-239-5527
Home every weekend *DRIVERS
WANTED
Team freight available. Mawson & Mawson. Inc
Great benefits. Louisville Looking for experienced
and E-Town. 800-334-9677 0
e
n
w
r
ext. 522 or Central KY 877- Operators/Company driv624-8761.
ers. Flatbed experience
•UP TO 535-42K 1st year required. Regional opporNo experience needed. 16 tunities now available
day training program avail- Great pay/benefits' Call
able. Full benefits. United Sherrie for more infomiaTruck ()flying Academy lion!! 1-800-262-9766.
866-266-0220. Call today!!! •DRIVERS-USA Truck, in
•AAA COL TRAINING AND business for 18 years &
EMPLOYMENT offering up to 43c/mile
Inexperienced
only 90% no touch freight, great
Nothing out of pocket, plus benefits & hometime 800bonus Carrier paid training. 237-4642.
Up to $900.00 weekly. plus 'GO WITH A WINNER! CF!
benefits Weekends off. 1- Now
Hiring company
800-253-4766
Owner Operator. Single
*AVERAGE 5900NVEEK. and Teams! Ask about our
plus bonuses with 1 year 2-week Spouse Training
OTR experience (Class A Program in automatic
CDL, Hazmat), More expe- transmission truck. Call 1rience pays more' Top 800 -CFI -DRIVE
miles
and
hometime! Website:www.cfidrive.corn
Heartland Express 1-800- •OTR DRIVERS Mainly
441-4953 wwwheartland- Midwest/Southeast/South
express.com
No unloading No New
•DRIVER-$2.000 Sign-On York City Late model conBonus w/flatbed experi- ventional condos's 2 years
ence_ Great home time and OTR with Hazmat Pay all
pay full benefits Training miles 800-896-8118 8
available
if
needed. am-5 pm CDT. Omaha, NE
Assigned Conventionals. •TRUCK
DRIVING
Call Hornady 800-441- SCHOOL
No
Money
4271 ext -ET 135
Down •Earn up to $35,000
•DRIVER-3
Immediate your first year •100% Job
Assistance
Openings for owner opera- Placement
Tuition
tors and company drivers •Company
Reimbursement
CALL
Airfreight and dedicated
Class-A CDL, 1 year OTR. TOLL FREE 1-877-270Call today. 800-788-7357. 2902.
Apply
online
www landair corn
•DRIVER -COVENANT
TRANSPORT Now offering
Per
Diem
Pay
for
Experienced Teams. Solos
Loading Dock of
and
Trainers
0/0Solos/Teams 83c. Call 1Murray Ledger & Times
888-MORE -PAY (1-888667-3729)
First Come

Free
Pallets
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

LOTS & LOTS of very nice little girl clothes
sizes 0-3 mos to 12 mos., men & women's
clothes, shoes and much, much more.

MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE
1316 Hopkins Rd
Murray
Fri., May 17th &
Sat.. May 18th
8 a.m. - ?
Clothing, kitchen,
bedroom & living
room furniture,
household items.

1306 Doran Road
Rain or Shine
May 17 & 18
7 a.m. - Noon
Women's Plus sizes
boy's up to size 14,
toys. games, over 300
books, small aquarium
1950's Singer in cabi
net. set arounds.
kitchenware and more,

No Early Birds
Please

LARGE
CARPORT SALE
Thurs.. Fri.
& Sat.
108 So. 13th St.
7:00 a.m.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
May 17 & 18
1302 Sycamore
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Sewing machine.
color t.v., Poulan
riding mower, tiller,
antique clocks,
baseball cards,
clothing Many other
items

Men. women & children clothes, shoes
purses, kerosene
heater, 6x9 rug,
punch bowl set, lots
& lots of stuff.

YARD SALE
504 S. 11th Street
May 17 & 18
8 a.m. - Noon
End tables. clothes
king size waterbed
frame, kitchen

supplies, fish tank

904 Southwood
Dr.
Sat., May 18
7:30 a.m. -?
Computer,
clothes, toys &
much more

YARD SALE
Russell Chapel
Church
94 East to 732 turn
right, 6 miles on
right.
Sat.. May 18
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Youth Bake Sale
Clothes infant to
Adult. Something for
everyone.

3907 Hwy. 121 S.
Fri. & Sat.
May 17 & 18
6 a.m.

Corner of Radio
Road and 1346
Fri. & Sat.

GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
1501 Oxford Dr.
(Canterbury)
Furniture, antiques
S.s. sink, dishwash
er, clothes, toys.
lots of decorating
accessories.
Garage at rear of
house.

121 North to 1st
road past Dutch
Essenhaus, turn
right Graham Road,
follow signs
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.
Kitchen table, chairs.
, nfant, girl's clothing
baby items, toys,
much more.

7 a.m. - ?
Name brand clothes.
ladies 3-7, men's LXL, girl's 4-6X. boy's
6-24 mos., couch,
misc.

YARD
SALE
1632 Miller Ave.
Fri., May 17
Sat.. May 18
6 a.m. - Noon
Sofa, microwave.
;rill, refrigerator, fax
machine, clothes,
stuffed animals,
dishes, etc.

YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE
(Rain or Shine)
76 Cherry Hill Lane
94 West past Oaks
Country Club, right
on Ironwood
Misty Meadows
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-10 a.m.
White nursing
uniforms. snow skis
adult & kids clothes
toys, household.

Neighborhood
Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

kitchen table.

items, office desk

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - Noon
1145 Robertson
Road N.
Tomatoes,
peppers and
marigolds
15c per plant

MOVING
SALE

Piano, stove, baby
bed, girl's clothes
0-4. toys, household
furniture.

lamps. household

PLANT
SALE

1701 Green Hills Dr.
Off Martin Chapel Road
May 17th • 6:30 a.m. till ?
Two 90cc kid 4-wheelers (nearly new), one 50
cc kids 4 wheeler 2 yr. old, new wire feed
welder. Murray push mower, antique buffet,
dining set & dresser, Magic Chef refrigerator &
Maytag stove almost new, trolling motors
(never used), Big-0 tires 34" polished aluminum wheels. truck accessories, misc. items

WANT A CAR?
-„„,„„,,,„
MAKE A CALL!
Toll Free! 1-877-280-7970
Ask for Susan

99% Approval
GUARANTEED!

99 Buick
Century

11890°
Month
104 W. 5th St.
Benton, KY 42025
877-280-7970
270-527-8671

'Based on 66 rrionttis. 1395% APR. S500 plus tax and license Jowl WAC

TN

The Murray
Ledger & Times
C LASSI I EDS
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It you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND
AT 753-3079
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying, "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
(her 50 years!

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT My problem is a
constant but varying pain in my hips
and back The discomfort is always
there but, at times, can be quite
severe. Routine examinations, blood
tests and standard X-rays were all
negative_ What can I do'
DEAR READER Your question is
too general to permit a specific
answer For instance, you don't men
tion your age and what blood tests
and X-rays you had Therefore. I
would be presumptuous to list the
affliction causing the pain you
described.
Nonetheless, I have a couple of
thoughts. Pain in the hips and back
often reflects arthritis or a herniated
lumbar disc.
Osteoarthritis, the age-related gradual wearing down of joint surfaces, is
a common cause of hip and back pain,
due to erosion of the cartilaginous
joint lining. In addition, arthritis often
affects the spine. This malady is usually quite evident on standard X-rays
of the back (and hips) and appears as
narrowing of the joint spaces and the
presence of calcium deposits ("lipping") at the ends of the bones. Such
X-ray changes do not always correlate
with the degree of pain, however;
patients with minimal changes can
experience severe pain and stiffness
that is out of proportion to the X-ray
changes. So, before blaming your
symptoms on simple arthritis, I'd
have to see the X-ray reports.

Need help
deciding who
to vote for?
Watch for
Freedom of
Choice
published
soon

DEAR ABBY: I am a lifeguard at
a public swimming pool. Please
inform parents that the presence of
PETER
a lifeguard does not guarantee the
GOTT, M.D.
safety of their children.
Young children don't have the.
maturity to understand the risks
posed by water and often will not
stay in the depth that is safe for
them. Besides giving verbal warnings that can go unheeded, there is
In addition standard X-ray exami- little a lifeguard in a tower 30 feet
nations are a poor way of diagnosing away can do to keep a child out of
soft tissue injury by this I mean deep water. Also, drowning is silent.
nerves, muscles, tendons and discs Victims can hardly breathe and
(the doughnut-shaped structures that therefore cannot scream for help.
One day last summer, my coseparate the spinal bones). It is possible that you could have a disc that has workers and I rescued five children.
slipped out of place and is now press- They were all under the age of 6, all
ing on the spinal nerves (to your hips unattended, and all were drowning
within a few feet of other swimmers.
and legs) or, worse yet, on the soft
No
one but 118 realized anything was
called
condition
spinal cord itself, a
wrong. One of those kids was a 5spinal stenosis.
Consequently, despite your "nor- year-old girl whom I had repeatedly
told to stay in the shallow pool.
mal" X-rays, the story is not over. In
Parents, please don't let the eyes
my opinion, you need an MRI scan to of a lifeguard be all that stands
tissues,
soft
get a good look at the
between your child and death. We
especially the nerves and the spinal do our job well, but we're only
cord.
human. Swim with your inexperiAsk your doctor about this. If you enced younger kids, and stay within
noris
it
and
MRI
an
had
already
have
arm's reach at all times.
mal, you should be referred to a speCONCERNED LIFEGUARD
cialist in disorders of the back. If not,
IN THE ROCKIES
The
performed.
be
the MRI should
will
test will give vital information and
DEAR CONCERNED: Chilhelp your physician arrive at a diagno- dren should be taught to swim
therapy.
appropriate
sis and suggest
as early as possible. And they
Back and hip pain is a common need to be taught the rules of
complaint. The cause is usually easy water safety. Even then they
to identify with suitable testing.
should be supervised at all
A NOTE TO READERS: For an times at both public and private
updated and revised Health Report on swimming pools. To do any"Losing Weight" (formerly "Winning thing less is to invite a tragedy.
And while we're on the subthe Battle of the Bulge") that includes
my No Flour, plo Sugar diet, send a ject of near disasters in the
long, self-addressed, stamped enve- water - read on:
.' lope,and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
DEAR ABBY: While swimming
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure
at
a
New Jersey beach, my husband
the
Also,
be
on
title.
the
mention
to
lookout for more updated Health became caught in a riptide. He
struggled to swim toward land, but
Reports.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Just thought I'd the current pulled him farther and
share my cure for toenail fungus. I farther out to sea.
There were several adults nearapply full-strength Lysol on a cotton
swab, rubbed into the nail twice a day. by. He pleaded for help several
Saw results in a week. Completely times, but got no response. He was
later told that they thought he was
gone in a month. Worked for me.
DEAR READER: This inexpensive only kidding!
Luckily, a boy about 12 years old
and innovative therapy is new to me,
but I am publishing it in hopes that it took him seriously. The boy swam
is successful for people who suffer toward my husband and extended a
from this common condition. Readers, boogie board for him to grab. By
then, my husband was completely
let me know if it works for you.
exhausted and out of breath. With
the boy's help, and later that of a
lifeguard, my husband was brought
Copyright 2002,Newspoper Enterprise Assn
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I HATE IT OMEN MAGAZINF-5PONT PUT
NUMBERS ON ALL.114 PAGES, LUCE MV
eorricLE THAT'S SUPPOSED TO BE ON
PAGE 541, stir TNEY START A SPECIAL
INSERT
ON PAGE
531

I HATE HAVING TO
HUNT ALL OVER
LIKE ri415/

WHAT'S ON PAGE
541 THAT YOU
WANT TO READ-)

_
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111•

1,4
701
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HERE I AM, THE SULTRY
HERE I Ani, THE No-NoNsENSE
EXECUTIVE IN 41‘1 NEUJ ULTRA- TEMPTRESS IN rri4 rauJ
SPANDEX SKIRT AND BUSTIER
CHIC POWER surr...

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

HERE I AM, THE NURTURING
EARTH MOTHER IN i)14 NEW
FU)WY GARDEN FROCK...

I KT A LIFE; HOWEVER,
NOW I'D LIKE TO RETURN
IT AND HAVE THE CASH
\1
/
4.
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County High School
conferred degrees of graduation
upon 147 seniors during Friday
night's commencement exercises at
Lovett Auditorium on Murray State
University's campus.
W. Dan Farris, of Farris Auction
Company of Hazel. recently completed course Ill of the educational
program offered by the Certified
DEAR ELEANOR: Your husband is a lucky man. His experi- Auctioneers Education Institute at
ence proves that sometimes Indiana University in Bloomington.
The majority of teachers at Murchildren are smarter than
adults. The boy Who came to his ray Middle, Robertson and Carter
rescue is a true hero.
Elementary Schools are in favor of
bringing back corporal punishment
*5*
to the local school system.
DEAR ABBY: I love my boyThe Murray-Calloway County
friend very much and am planning
to offer him a proposal of marriage. Parks Board passed the 1992-93 opWe have a child together, and I feel erating budget at its monthly meetit's time for me to grab life by the ing. The $147,746.62 balanced
horns and run with it.
budget reflects an increase in fundIs there any rule of etiquette ing of $5,000 by both the city and
that says I have to buy him a gift - county.
and if so, what should it be? I'm
Calloway County High School
clear on where our wedding should
take place, the decorations, guest choirs recently participated in the
list, etc., but it's this last detail of Heritage Music Festival in Myrtle
gift-or-no-gift before I pop the ques- Beach. S.C. Both choirs received
tion that I'm not sure about.
silver awards, which is the second
HOPEFUL BRIDE-TO-BE, highest award given.
COLUMBIA,MO.
20 years ago
Murray High School's golf team
DEAR HOPEFUL:I think the
placed
third in the state tournament.
child was gift enough. Give him
Members
of the team are Lee Halnothing extra unless he says yes
comb. Velvet Jones, Laura Montto your proposal.
gomery and Connie Spann with
*5*
Judy Muehleman as coach.
Pauline Phillips and her daughter
Murray High School Tigers beat
Jeanne Phillips share the pseudonym
Christian
County for the Regional
Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 89440,
Baseball Championship. Ronnie
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
_Pace.Avas_the pitcher for Murray_
*5*
30 years ago
Commencement exercises were

held at Murray State University on
May 13. Included were 104 persons
from Calloway County who received degrees out of a total of 952
students.
First Baptist Church's Youth
Group has registered a delegation of
45 persons to attend EXPLO '92, a
Mammoth Christian Training Conference, for an expected 100,000
students and adults in Dallas. Texas
on June 12-17
40 years ago
David E. Bogard, seaman apprentice, USN, is serving aboard the
attack aircraft carrier, USS Saratoga. operating with the Sixth Fleet
in the Mediterranean Sea.
Dr. Gene Hendon is leaving for
Formosa where he will serve as.
dentist for two years.
Luzanne Lilly, valedictorian of
Murray High School's Class of
1962, placed second in a statewide
French II Contest. sponsored by the
American Association of French
Teachers.
Mrs. CC Lowry, Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten.
Mrs. Rob Huie, Mrs. A.W. Russell
and Mrs. John Nanny are the 196263 officers of Murray Woman's
Club.
50 years ago
Approximately 40 dealers and
accountants from Ford agencies in
this area completed a two-day meeting at Kenlake Hotel on May 14.
Summer school will open at
Murray Training School on June 9.
The fourth animal North-South
-Basketball-Game-will be played a
Murray State College": Carr Health
Building on June 14.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

safely back to shore.
Abby, please inform your readers
that when a person pleads for help
in any situation, the person should
be t,aken seriously! It is far better to
offer assistance or to seek additional help than to assume it's only a
joke. My husband firmly believes
that if that boy had not tried to
help, he would not be here today.
ELEANOR M. GLENSIDE,Pk

10 sears ago

By The Associated Press
analyzed,it is usually found that it
South dealer.
Today is Thursday. May 16. the
was based on plain common sense.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
Take this case where an expert 136th day of 2002. There arc 229.
+643
East made a sensational play that days left in the year.
J 109
defeated three notrump. South
Today's Highlight in History:
•J 10 8 4
chose this contract, despite his
On May 16, 1929. the first
+A 9 5
singleton club, because he thought Academy Awards were presented
WEST
EAST
nine tricks would be easier to make during a banquet at the Hollywood
K J82
+1095
than 11.
Roosevelt Hotel. The movie
V 86
Declarer won the spade lead "Wings" won "best production"
K 532
•A 7 5
with the queen and returned the
•3
Jannings and Janet
4J 6 4 3
K 10872 king ofdiamonds.East ducked,but while. Emil
SOUTH
won the continuation with the ace Gaynor were named best actor and
4 A Q7
as West discarded a low heart. It best actress.
On this date:
V A Q 74
was here that East found the only
In 1770. Marie Antoinette. age
•K Q 96 2
play that could sink the contractmarried the future King Louis
14.
+Q
clubs!
he shifted to the king of
The bidding
South could not recover from XVI of France. who was 15.
South West
North East this extraordinary play. He evenIn 1866. Congress authorized
1•
2•
Pass
Pass tually tried a heart finesse and minting of the five-cent piece.
wound up down two. Had East
3 NT
In 1868. the Senate failed by one
Opening lead-two ofspades.
returned a spade or a low club at vote to convict President Andrew
If you ever have an opportu- trick four,South would have scored Johnson as it took its first ballot on
nity to watch an expert in action, at least nine tricks.
one -of -1-1 articles- of -on peac hmeoi
East had carefully noted his
you might find his game
against him.
unimpressive. This would be partner's singleton diamond and
In 1920. Joan of Arc was canonspade
deuce,
largely because most players think also his lead of the
ized
in Rome.
that the expert game abounds in indicating at most a four-card suit.
In
1991, Queen Elizabeth II besqueezes, coups, endplays and Since West presumably would have
other exotic maneuvers, while in led from a five-card suit if he had came the first British monarch to
actuality the expert's chief stock one,East deduced that his partner address the U.S. Congress.
in trade is his ability to reason well had a 4-4-14 distribution, which in
One year ago: Former FBI agent
and make relatively few mistakes. turn meant South had one club.
Robert Hanssen was indicted on
If South's singleton was the charges of spying for Moscow.
He doesn't beat the opponents
nearly as often as they beat them- jack or a small club,it didn't matter (Hanssen
later pleaded guilty to 15
which club East returned. But if
selves.
counts
of
espionage and was senOnce in a while, though, the South's singleton was the queen. it
expert comes up with a startling was necessary to return the king. tenced to life in prison without pabid or play that seems to hint at So East did what he had to do to role.) Nathaniel Brazill, a 14-yearsuperhuman powers. But when cover all contingencies-he made old boy who shot his English
teacher to death on the last day of
this bid or play is subsequently the "expert" play.
the school year. was convicted of
second-degree murder in West
Palm Beach. Fla. (Brazill was later
CROSSWORDS
sentenced to 28 years in prison.)
45 Actress Joan
ACROSS
Van Answer to Previous Puzzle
1 Figure of
46 Nobelist Anwar
speech
48 Sash
T.Y.P.E
AGOG PEA
49 Lead, in chem.
6 -cuisine
11 Stockpile
50 USPS code
LIME
LP S H E,AiL I 0 mi.,.%A
EDGER 8/1111 NIES
51 Gold Medal
13 Shake
FLAN
AA
U.T.II
org
14 Chinese poet
A R G.0,N
AG, 1 L E
53 Courtroom VIP
- Po
Home Delivery
H.A T P, I ,N
54 Rose Bowl
15 Downhiller
event
Tommy
$20.25
3 mo.
H, I T
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56 Not as loose
16 "Er, for Hans
$40.50
6
mo.
R
0
I
IIRIA
S
17 Roman eleven
58 Yawning
U,tsi GIR
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$78.00
1 yr.
59 Campus VIPs
18 Off--tangent
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DOWN
22 Rain slicker
Local Mail
ELUDE
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. .__
23 Sarge's pooch
(Calloway. Graves & Marshall)
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1 Snow house
25 CSA defender
325.00
3 mo.
DEL
UN TO
'Fii0jA:D
2 Exquisite
26 Makes a
$50.00
mo.
6
pronoun
3
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breeze
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4 Unit of
27 Type of lock
$85.00
yr.
1
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resistance
29 Assails
31 Dawn goddess
5 Cats utterance
Rest of KY/TN
Idle
22 Picture border
33 PC "brain"
6 Attila's
i Purr ear. Buchanan & Parisi
12 Tail end
24 Dairy-case
subjects
34 Made amends
3 mo.
$65.00
13 Nordiques
buys
7 Lend a hand
37 Noss' brother
6 mo.
$80.00
home
26 Big quarrels
8 Harmful ray
40 Smooch
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$110.00
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Doctor expects human pregnancy in cloning project by year's end
A Kentucky
WASHINGTON (AP)
doctor said he expects to have made a
woman pregnant with a cloned embryo by
the end of the year even as lawmakers
scramble to prevent scientists from cloning
humans.
"A pregnancy can take place this year,"
Dr. Panayiotis Zavos. of Lexington. Ky.,
told a House Government Reform subcommittee Wednesday. "This is not the time to
panic and try to turn back the clock. The
genie is already out of the bottle. Let's
make sure it works for us. not against us."
Rep. Dave Weldon, a physician who has
pushed for a ban on all cloning, retorted
that the procedure is "a threat to society."
"This is no time for half-measures."

said Weldon, R-Ha. "We must pass an
effective ban."
The 'House last year passed a bill that
would ban all cloning. In the Senate.
debate has been delayed until June while
lawmakers consider two bills, one to enact
a total ban on cloning, the other to allow
cloning for research. Aides estimate about
18 senators remain undecided.
Zavos said he expects the pregnancy to
happen at one of two clinics he runs in
undisclosed locations outside the United
States. He claims to have 12 couples from
around the world who are candidates for
the procedure. Some are Americans, Zavos
said, and five couples include at least one
physician each.

dd

There does not seem
to be any reliable means for
determining the difference
between a fertilized embryo
and a cloned embryo.

77
—Daniel Bryant
Assistant attorney general
During an appearance before Congress
last -year. Zavos-made similar predictions
to have a created a human clone within
months.
Lawmakers on both sides of the debate

have maintained that they are against what
Zavos wants to do: implant a cloned
embryo into a woman to produce a baby.
Those pushing to allow cloning for
research have argued the procedure could
lead to cures for an array of diseases.
Opponents argue that a cloned embryo is a
human even before implantation in a
womb, and to destroy it for research would
be immoral.
. The Justice Department issued a statement at the hearing arguing that allowing
cloning for research would be "problematic and pose certain law enforcement challenges."
Daniel Bryant, an assistant attorney
general for legislative affairs, wrote to the

committee that since thousands a babies
are produced by in-vitro fertilization each
year, "There does not seem to be any reliable means for determining the difference
between a fertilized embryo and a cloned
embryo."
"For all we know, these embryos are
biologically indistinguishable," Bryant
wrote.
Adding to the problem if research
cloning were allowed, Bryant said, is how
the government would handle a woman
who had received a cloned embryo. "Once
a pregnancy were established." Bryant
said, "any government-directed attempt to
terminate a cloned embryo in utero would
create problems enormous and complex."

Send in the clones: Fans' long wait ends for new 'Star Wars' movie
LOS ANGELES(AP) — A long
time ago. the most avid "Star Wars"
fans began lining up for the new
chapter of George Lucas' space
saga, with some groups camping
out in shifts for weeks.
Their patience paid off as theaters around the country opened
their doors for midnight screenings
of "Star Wars: Episode 11 — Attack
of the Clones."
"I'm_ here to make sure 1 see the
first show," said Eric PUti. 28, of
Los Angeles. who stayed in line for
two days to catch the first screening
at Hollywood's historic Grauman's
Chinese Theater. "Even if the
movie is horrible, it's worth it just
to see the light sabers lighting up."

Patton restricts
imports of
poultry from
three states
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)
Gov. Paul Patton has restricted
imports of poultry from three
states that have had outbreaks of
avian influenza, a respiratory disease in birds.
Patton's order applie-s- to poultry or poultry products being
, shipped through the state as well
as birds being delivered in
Kentucky.
The action was taken primarily
to protect Kentucky chicken
flocks. but the order applies to any
fowl that are sold, bartered.
exchanged or exhibited. Those
include turkeys. quail. ducks,
geese and game birds, said Laura
John. executive director of the
Kentucky Poultry Federation in
Lexington.
Avian influenza is potentially
fatal to birds, which weaken and
labor to breathe, John said.
Outbreaks of the disease have
been reported in Virginia, West
Virginia and North Carolina.
Under Patton's emergency regulation. live poultry or any poultry
product from a flock that tested
positive for the disease are banned
entirely. John said poultry products include hatching eggs. table
eggs and litter.
Birds and products from elsewhere in the affected states must
be certified disease-free. Vehicles
transporting them must be disinfected prior to loading and before
entering Kentucky.
The poultry federation estimates that Kentucky's poultry
industry was worth $680 million
in 2000. Five chicken processors
employ 6,000 workers. Another
1.000 people work on 500 poultry
farms in 42 counties.

Need help
deciding who
to vote for?
Watch for
Freedom of
Choice
published
soon

"If I didn't get to see the first
show. I would be agonizing until I
saw it." said 25-year-old Brian
Monroe of Los Angeles. He had
been in line at the Chinese Theater
off and on since April.
The lines are noticeably thinner
than they were for "Star Wars:
Episode 1 --- The Phantom Menace"
in 1999.
But as the first "Star Wars" film
in 16 years."Phantom Menace" had
greater pent-up demand among
fans. And the • gro‘‘ ing use of
advance ticket sales over the
Internet probably reduced the number of fans who would have waited
in line outside theaters.
At the Star Theatre in suburban

Detroit, the 12:01, 12:02 and 12:03 movie releases at 12:01 a.m., the
a.m. shows sold out, but tickets earliest time they can begin screenremained available for the 12:04 ing the films on the day of release.
showing.
Theaters are braced for the big
Some fans planned to miss work "Star Wars" rush later in the day
so they could stay up late and see Thursday, as the film plays on about
the film.
6,000 screens in 3.161 theaters
"I told my boss a year and a half domestically.
ago I wanted the day off," said
One of the lucky few who got an
Dave Morello, 31, of Royal Oak, early view of the film was Rama
Mich. "This movie harkens me Bass, 28, who disappeared into the
hack to years ago when I had no movie theater in Sawgrass Mills
responsibilities. I was 6 when the —mall in gunrise-,-Ra.
original Star Wars came out."
"I love the mythology of it," said
"Even if the movie stinks, it's Bass. "I love the characters, the
still better than going to work symbolism, the story, the struggle.
tomorrow." he added.
Anyone who doesn't like it needs to
Many theaters have taken to have their head examined."
throwing open their doors for major
Lucas said he does not expect

"Attack of the Clones" to approach
the box-office debut of "SpiderMan" two weeks ago. Playing on
about 1,500 more screens than
"Attack of the Clones," "SpiderMan" took in a record-smashing
$114.8 million in its first three
days.
"Attack of the'Clones" opened
on fewer screens because Lucas
was choosy about locations, insisting on top-of-the-line theaters with
digital- sound. —
Crowds waiting outside theaters
for "Episode H" ranged from people who saw the original "Star
Wars" in 1977 to those who weren't
even born then.
"We're a generation that grew up

on 'Star Wars,'" said J.R. Barbee, a
youth pastor at a Hollywood church
who said he incorporates "Star
Wars" into his classes for middle
and high school stUdents. "I was 6
years old when 'Star Wars' came
out in 1977, and I remember seeing
Luke Skywalker. He was my hero.
Lucas has taken a generation on a
journey."
Daniel Hernandez, 20, and his
brothers, Robert. 16, and Andrew,
22, drosre—fforn lie'spena. Cafit., tO
wait outside the: Chinese Theater,
wielding homemade light sabers of
metal and wood.
"Over here, no one makes fun of
us," Daniel Hernandez said. "We
were-all-raised on 'Star Wars."
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Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations Allysia
Hood on your hard work
& dedications!
We are very proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad
Aaron & Ashley

Love ya,
Papa & Nana

Love,
Mama, Daddy & Austin

Mandie Winston„
We are very proud ofour
#1 graduate. Good Luck!

We are proud of you and
wish the best life has to
offer you.

Kady,

Love,
Nan & Pops

Ashley Hulse,
Good luck!
We are proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Don & Chelsa

Michael
McKinney,
Congratulations!
We are very proud of you.
Good luck to you.

Congratulations Megan.
We are very proud of you.

Laker PRIDE.
Center Staff

Congratulations on this
accomplishment.
We're proud of you!
Reach for the stars!!!

Laker P.R.1.D.E.
Center Seniors,

We Love You!
Dad & Felicia

We are very proud of you.
Good luck in whatever
you do.

VVhitni Gray,

Aunt Sherry

Congratulationsfrom
all yourfamily on this
special occasion.

Matthew,

Congratulations! We are
so proud of you.
We Love You,
Leigh Anne,
Will and Parker

Juicy,

Mom & Dad

We are so very, very proud
of you! What an exciting
time you'll have.
We love you.

Pole Cat:

Love,
Mom & Dad

We are so proud of you.
Live your life to
thefullest.

Bryan,

A

Aunt Sherry

Laura,
Congratulationsfrom
all yourfamily on this
special occasion.

Love, Mom, Dad, Jeff
Mimi, Granddad

Congratulations
Jon,
Your hard work
and commitment paid off
Good luck with football
and classes at WKU.

Love you,
Mom & G-ma

17 and graduating
already? We're so proud of
you, dear one. You go girl!

Jennifer,

Love,
Mom, Randy & Zach

We are so proud of all your
accomplishments. We wish
you good luck at UK.

Tara,

You've done well, and we're mighty proud of you.
Congratulations, and may all your dreams come true.
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MOST SCHOOL SPIRIT
Joshua Sykes

MR.& MISS CCHS

CLASS OFFICERS

cSunday afternoon, 17ray nindeer2M

Anne-Marie Dunlap

President - Tera Rica Murdock
Vice President - Casey Cornelison
Secretary - Kacee Stonecipher
Treasuer - Haley Lynn
Reporter - Landon Barrow

Casey Cornelison

CLASS CLOWN

MOST OUTGOING

Melody Fender

Christy Sells

Kyle Downey

Congratulations
CCM Class of 2002

Jeremy B. Allbritten
Ken Anderson
Angela M. Armstrong
Brian C. Asher
Amber Sue Ayres
Michael S. Barger
Stanley A. Barnhart
Landon Barrow
Karl W Baum
Brittany Beane
Tiffany A Beane
Jennifer D. Birdsong
Carla M. Black
Brittney Bogard
Catlin D. Bogard
Jessy R Bogard
Jay K. Boggess
Rebecca L. Boyd
Jeffrey R Boyle
Kyle J Braddock
Brandy N Bradford
Tara L. Brooks
Monica J Buchanan
Rebekah F Burton
Ashley D. Byerly
Crystal L. Bynum
Jacob Caddas
Gabriel Cardoso
Derek W. Casper
Dustin Casper
Cortland L. Catlett
Amanda K. Chadwick
Mark Chamberlain
Jamie M Childress
Richard L. Coleman
Ronald L Coleman
Kyla D. Colston
Paul R Colwell

1

Miranda D. Conner
Nicki L. Conner
Jennifer L. Cooney
Jacklyn L Cordell
Casey Cornelison
Brian Couch
Sammie Crass
Jennie Crawford
David I. Crittendon
Justin M. Crouse
Derek Culpepper
Tiffany Cunningham
Michael Curtis
Tammy M. Dabbs
Trent Dalton
Elizabeth A Dandeneau
Candice R. Darden
Dessie M Davis
Amanda M Derosa
Brandon Dick
Erin R. Dick
Nicole D. Dick
Joseph T. Dillon
Joe J Dolchan
Jim L Donelson
Braden C. Dong
Lisa A. Doughty
Kyle Downey
Matthew R Duke
Angel N. Duncan
Angela K. Duncan
Kenneth W Duncan
Anne-Marie Dunlap
DeeAnna G. Dycus
Jessica Elkins
Stephanie R. Elmore
Louis Ernstberger
Tara Evans

Melody N. Fender
Justin Fox
Julia M. Franklin
Matthew W. Free
Seth N. French
Ashley N. Futrell
Dean Futrell
Danielle Gee
Sara George
Justin Gibbs
Kelly R. Gipson
Adam M. Glisson
Aaron C. Godar
Holly Grace
Jim D. Hamblin
Amanda K. Hart
Price D. Heppe. III
Brandy D. Hernandez
Justin K. Hicks
Amber R. Hill
Alli L. Hillard
Joseph F. Hobbs
Laura N. Holt
Valarie L. Hopkins
Cassandra A Hounshell
Ashley B. Hulse
Ashley A. Iglesias
Stephen Janow
Greg Jirak
Tabbatha L. Kanaski
Christopher J Kearns
Shanna Kelso
Jamie Key
Jesse Keyes
Dong Myung Kim
Larry Kirks
S Dustin Ladd
Clay S Lamb

Nikki R. Lamb
Dana Laster
Jennifer A. Laster
Jason T. Lee
Stacey L. Lee
Haley Lynn
Kady Lyons
Heather R. Macha
Damien A. Manier
Derik C. Manis
Jessica R. Marvin
Jennifer L. Massengill
Dan L. Mathis
Julia D. McCarty
Jessica L. McClure
Ben McCoy
Amanda N. McCuiston
Chelsie R. McCuiston
Monica L. McGehee
Lauren M. McKendree
Michael T. McKinney
Alicia R. Medina
Daysha L. Milby
Shayna R. Millizer
Andy W. Mize
Kary L. Morgan
Brandon L. Morris
Tisha L. Morris
Janessa B. Morton
Tera R. Murdock
Ali J. Musser
Brett Nance
Brent A. Norsworthy
Robert E. Nowak Jr.
Tori J. O'Bryan
Jennifer R. Oliver
Nathan C. Oliver
Noelle Olsen
Tai N. Orten
Jessica S. Ottway
Tyler J. Owen
Jeremy Owens
Daisy L. Pace
Amberly K. Paschall
Tabitha A. Paschall
Robert L. Patterson
Jacob Payne
Tyler D. Peach
Ashley R. Peters
Jonathan D. Phillips
Justin D. Phillips
Aaron J. Pitman
Michael E. Pritchard
Heather S. Quinn
Whitney L. Ragsdale
MegLn L. Raspberry
Brinden D. Ray
Timothy D. Roberts

Mark Chamberlain

Dustin B. Rogers
Meagan R. Rogers
Gatlin E. Rowland
Michelle A. Rowland-Barnard
Steven D. Sanders
Jeremy L. Scott
Jessica L. Scott
Christy N. Sells
Todd C. Sexton
Nicole R. Shaw
Joey M. Skinner
Ashley S. Smith
Stephanie Spann
Aaron Stewart
Amanda B. Stone
Chase Stone
Clint Stone
Kacee Stonecipher
Sanchez M. Stubblefield
Bridget M. Swatzell
Joshua S. Sykes

Bradley Tate
Dominique R. Taylor
Sandra Thompson
Sarah Thompson
Stacey J. Thorn
Justin A. Tidwell
David J. Timmons
John T. Todd
Mitchell R. Tucker
Tamara L. Tucker
Brittany K. Vaughn
Hilary R. Walters
Elise Warner
Robby Warren
Charles A. Waynick
Bethany A. Westbay
Benjamin S. Williams
Gregory A. Wilson
Amanda M. Winston-Majors
Eliza M. Withee-West
Tara L. Yarbrough
Adam M. Yezerski
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MOST DEPENDABLE
Brandon Morris

Stacey Lee

MOST ATHLETIC
Joe Dolchan

Amanda Hart

BEST ALL AROUND
Kacee Stonecipher

Benjamin Williams

BEST LOOKING
Casey Cornelison

Joey Skinner

MOST TALENTED
Jeremy Allbritten

Aaron Godar

CCHS students say farewell, remember rules
proud of all we do.
long time.
Graduation means a different diBy Tara Brooks
I can remember my very first day
for us all.
rection
picture
a
took
mom
longestthe
My
of school.
These have been
Whatever your direction may he.
of me standing by a tree outside of
shortest 13 years.
I wish you all great happiness and
For 13 years I have been nothing our house. I was holding our little
great success in your futures as we
but ready to graduate. and. in a few
dog. I still have that picture.
To our parents. our first day of
close these longest-shortest 13
days I will have accomplished that.
years.
school must seem very much like
Yet. I can look back and remember
Remember these important rules:
graduation. They see us growing up
SO much from my elementary and
don't
they
and
eyes.
their
middle school days that seems to • before
1. Don't wait for what you want
have just occurred.
want to. and aren't ready to let go.
go out and get it. You may have
—
our
Then, we were beginning
Jam friends with all of the same
the quote -good things come
heard
we
finding
who
and
childhoods
people and yet I have different
who wait.- hut the things
those
to
Were.
friends — new friends, closer
to those who wait may be
come
that
Now, we are beginning our friends and friends who are no
left behind by those who
things
the
who
for
adulthoods and searching
longer so close.
first.
there
got
we-will
be.
We are bonded together. We are
2. 1 have found that there arc
I can still see my mom looking at
this year's graduating class. the
things you should never share:
three
anxious,
me that day with proud.
class of 2002.
your significant other. and
eyes
money.
same
These
eyes.
sad
yet
and
Together, we have experienced
since I am a lover of food. food. In
are beginning to emerge. and I
joys. losses and sorrow— good
know upOn my graduation. they will my experience, sharing any or all of
times peppered with bad. .
these things w ill inevitably lead to Vivid images from my childhood he there again.
in
disagreement.
present
just
not
are
eyes
These
still stand out in the album of
3. I know this sounds a little
my mom. but in everyone at our
memories in my mind. I can recall
has
crazy. but be a watermelon slice in
graduation — everyone who
them with almost the same clarity
a bowl of soup. What I mean by this
been there for us along the way.
as events from this year. but when I
is if you stand out. you are likely to
everyone who shares joy in our acactually think about how long ago
complishments and everyone who is he remembered. If you blend in.
they happened, it's certainly been a

most likely you will he forgotten.
4. Dance like no one is watching.
5. Don't make rash judgments:
they spread.
6. Smile and he friendly to everyone you meet.
7. Don't take even the smallest
thing for grapted. Take time to enjoy. leaves in the fall, the smell of
fresh spring flovvers. the beauty of
snow in the winter and the warmth
of the summer sun.
8. When in doubt. find a Taco
Tuesday or a pint of Ben and Jerry's. Both are vital for combating
stress.
9. Take risks. Love. hope and
success are all risks.
10. Don't hesitate to tell others
that you love them.
As I leave you. my family. my
class of 2002. 1- will begin by applying rule number 10: Goodbye. and I
love you all.
Tara Brooks is the daughter of
Beth and Randy Baker of Murray
and Scott and Teresa Brooks 01
Ballwin. Mo.

Kyle Braddock

Jessica Marvin

MOST OUTSTANDING
Tera Rica Murdock

Jennifer Todd-Laster

MOST INTELLECTUAL
Tera Rica Murdock

BEST PERSONALITY

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED
Steven Sanders

Haley Lynn

CCHSSchedule
Baccalaureate: May 19. 2 p.m First Methodist Church
Speaker: Ricky Cunningham. pastor, Hardln Baptist Church
Senior Awards Night: May 21. 6 30 p m CCHS
Graduation: May 23. 6.30 p.m . Lovett Auditorium
Speaker: Dr. King Alexander, MSU President
Project Graduation: May 23. 10 30 p m CCHS
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CCHS CLASS OF 2002
JEREMY ALLBRITTEN

KERI ANDERSON

ANGELA ARMSTRONG

BRIAN ASHER

KARL BAUM

BRITTANY BEANE

TIFFANY BEANE

JENNIFER BIRDSONG

JESSY BOGARD

JAY BOGGESS

REBECCA BOYD

JEFFREY BOYLE

MONICA BUCHANAN

REBEKAH BURTON

ASHLEY BYERLY

CRYSTAL BYNUM

MICHAEL BARGER STANLEY BARNHART

LANDON BARROW

BRITTENY BOGARD

CATLIN BOGARD

CARLA BLACK

KYLE BRADDOCK BRANDY BRADFORD

JACOB CADDAS

GABRIEL CARDOSO

TARA BROOKS

DAREK CASPER

,

DUSTIN CASPER

CORTLAND CATLETT

AMANDA CHADWICK

MARK CHAMBERLAIN

JAMIE CHILDRFSS

KYLA COLSTON

PAUL COLWELL

MIRANDA CONNER

NICKI CONNER

JENNIFER COONEY

JACKLYN CORDELL

CASEY CORNELISON

BRIAN COUCH

SAMMIE CRASS

Grads
The Future
Is Yours!
*Free Gift Wrapping
LataN

*Gift Certificates Available

•
•

•
•

V
;
k

Hats Off To 2002Grads!
1CICEItY
.
0
"lte Some-do/ 761 &mow State305 South 12th Street • Murray, KY
270-753-7441

• Polo by Ralph Lauren • Nautica
• Axis • Cole Haan
Free Gift Wrapping & Gift Certificates Available
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JEPINIE CRAWFORD

DAVID CRITTENDON

JUSTIN CROUSE

DEREK CULPEPPER

TIFFANY CUNNINGHAM

MICHAEL CURTIS

TAMMY DABBS

TRENT DALTON

ELIZABETH DANDENEAU

CANDICE DARDEN

DESSIE DAVIS

AMANDA DEROSA

BRANDON DICK

ERIN DICK

NICOLE DICK

JOSEPH DILLON

JOE DOLCHAN

JIM DONELSON

BRADEN DONG

LISA DOUGHTY

KYLE DOWNEY

MATTHEW DUKE

ANGEL DUNCAN

ANGELA DUNCAN KENNETH DUNCAN

JESSICA ELKINS

STEPHANIE ELMORE

LOUIS ERNSTBERGER

TARA EVANS

MELODY FENDER

JUSTIN FOX

JULIA FRANKLIN

MATTHEW FREE

SETH FRENCH

ASHLEY FUTRELL

DEAN FUTRELL

DANIELLE GEE

SARA GEORGE

JUSTIN GIBBS

Congratulations to the Class of 2002!
Paige Adfich
Whitney Ragsdak
Sarah Ralf
Holly Middleton
Amanda Chadwick
CheLsee(Thompson
Dustin Ladd
Kacee Stonecipher
Susan Hart
Daniel-9. Hughes

Heather Collins
Waft Garrison
Casey Cornelison
Darren Keel
Ben Williams
Stephen Coe
yustin Seeley
Haley Leedom
Lauren gtdcg(endree

from the congregation of
FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Murray, KY 42071

ANNE-MARIE DUNLAP DEEANNA DYCUS

MANDY ELDRIDGE

Come By
For Great
Graduation

•
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CCHS CLASS OF 2002
PRICE HEPPE, III

BRANDY HERNANDEZ

KELLY GIPSON

AARON GODAR

HOLLY GRACE

JIM HAMBLIN

AMANDA HART

JUSTIN HICKS

AMBER HILL

ALLI HILLARD

JOSEPH HOBBS

LAURA HOLT

ASHLEY HULSE

ASHLEY IGLESIAS

GREG JIRAK

TABBATHA KANASKI

SHANNA KELSO

JAMIE KEY

JESSE KEYES

DONG MYUNG KIM

LARRY KIRKS

DUSTIN LADD

CLAY LAMB

NIKKI LAMB

RUTH LAMB

DANA LASTER

JASON LEE

STACEY LEE

HALEY LYNN

KADY LYONS

DAN MATHIS

JESSICA MCCLURE

JESSICA MARVIN

JENNIFER MASSENGILL

A Moment
to Uemember

VALARIE HOPKINS CASSANDRA HOUNSHELL

DERIK MANIS

HEATHER MACHA DAMIEN MANIER

AMANDA MCCUISTON

CHELSIE MCCU1STON

MONICA MCGEHEE

FOR GRADUATION GIFTS
Graduation Photo Frames

As you take one last trip through the
hallowed halls of your alma mater, stop for
a moment and reflect with pride on all that
you've accomplished here. We would like
to wish every graduate the best of luck.

Als0,custom framing of senior

le Place

Jr-

305 C S. 12th St.• Murray • 753-5678

portraits am,'

pliis o A Ric selection of other preiit pifts1

Th

GALLERY
301 North 12th St. 0 LnivOrsity Square0 270-759-1019 0 Emma Story, Owner

1

CCHS CLASS OF 2002
LAUREN MCKENDREE

MICHAEL MCKINNEY

ALICIA MEDINA

DAYSHA MILBY

SHAYNA MILLIZER

ANDY MIZE

KARY MORGAN

BRANDON MORRIS

JANESSA MORTON

TEFtA RICA MURDOCK

ALI MUSSER

BRETT NANCE

BRENT NORSWORTHY

WILL NORSWORTHY

.10

NIN
ila

4111 1.460"

ROBERT NOWAK,JR

TORI O'BRYAN

JENNIFER OLIVER

NATHAN OLIVER

NOELLE OLSEN

JESSICA OTTWAY

TYLER OWEN

JEREMY OWENS

DAISY PACE

AMBERLY PASCHALL

TABITHA PASCHALL

ROBERT PATTERSON

JACOB PAYNE

TYLER PEACH

ASHLEY PETERS

JUSTIN PHILLIPS

AARON PITMAN

MICHAEL PRITCHARD

HEATHER QUINN

WHITNEY RAGSDALE

MEGAN RASPBERRY

BRINDEN RAY

TIMOTHY ROBERTS

DUSTIN ROGERS

MEAGAN ROGERS

GATLIN ROWIAND

MICHELLE ROVILAND•BARNARD

JESSICA SCOTT

- -:,-___-----

4.1
_
---\.,
0"

Super Job,

GRADS!
We ‘vould like to take this opportunity to congratulate
the Class of 2002. It's hard to believe the cla\
finally here. You've ‘vorked hard and made it through,
and we couldn't be more proud ot you.

Facing The Future With Pride
The best of luck to all our ambitious young graduates. You're the hope and
the future of our community, and we look forward to great things from
each and every one of you Congratulations on a job well done!
Your best insurance is a good agent.

Congratulations and hest of luck to all our graduates.

L

STATE AUTO'
Insurance Companies

=riends you can depend on"

Ilan McNutt

804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656

McNutt Insurance

aceg McNutt

118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451 • Westside • Court Square
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CCHS CLASS OF 2002
CHRISTY SELLS

TODD SEXTON

NICOLE SHAW

JOEY SKINNER

ASHLEY SMITH

STEPHANIE SPANN

AARON STEWART

AMANDA STONE

CHASE STONE

CLINT STONE

KACEE STONECIPHER

BRIDGET SWATZELL

JOSHUA SYKES

BRADLEY TATE

DOMINIQUE TAYLOR

SANDRA THOMPSON

SARAH THOMPSON

STACEY THORN

JUSTIN TIDWELL

DAVID TIMMONS

JENNIFER TODD-LASTER

DUSTE TYNES

BRITTANY VAUGHN

HILLARY WALTERS

BELINDA WASHER

GREGORY WILSON

AMANDA WINSTONNAJORS

ELIZA WITHEE-WEST

TERA YARBROUGH

JOHN TODD

ELISE WARNER

MITCHELL TUCKER TAMARA TUCKER

BETHANY WESTBAY

BENJAMIN WILLIAMS

-111V NOT PICTURED
AMBER AYRES, RONALD COLEMAN,
STEPHEN JANOW,JULIA MCCARTY,
BEN MCCOY,TAI ORTEN,
JONATHAN PHILLIPS, STEVEN SANDERS,
JEREMY SCOTT,SANCHEZ STUBBLEFIELD,
ROBBY WARREN,CHARLES WAYNICK.
ADAM YEZERSKI

RICHARD COLEMAN

ADAM GLISSON

TISHA MORRIS

To Our Grddudtes,
With Pride
We've watched you grow. Now, as you graduate, we couldn't be more
proud of your accomplishments.

Congratulations and best wishes!

GLENDALE
ROAD
CHURCH
OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Rd.

753-3714

LIST FURNISHED BY SCHOOL
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EASTWOOD ACADEMY CLASS OF 2002
Eastwood Christian Academy
graduates three

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY CLASS OF 2002...Eastwood Christian Academy's graduation class includes (left to right) Sean Kristopher Andrus, Michele Overbey and John-Christian
Polichette.

Eastwood Christian Academy will honor
three graduating seniors — Michele
Overbey, John-Christian Polichette, and
Sean.Kristopher Andrus — at commencement exercises May 24 at 7 p.m. at Eastwood
Baptist Church.
Overbey is the daughter of Bill and
Melissa Overbey of Almo. She is the valedictorian of the 2002 graduating class with a
4.0 GPA. She is currently the editor of the
school yearbook and captain of the varsity
cheerleading squad. She has been named
National Honor Roll Award Winner by the
United States Achievement Academy, AllAmerican Scholar by the United States
Achievement Academy and Who's Who
Among American High School Students.
She has received the Valedictorian Honor
Scholarship and the Training School/College
High/Uni% ersity School Scholarship. She

plans to attend Murray State University as a
pre-pharmacy major. Overbey is a member
of Union Grove Church of Christ.
Polichette is the son of John and Cheryl
Polichette of Murray. He plans to study
criminal psychology and computer technology when he graduates.
Andrus is the son of Ken and Karen
Andrus of Murray. He plans to attend
Murray State University this fall and study
computer sciences.
He is a member of the Warrior basketball
team and a member of Eastwood Baptist
Church.

ECASchedule
Graduation: May 24, 7 p.m.Eastwood Baptist
Church

Calloway High School plans Project Graduation events
By Tara Brooks
Many seniors look forward to
their last event together — Project
Graduation.
This year's Project Graduation
will begin following graduation on
May 23: no students will be admitted after midnight. This event will
end at 6 the following morning, according to coordinator Nancy
Dycus.
The cost of Project Graduation is
$5. Permission slips will be mailed
to each student, and replacement

slips may be obtained in the front
•.,.c11 as being under the influence
Mike.
'of either or bolh. is not allowed.
"Parents will be contacted if a
"Any student who arrives under
student has not arrived by midnight the influence of drugs or alcohol
or if a student wants to leave before will be admitted to the 'sick room,'
6 -a.m.." Dycus said. "If a student and will remain there under adult
leaves, he will not be readmitted, supervision, and his parents will he
and will not be eligible for free called." Dycus said.
drawings.
Dycus added that usually stu"Each student who attends will dents do not have time to get under
receive a prize and cash. Those the influence before Project
staying the entire night will be eligi- Graduation anyway. since graduable for a chance to win a large tion lasts so long.
amount of cash and prizes."
The theme of Project Graduation
Possession of drugs or alcohol. this year is a Hollywood theme.

According to Gale Cornelison.
head of the activities committee, the
following activities will be offered:

will be pizza, doughnuts. chips. barThanks to the many donations
becue„- ice i...leaiii...--eoolvies..-,--4rinks--from—within_the.etmlintinit
and much more.
$16,000 in cash and prizes will be
served
Breakfast
at
apwill
be
given away during Project GraduaSports Challenge. Gladiator
proximately
a.m.
5
tion.
Joust. Obstacle Course. Bungee
The students would like to join
Run. Cash Cube, Basketball TourAccording to Dycus. each senior Dycus thanking
in
all who have donaments. Who Wants To Be A Mil- may bring a pre-approved guest.
money
nated
and
to
the parents who
lionaire. Casino. Scooter Races. who must also pay the $5 entrance
have worked to make this !,:ear's
Bowling. Ping Piing. Golf. Bingo.
fee.
Project Graduation a success.
Karaoke, Card Tournament, allParents are still needed to help
night movies and for the grand fiwith games and chaperoning. Those
Tara Brooks is the daughter of
nale. a beauty contest
wishing to participate may contact Beth and Randy Baker of Murray
Free food will be offered all Dycus at 759-2276 or e-mail her at and Scott and Teresa Brooks of
night. Among the food available ndycus0_7'charter.net.
Ballwin, Mo.

Congratulations 2002 Graduates!

Thanks &

Look out here we come! From the Class of 2005!

Congratulations
C dSS of 2.002.1

MURRAY APPLIANCE
"We service or carry partsfor all major brands of major appliances.
212 E. Main Street

44,4107*%"mtdilkir
it&

753-1586

Congratulations to allofour areagraduates
on a job well-done. You've worked hardfor
that diploma and now the rewartis are yours.
Thefuture holds endless possibilities, and all
doors are open to you. With continued hard
work and dedication, there are no limits to
the success you'll achieve. Dream big,gratis
and believe in yourselves!

Now booking
settings for
Class of 2003!
Senior Portraits by...

ba
LENUER

Nlember 1:111('

have
it
all.

vi
CAlli
sonTitotog{aphy
607 S. 4th St.

1

753-8809
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MHS soccer, CCHS hoops highlight year
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
From a region soccer championship to a thrilling postseason
basketball run, prep sports teams
from both Murray and Calloway
County high schools enjoyed successful stints on fields and courts
during the 2001-02 school year.
Last fall, the Murray High Tiger
soccer team completed a magical
campaign with a First
Region championship
and a march into
the state playoffs.
As the
calendar prointo
/Vgressed
spring, the Calloway County Laker
basketball squad continued its improvement under thirdyear head coach Terry Birdsong
by advancing to the semifinals of
the boys' First Region Tournament.
Those and other memorable
moments highlighted the past sports
season for both schools. The following is a recap of the various MHS SOCCER...Murray High senior Walt Garrison battles a
sports seasons at both schools.
defender for possession of the ball during a match last
Golf
earned the First Region championship for
Calloway County sophomore fall. The Tigers
first
time
since
1990.
the
Josh Burks was the biggest story
for either school on the links last moos followed with an 83 while poll. Murray's year included a 1fall, qualifying for the state tour- Josh Dunn checked in with a 102. 0 victory over Second District
nament with his performance in
In the girls' competition, Cal- archrival Marshall County for the
the boys' First Region Tournament. loway County placed sixth in region First Region championship.
Burks topped all local players play with a final score of433Sean Clemson and Tom Maswith a final seore of 76 on the -- 84 strokes behind firstthay earned first-team All-First
par-72 Drake Creek Golf Course place Mayfield.
Region honors.
in Ledbetter, becoming the first
Meanwhile, the CalWhitney Hendon was
CCHS linkster in at least four the Lady Lakers' top
loway _County Lakers'
years to qualify for state.
season ended with a
finisher with a 99 while
Teammate Josh Fisher followed Jenny Gingles posted a
9-0 loss to crosstown
Burks' lead with a final card of 105.
rival Murray High in the
85 -white—Matthew Morris (87),
Second District Tournament,
Murray High ended the tourMatt Butterworth (89) and Jeffery nament with an eighth-place findropping them to a 9-10 finish.
Boyle (90) rounded out
Adam Yezerski was a first-team
ish, notching a 484. Ellen Ginthe field for the Lakgles paced the Lady Tigers with all-region selection. Brandon Morers, who finished
a 107 while Ashley Patterson card- ris earned second-team honors while
eighth in the 21 Jacob Caddas was an honorableed a 114.
team field with
mention pick.
Soccer
•
a total score
In girls' soccer, the Murray High
The Murray High boys' run
of 337.
to the state tournament ended with Lady Tigers advanced all the way
Murray \\<
a 11-1 loss to third-ranked Bowl- to the First Region championship
High ended the\ \\
ing Green in a Section 1 match match, where they fell to nemeregion match in 14th
on Oct. 30 at Ty Holland Field. sis Marshall County 4-0.
place with a 369. Zach
The Lady Tigers finished the
The Tigers, who ended the seaRayburn was the Tigers' top fin- son with a 17-7 record, finished 2001 campaign with a 13-5 record,
isher with a 77. James Querter- 2001 ranked 22nd in the final state including a runner-up finish to the

1 7 Pi,

Lady Marshals in the Second Dis- D. Rose Stadium.
All-West Kentucky Conference
trict title tilt.
Lacey Latimer and Lauren lineman Joe Dolchan signed scholarship papers to attend Western
Massey were first-team All-First
Kentucky University.
Region selections while Chelsee
Basketball
Thompson, Megan HaverCalloway County's surstock and Amy Meloan
prising run to the semisecond-team
earned
finals of the boys' First
Mallory
accolades.
Region Tournament was
Rudolph garnered honor
the top finish among local
able-mention status.
hoops teams.
Murray's region runner-up
The Lakers finished the 2001finish marked the first and only
season for head coach Butch 02 campaign with a 21-8 mark
Massey, who left the program for after extending eventual First
personal reasons. Jennifer Boone, Region champ Paducah Tilghman
wife of Murray State assistant men's to the wire in a 70-61 loss durbasketball coach Anthony Boone, ing the semifinal round of the
was named the Lady Tigers' new tournament.
Calloway's season also includhead coach earlier this year.
Calloway County's Lady Lak- ed a gut-wrenching 60-54 loss to
ers completed the fall season with rival Marshall County in the Fourth
a 5-12 record after suffering a 7- District finals and a thrilling 510 setback to Marshall County in 50 triumph over Fulton City in
the semifinal round of the Second the opening round of the region
tournament.
District Tournament.
The Murray High Tigers'
Chelsea Cleaver was the
season ended at 14-12 with
Lady Lakers' top player,
a 73-60 loss to rival Marearning second-team allshall County in the
region honors.
semifinals of the Fourth
Football
District Tournament, held
High
The Murray
at Marshall's Reed Conder
Tigers completed another
Memorial Gymnasium.
stellar season in the fall of 2001,
On the girls' side, the Murray
advancing to the second round
of the Class A state playoffs after High Lady Tigers capped another
successful season under head coach
an 8-2 regular-season record.
Murray's season ended with a Rechelle Cadwell Turner with a
28-7 -defeat at the hands of The .22-8 record and an appearance in
rival Mayfield Cardinals in post- the First Region Tournament.
The Lady Tigers' 2001-02 run
season play. A pair of losses to
the Cardinals and one to district ended. with a 50-41 setback to
rival Ballard Memorial were the eventual region champion Graves
only blemishes on the Tigers' slate. County in the first round of the
In the spring, two MHS senior region tournament at the Regional Special Events Center.
standouts elected to continue their
Murray dropped the Fourth
football careers at the colleDistrict title game to rival
giate level. Fullback/lineMarshall County 64-62.
backer Jon Hedges signed
• ,
This spring, Lady
scholarship papers to
\s/
Tiger seniors Paige
play at Western KenAdlich (Kentucky Westucky while placekicker
leyan) and Ashley Tripp
Gary Crass decided to stay
(Rend Lake Community Colcloser to home, joining the
lege) signed scholarships to conhometown Murray State Racers
tinue their hoops careers.
as a preferred walk-on.
At Calloway County, the Lady
At Calloway County, the Lakers ended an otherwise disap- Lakers' season came to a halt at
pointing 4-6 season on a high note 14-13 after a 64-29 loss to the
— blasting visiting Madisonville Lady Marshals in the Fourth Dis28-0 in the season finale at Jack trict semifinals.

CCHS HOOPS...Calloway senior Clay Lamb goes in for a
layup during a game earlier
this year. The Lakers finished
the 2001-02 season at 22-8,
including a berth in the boys'
First Region semifinals.

Today s Graduates
Tomorrow's Leaders

Congratulations Class of 2002!

Graduating is quite an accomplishment.
After all the long hours of hard work and
study, you've reached your goals, and now
you're readyfor the next step. Whether your
ventures take you around the world or across
town, keep in touch with your
Hometown News!

1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray, KY • 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com
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MHS CLASS OF 2002
Ingrowing, we have shared.
In learning, we havefoundfriendship.
In ride,
we tire Moray54h SchoolClass(12002
Announce our Graduation Ceremony
Sunday afternoon,June second
two o'clock
Lovett Aulitorium

Baccalaureate
Wednesday evening, May twenty-ninth
eight o'clock
_First Baptist Cluirch

Sara Rashid

MOST ATHLETIC
Ashley Tripp

MHS students look back on
high school as 'good run'
By Andrew Parker
& Chris Byars
One piece ot paper and it all
,ends. Turn the page. The -good
run" ends with a diploma. All the
hopes and dreams for our childhood ends, for better or worse.
We've changed from snot-nosed
kids to adults.
Murray High's class of 2002
will sweep into "the real world" on
June 2. but we had a "good run."
For most of us, we walked
through the happy front doors of
Robertson Elementary in August of
1989. There we learned to read and
write the name on that diploma. We
learned to share and the importance
of a recess time. We all came to respect the red light glaring at us in
the front of the cafeteria as we sat
in silence. After the aiss snake
mistakenly appeared in the principal's office, we learned the importance of apologies. Thus it began.
The Class of 2002 was often let
down. We wrote writing portfolios
back-to-back (4th and 5th grade
years). Our high KIRIS Tests
earned the school new playground
equipment that we were never fully
able to enjoy. We were in school
during the 1994 football fiasco.
Eighth graders before us received more recess time then we
were permitted. The class behind us
went to Six nags for an 8th grade
trip. We went to the Memphis Zoo.
We drank from Mini-Sip Pouches!
Project Prom was considered. Mr.
Etherton. Mr. Strobe. Mr. Hampton. Coach Harrell and Mrs. Spann
all left before we did.
But our cloud seemed to have a
silver lining. We had a lot of good
times in 13 years together. Recess
was good. There was always ex-

citement of changing to a new
school campus, which our class did
four times (Just when you think
you run the school...).
We came to a newly-remodeled'
middle school. We ran off roughly
four music teachers in 4th grade,
until Mr. Haney showed up on the
scene. We survived a tornado in 5th
grade. There was the longing to attend school dances in 6th grade and
then actually getting to "cut-a-rug"
in 7th grade(Who can forget the
"Macarena" and "Barbie Girl"?).
The talent shows always gave new
bands their spot in the limelight.
whether it was Mad Dogs, Innocent
Bystander. Unknown. Bad Rabbit
or the Kncrnies.
We buried mummified chickens
in Ty Holland Field. We took field
trips to exotic locales like LBL and
the Memphis Zoo. We watched
movies like t'Clash of the Titans"
and "Ed-(the one about the baseball-playing chimp). We thwarted a
playground wedding between Brittany Overby and Will Ray, ruled
KYA with the help of Mrs. Bell,
left our mark on both New York
City and our nation's capitol(who
can forget the mountain of Sprite
bottles during the UK semifinals),
and managed to escape multiple attempts by Chris Byars to become
Steven Spielberg.
And then onto MHS. where we
learned that Mr. Dotson is liable to
show up on front door step, Coach,
Carr never really knows what we're
doing ("2002 Seniors, what are we
doing?"). and that Monica and
Penny apparently have no last
names.
We leaned that the teachers you
start out with (Mrs. Ellis and Mrs.
Dawson)aren't necessarily the

Mandy Brown

President - Chelsee Thompson
Vice President - Michael Swain
Secretary - Marshall Welch
Treasurer - Brittany Overby

BEST LOOKING
Matthew Morris

MR.& MISS MHS

CLASS OFFICERS

Adam Ellis

MOST DEPENDABLE

Thomas Masthay

Marshall Welch

Mary Schneiderman

REACH FOR

ones you end up with. We learned
that there is no finer food than a
crispitO with cheese sauce and that
ice cream tastes better when it is
hurled at you from the hand of a
lunch lady. The Dawg Pound and
the band always had fun even in a
blow out. And what could be better
than having the ball in your hands
on Friday night.
We learned that freshmen don't
change, they just become sophomores. We saw Nashville's Parthenon,"Thirteen Days," and "Macbeth." We also learned tfiat the
military will stop at nothing to recruit us (teachers in the obstacle
course was worth a tour overseas.
though).
In the last month we've put on
two blockbuster plays. played threc
sports, put out the Black & Gold,
made a yearbook. found time for
homework and tests, and still managed to write the words you're
reading.
Ahh, a good time was had by all
After the 13 years of taking the
good with the had. we've stood together proudly. we've been molded
into more than classmates or the fu
ture leaders of America, we have
been molded into brothers and sisters. We are intertwined in each
other's lives forever. We are not at
the end of a road. we are simply at
an intersection in a road, that we
began walking down hand-in-hand
13 long years ago.
That piece of paper has been
more than worth it.

THE
STARS!
A whole new world of opportunities
await you as you venture into life as an adult.
No dream is too big and no goal is
too high when you give it your best shot.
This is just the beginning grads

—

the best is yet to come!

Andrew Parker is the son of
David and Martha Parker. Chris
Byars is the son of Bud and Kim
Byars.

MEDICAL CENTER

MHSSchedule

Family Practice • Internal Medi,

Baccalaureate: May 29, 8 p m., First Baptist Church
Senior Awards Night: May 30, 6 30 p m . Lovett Auditorium
Graduation: June 2 2 p.m.. Lovett Auditorium
Project Graduation: June 2. 10 30 p m MHS

• Pediatrics

300 S. 8th St. Suite 480W • Murray, KY
(270) 759-9200 or (800)932-2122
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MHS CLASS OF 2002

MOST TALENTED

BEST PERSONALITY
Adam Ellis

Catherine Settle

Michael Swain

Sean Clemson

MOST SCHOOL SPIRIT

BEST ALL AROUND
Matthew Kelleher

Emily Runnels

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

Chelsee Thompson

Mallory Cathey

Mandy Brown

MOST OUTGOING

Andrew Parker

Jonathan Hedges

Ellen Gingles

MHS students eagerly
anticipate, prepare for
Project Graduation

WITTIEST
Susan Hart

MOST FLIRTATIOUS

Eric Christensen

Sarah Rall

Gregory Vonnahme

By Walt Garrison
& Laura Darnell
If you were a graduating senior
from Murray High, what would you
be doing after graduation? You
would be at Project Graduation.
Project Graduation has two purposes. The first is to give seniors a
place to go without alcohol or
drugs. Also, Project Graduation
gives seniors a chance to he with
friends and relax after all their
classes are over.
Mrs. Karen Darnell and senior
parents put on the program. Businesses of Murray donate money.
food and prizes to give to seniors.
Project Graduation begins at
10:30 p.m. on Sunday. June 2. and
is over at 6:30 a.m. the next morning.

-GRADUATioov
1
111
--
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New & Used Compact Discs

WE ARE PROUD OF YOU,
ASHLEIGH APPLE
DAVID PURCELL
JACOB CADDAS
CATHERINE SETTLE
JULIE DAVENPORT
KORI TABERS
GEREMY HARPER
RICHARD BLALOCK II
BRYAN HOPKINS
ERIC CHRISTENSEN
ANDREW PARKER
ELLEN GINGLES
EMILY RUNNELS
JONATHAN HEDGES
MICHAEL SWAIN
DAN MATHIS
BRIAN ASHER
MALLORY RUDOLPH
JASON CHAPMAN
JEFF STEWART"
ASHLEY FUTRELL
VICKIE TRAVIS
MEGAN HAVERSTOCK LANDON BARROW
TOM MASTHAY

Super
Tuesday
New
Release Sale
Cash paid

Stereo
ElCar
installation

Walt Garrison is the son of
David and Sylvia Garrison. Laura
Darnell is the daughter of Linda
Darnell and Jim Darnell.

A Salute to the
class of 2002!

1111111111401081

New & Used
CDs

Girls may sponsor a boy in the
male beauty contest. Girls supply
the clothes and makeup. All the
guys have to do is "strut their
stuff." Guys get half the prize
money and the rest is split between
the girls.
There will also be sumo wrestling and other games.
"It's the hope of all those involved in Project Graduation 2002
that all seniors will attend and celebrate with their .classmates," said
Joe Hedges, chairman of the public
relations committee for Project
Graduation.

for
Used cps
,

Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And Any Budget — Custom Installation

///ALPINE.
Hours:
10-6 Mon.-Fri., 10-5 Sat.

,JL.

GOOD LUCK IN YOUR
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.

-citanymy

IS

bOckkaircsgati?

Dixieland Center • Murray, KY
753-0113

FIRST BAPTIST
N111 ta v

203 S. 4TH ST.

k

N

n T ut

753-1854
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MHS CLASS OF 2002

1
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PAIGE ADLICH

JALEELAH AL-ALOU

EMILY ALLEN

DAVID ANDERSON

ASHLEIGH APPLE

LAYAL ATLEH

TRACY BALLARD

LAURA BENNETT

RICHARD BLALOCK II

WILLIAM BOGGESS

HEATHER BOSSE

SONYA BOX

IdANDY BROWN

JOHN BYARS

WILLIAM CHU

JEREMY CLARK

SEAN CLEMSON

ISAAC COE

PAUL COOMBS

GARY CRASS

CAITLIN DALY

LUCAS DIBBLE

STEPHANIE DONNELLY

ADAM ELLIS

AMANDA ELLIS

JACOB GARFINKEL

JAMES GARRISON

ELLEN GINGLES

WHITNI GRAY

•

tele.

f4o
MALLORY CATHEY

FLOYD COGDELL

JASON CHAPMAN ERIC CHRISTENSEN

DARYL COLE

HEATHER COLLINS JESSICA CONNELLY
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ERIN DARNELL

LAURA DARNELL JULIE-DAVENPORT

ADAM FRENCH

AMBERLY FUTRELL

ASHLEY FUTRELL

For All Your Goals,
For All Your Dreams,
The Murray Bank Is Here To
Help You Conquer The World

CONGRATULATIONS
1001 GRADUATES!
We're proud of you.

4)
Murray B
The

How Banking Should Be

405 South 12th St.
270-753-LOAN
(5626)
\I, !Ilk. I

I-

)1(

S
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MHS CLASS OF 2002
GEREMY HARPER

SUSAN HART

MEGAN HAVERSTOCK

JONATHAN HEDGES

MELINDA HENDERSON

OWEN HONG

ALLYSIA HOOD

BRYAN HOPKINS

DANA HOPKINS

RYAN HOUSTON

DANIEL HUGHES

KIANA JACKSON

DARREN KEEL

MATTHEW KELLEHER

KAYLA KIMBEL

CARLA KINGINS

SHANNON KIPPHUT

BOONE LANE

DAVID LEE

HALEY LEEDOM

RICHARD MADDOX

TRACY MARTIN

THOMAS MASTHAY

JOSHUA MATHIS

ROBYN MAYFIELD

JANEY McCLAIN

AMY MELOAN

ELIZABETH MILLER

..44
(,.16. ttc-

r1
MATTHEW MORRIS

DELANDA OLIVE

JAMES RAGSDALE

SARAH RALL

BRITTANY OVERBY ANDREW PARKER

SARA RASHID

WILLIAM RAY

DAVID PURCELL

BRANDY REED

Years of hard work and dedication
have brought you to this day.
Enjoy it, you've earned it.

CONGRATULATIONS
2002 GRADUATES
We're proud of you!
HOLESALE

CUM

LECTRIC

rilLMAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
vi

200 East Main Street • 753-8201
4.

In InC•

206 East Main St.• Murray, KY • 753-3361

SUPPLY CO.
208 East Main St.• Murray, KY • 753-8194

BRANDELYN QUINN HUNTER QUINTON

MALLORY RUDOLPH

EMILY RUNNELS
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MHS CLASS OF 2002
JARED SAMMONS STEVEN SAUNDERS

JUSTIN SEELEY

AMANDA TAYLOR

BRANDON SMITH

MEGAN SCHELL

MARY SCHNEIDERMAN

ANNA SCOTT

JUSTIN SMITH

MITCHELL SMITH

MELISSA STARKS

MICHAEL SWAIN

JASON THOMPSON

KWEN TRICE

ASHLEY TRIPP

JACKELYN VARGAS

LESLIE WYNN

DEREK DOWDY

FELICITY TAYLOR CHELSEE THOMPSON

KIEL WARD

GREGORY VONNAHME

JOSHUA SEAVERS

RF.ATHER MAMMA

MARSHALL WELCH

HOLLIE WEST

JASON WILIUNS

KORI TA ti

ti

NOT PICTURED

MARIA HIMELICK

SAM JACKSON

ADAM BROCKWELL
BRANDON COLE
PATRICK CONNELLY
FRANKIE CROUCH
DUANE CUTTS
JAIME FAIRBANKS
STEVEN JENKINS
MARIO LAWRENCE
JASON RHONE
HEATHER ROGERS
WILLIAM SAMES
EDNA SCOTT
LIST FURNISHED
BY SCHOOL

TOMMY MILLS

CATHERINE SETTLE

rived L1c.4
9009 71;Dib-ps.1
• High Speed Internet

• Electric Power

• Cable Television

• Telephone

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Celebrating Our 60th Anniversary
401 OLIVE STREET • MURRAY • 753-5312

LOOKS
LIKE
YOU
MADE
IT

Congratulations
to the Class of 2002
on a fine achievement.
As you celebrate your graduation,
remember with pride the hard work and
dedication it has taken to get where you
are. The future is sure to hold many more
challenges, but you've proved that you're
willing and able to meet them.

Good luck, grads!

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.•(270) 753-5273
www.parkerford.com
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Seniors,
Please accept best wishes and heartfelt congratulations from the faculty and staff of the Murray Independent
School District upon your graduation from Murray High School.
Many of you began kindergarten at Murray Elementary School, thirteen years ago. Then, as now, our school district has pursued the following goals: to encourage the development of your own talents, interests, and ambitions, to
instill in you a desire for knowledge and a respect for learning; and to equip you with what you need to join society
as a capable, productive citizen. As we think about those of you who are graduating this month — about your
accomplishments, the many honors you have received, the kind of people you have become — we cannot help but
believe that we have achieved our goals admirably.

Paige Adlich
Jaleelah Al-Alou
Emily Allen
D.J. Anderson. Jr.
Ashleigh Apple
Layal Atieh
Tracy Ballard
Laura Bennett
Richard Blalock ll
William Boggess
Heather Bosse
Sonya Box
Adam Brockwell
Mandy Brown
Chris Byars
Mallory Cathey
Jason Chapman
Eric Christensen
William Chu
Jeremy Clark
Sean Clemson
Steve Coe
Floyd Cogdell
Brandon Cole
Daryl Cole
Heather Collins
Jessica Connelly
Patrick Connelly
Edwin Coombs
Gary Crass
Frankie Crouch
Duane Cutts
Caitlin Daly
Erin Darnell
Laura Darnell
Julie Davenport
Luke Dibble
Stephanie Donnelly
Derek Dowdy
Adam Ellis
Amanda Ellis
Jaime Lee Fairbanks
Adam French
Amberly Futrell
Ashley Futrell
Jacob Garfinkel
Walt Garrison
Ellen Gingles
Whitni Gray
Geremy Harper
Susan Hart
Megan Haverstock
Jonathan Hedges
Melinda Henderson
Maria Himelick
Owen Hong
Allysia Hood
Bryan Hopkins
Dana Hopkins
Ryan Houston
D.J. Hughes
Kiana Jackson
Sam Jackson
Steven Jenkins
Darren Keel
Matt Kelleher
Kayla Kimbel
Carla Kingins
Zach Kingins
Shannon Kipphut
Boone Lane
Mario Lawrence

Today you are our graduates. Tomorrow, you will be our community's leaders. We challenge you to keep on learning and studying, in college and beyond
college. Stay curious — new ideas change the world all the time. Don't ever
reading.-Don't ever stop questioning and thinking. Don't be afraid to speak
your mind. The world will be yours soon. We want you to treat it well.
We are proud of each and every one of you. It is because of you that the
Murray school system's "tradition of excellence" is more than a motto. It is
because of you that Murray High School has earned its reputation as one of the
best high schools in Kentucky. We are confident that
you will continue to make us proud in your future
endeavors.
David Lee
Haley Leedom
Coleman Maddox
Tracy Martin
Tom Masthay
Josh Mathis
Robyn Mayfield
Janey McClain
Amy Meloan
Elizabeth Miller
Tommy Mills
Matt Morris
Delanda Olive
Brittany Overby
Andrew Parker
David Purcell
Brandy Quinn
Hunter James Quinton
Matt Ragsdale
Sarah Rall
Sara Rashid
Will Ray
Brandy Reed
Jason Rhone
Heather Rogers
Mallory Rudolph
Emily Runnels
William Sames
Jared Sammons
Steve Saunders
Heather Schaeffer
Megan Schell
Mary Schneiderman
Anna Scott
Edna Scott
Josh Seavers
Justin Seeley
Catherine Settle
Brandon Smith
Justin Smith
Mitchell Smith
Melissa Starks
Michael Swain
Kori Tabers
Amanda Taylor
Felicity Taylor
Chelsee Thompson
Allen Thompson
Kwen Trice
Ashley Tripp
Jackelyn Vargas
Greg Vonnahme
Kiel Ward
Marshall Welch
Hollie West
Jason Wilkins
Les Wynn

We wish you all the best. May this be the beginning of a lifetime of success. You have enriched our
lives, and we will truly miss each of you.
Please keep in touch.

Vest Wishes
and good Luck

MURRAY CITY SCHOOLS
7/e1 'tradition of Excellence
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